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BUY
UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

SONDS
STAMPS

DS MONEY I
‘Zeaf our enemy aggreaaora.
on to help now.
>tnrnpa today.

Make every

ipating in the Pay-roll Sav-

Stamps are 10/, 25/ and up.
lal ia needed.
>ur ahare every pay day.

< - etcr and Dr. Wells and Dr. Wood,
Summer residents. North Havin.
I)r Lyford and Dr. Raymond of
Vinalhaven and Dr Horn of South
Thoma-Ston. Guess that is all the
doctors I cam recall without over
working tny feeble brain cells.
Iree, George Rackliff, Al Sleeper
and "Hitie” Burns furnished music
lor cne of Dr. Wells famous birth
day parties. North Haven one night.
We slept aboard Dr. Wells yacht.
One very hot day in August manv
yeats agcne a you/.g dcctor and a
male companion sat Rockland on its
tar bv hiring a team and riding up
and down Main street seated on an
ice cake, frying steak in a spider on
an oil stove and wearing fur cents
and mittens. Remember it? I was
informed that the doctor had just
fallen heir to seme money and was
celebrating!
Ho. hum. them wuz th* good cl'
daze!
Now Many Wear

FALSE TEETH
With More Comfort
PASTEETH.
a
pleasant
alkaline
(non-acid) powder, holds false teeth
more (irmly To eat and talk In more
comfort. Just sprinkle a little KASTEBTH on your plates.
No gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Checks
“plate odor" (denture breath). Oet
EAij'l'EEMTI at any drug store.

RVICE
TRUCK

Entered as Second Class Mall
By The Courler-Gaaette, ess Main St.

BLACKOUT TONIGHT, WARDS 3,4.7

TWICE-A-WEEK

, -t blackouts in the city will take the streets of the wards to enter
Lqre tonight and tomorrow’ night. Main street.
Chief Air Raid Warden Louis B. j The auxiliary police units will be
C'ck and City Co-ordinatcr Fdward posted at all junctions cf streets
p Veazie will be In direct charge1 and the main trunk lines to halt
rf all operations. Chief of Police traff.c and the headquarters squad
uurence K. Mansfield will head will patrol the wards to assist the
tiie p lice units that will be respon- regular ward squads.
:tjle fcr traffic and the safety cf
All cf the emergency services will
the people in the blacked out areas mobilize, but will net leave their
(!ch night.
stations.
' Tcnight, promptly at 8.45 o’clock,
The procedure will be the same
narris 3, 4 and 7 will blackout and tomorrow night when wards 1 and 2
remain blacked out until 9.45. This will black out from 8.45 to 9.15 p. m.
till include all homes and business
Traffic two ways will be permit
establishments in the area without ted cn Main and Camden streets
exception.
while route 17 traffic will be di
These three ward* include the verted over the Old bounty Road.
areas frcm the north side of Park
A citywide daylight test blackout
6treet to the southern side of Cot with all emergency services in ac
tage and Gurdy streets as well as tion will be held Sunday, April 26
the entire western section of the from 2 to 4 p. m.
city which is Ward 7.
Mayor Veazie has requested per
During the period, all auto traffic missi cn to hold a citywide blackout
Till be halted in the area with the cn April 29 from the Army. In
exception of Main street which will formation will be given on this
be allowed through traffic both blackout as soon as permission is
north and south. No motorist will given and plans are formulated
be permitted to enter the wards « for it.

Lane Will Run

Now In Air Service

Auburn Banker Finally De
cides To Go After Demo
cratic Nomination

George L. Bums

The dragger Helen Mae 2d, un
derwent trials and compass ad
justments in the harbor yesterday
afternoon. The craft was built at
the Rockland1 Boat Shop and is
owned by the Ross boys of Owls
Head.

Recent arrivals at the fish plant
of F. J. O’Hara Sons Company
have been: Helen Mae, 3600 redfish
and mixed groundifish; Fordham,
60.000; Helen B„ 8.000; Villanova,
48.000 and Royal with a catch of
12,COO cod.

Read The Courier-Gazette
J

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

WARDS THREE, FOUR AND SEVEN
TUESDAY, APRIL 14
8.45 P. M. to 9.15 P. M.
All lights in all Business Establishments and
all Houses are to be extinguished at 8.45

PLAY SAFE!!

Traffic during the Wards 3-4-7 Blackout will
obey the usual rules with Main Street alone be-

— SERVICE THAT SAVIS”

1

Check and Rotate Tires

2

Get Regular Lubrication

3 Service Engine—Carburetor
— Battery

4 Test Brakes
5

Check Steering and Wheel
Alignment

6 Check Clutch, Transmission,
Rear

and South

traffic.

BLACKOUT ORDERS_ _ _ _

WARDS ONE AND TWO
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15
All general details same as above
Traffic during Wards 1-2 Blackout will be
permitted on Camden*street and Main Street.
Route 17 traffic will be routed over the Old

County Road

ALL WE ASK IS CO-OPERATION!

Axle

7

Check Cooling System

3

Protect and Preserve Finish

41-43

WANTED
OLL’S GARAGE
PHOMASTON, me.

ER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

Bataan was fought on land but lost on
the sea. Primarily Japan won there as she
AND
has elsewhere because her warships con
SEA POWER trolled the lines of supply and her mer
chant navy had a shorter haul from her
main bases.
Americans have been comforted somewhat by the infor
mation that desperate and daring work was done in running
in supplies to Bataan’s defenders. This evidence should shame
some of the thoughtless or partisan critics of the Govern
ment, but it also emphasizes the almost impossible situation
which confronts any attempt to hold an outpost in the face
of superior sea power.
Air power contributed importantly to the Japanese suc
cess. Indeed, where she has failed to gain air superiority she
has been held up or turned back—as in Australia today. But
the essential ingredient was ability to transport a preponder
ance of men and supplies—including planes—by sea. The big
bombers can hop from island to island, but their ground crews,
fuel, and repair parts travel by water. Pursuit planes have to
be carried.
•
In all the fighting at the Japanese end of the Axis—in
Malaya. Java, the Philippines, and now in Burma—the great
complaint of defending troops has been lack of air protec
tion. And lack of air protection has been due mainly to
lack of sea power in those areas. There were planes and sup
plies in America and Britain, but vast distances and the
spreading thin of Allied naval forces has handicapped all
efforts to get planes into the front lines.
Bataan should help Americans to see that air power across
the seas rests on ships.—Christian Science Monitor.

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY USTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

At least three Japanese battleships, five
aircraft carriers, a number of heavy and
light cruisers and several flotillas of destroyers are in the Bay of Bengal at this
moment, Prime Minister Churchill told the
House of Commons yesterday in a report which made clear
the stark and deadly peril of India.
Mighty Russia, with hundreds of deadly bombers and sub
marines 680 miles from Tokyo, sternly warned Japan yester
day to observe strictly their year-old neutrality pact despite
the “blabbering” of Japanese military leaders about a war In
Soviet Siberia.
The forms on which more than one million sugar retailers
and wholesalers will register at high schools throughout the
country on April 28 and 29 were released today by the Office
of Price Administration. The registration will take place on
the first two days of the seven-day period in which household
consumers will register at public schools far war ration books.
Sugar sales will be halted at midnight April 27 for about one
week to resume on about May 5.
Beleaguered Corregidor lashed out yesterday with new
blows against the Philippine invaders, sinking a medium-sized
Japanese ship, rkking tank and truck columns in Bataan with
shell fire and smashing a fleet of small boats. The War De
partment reported the developments in coirtmuniques which
told also of a raid by American-Filipino patrols on the foe
more than 600 miles to the south on the island of Mindanao,
in which eight warehouses stored with food were burned.

MORNING’S
NEWS IN A
NUTSHELL

We are asking Every Building in the limits
of Wards 3, 4 and 7 to co-operate—including
all territory from the North Side of Park Street
to the Southern Side of Cottage and Gurdy
Streets, as well as the whole Western Section
of the city embraced in Ward 7.
If there is any doubt tin your mind whatever

for ’’SERVICE THAT SATISFIES

The Camden Herald has dropped the
slogan "Remember Pearl Harbor” and
PEARL
replaced it by one which is very much
more befitting the circumstances—“Avenge
HARBOR”
Pearl Harbor.”
The Saturday Eve
ning Pest wai the first publication to declare against the
word “Remember” and this paper expressed its full agree
ment with the logic. It is well to “remember” Pearl Harbor
as the site of the greatest piece of treachery the world has
ever known but well to “forget” something which certainly
did not redound to this country’s credit. •
“AVENGE

BATAAN

BLACKOUT ORDERS

ing open for North

>

Those disgruntled Democrats who went
MIL LANE home from their State Convention last week,
CHANGES
admittedly sore because of their failure to
HIS MIND coax Mayor Paul A. Dundas out of his idea
of running for the gubernatorial nomination
awoke yesterday morning to find that George W. Lane, Jr.,
the Auburn banker, had reconsidered his decision not to run
and has consented to be the party’s standard-bearer If it
wants him. And judging from all that can be heard in this
corner of the State the party does want him and will give
him the nomination, Dundas or no Dundas. Mr. Lane is a
man of very high standing in business circles, and his entrance
into the field makes a real contest out of what everybody had
been regarding as a “pushover.” Two years ago Gov. Sumner
Sewall was elected by an heroic majority, but his appoint
ments have unquestionably lost him much of his tremendous
margin. To what extent this will be offset by his war efforts
and his own splendid record In the first World War remains
to be seen. But Lane’s decision to enter the battle has cer
tainly put new pep Into the situation.

President Roosevelt’s Diamond Jubilee
Birthday Celebration was the most sucSOMe
cessful of all the infantile paralysis camCELEBRATION paigns.
The tabulated net proceeds are
more than $2,300,000, but the audits of the
1300 counties are not complete yet. Keith Morgan, chairman
of the President’s birthday celebration, says: “The celebration
of our President’s Diamond Jubilee Birthday brought a re
sponse from millions of Americans.
The contributions of
dimes and dollars and even pennies and nickles to fight
Infantile paralysis’, through the nationwide organization of
the National Foundation, provide a much larger supply of
‘ammunition* than any ever made available in this country.
Despite the war and the many calls for aid the people of
America have clearly shown that they stand with the Presi
dent in continuing the fight.”

George W. Lane, Jr., of Auburn,
has announced his candidacy for the
Democratic
gubernatorial nom
ination which Mayor Paul A. Dun
das of Waterville also has declared
he would seek
A Lewiston banker, Lane's name
had been mentioned several times
it a potential candidate but he had
•aid as recently as last Friday’s
Democrat State Convention that he
would net run for office.
He said in a prepared statement
that he had hesitated to enter the
field of politics but had decided to
respond to many calls for him to
run because he believed “this is a
time when personal considerations
and desires must be put aside.’’

BLACKOUT!

[EDITORIAL]

IT WAS

COMPLETE BLACKOUT
until 9.15 P. M.
There Will Be No Alarm!

DEALER

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions 83-00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidate with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
: Tne tecond and third, night time frcm Main street, however, or leave These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

o’clock and remain in

CHEVROLET

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Edtor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

The Time Is 8.45 To 9.15—Wards 1 and 2
Follow Sait On Wednesday Night

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 14,1942

Mashed bananas and chopped
salted peanuts, in equal potrions.
with a little lemon juice added, make
a nutritious and appetizing filler for
graham bread sandwiches.

Spring Concert of the Rubinstein Club
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 17
At 8.15

The announcement for which all Rockland citizens
have long been waiting was made yesterday by L. B.

Cook, chief air raid warden, and pertains, of course,
to blackouts in this city. Chief Cook states that there
will be a full dress rehearsal Sunday, April 26, in which
all of the local war forces will unite. The citywide

blackout is scheduled for Wednesday, April 29.

THE SIEGE OF "BURMA ROAD”
Began Yesterday With Expert Paving Layers
On the Firing Line
A crew of paving layers, laborers
and trucks, under the direction of
Alfred C. Hocking of the John
Meehan Sons Company of Clark
Island, started paving the central
section of Main street yesterday
morning.
Work started at 8.30 a. m. at a
point opposite the Gen. Berry en
gine house and at noon they had
reached a point opposite the foot
of Pleasant street. Should they
progress at this pace throughout
the entire job, the estimated 10
days needed may toe cut to six or
seven.
The crew consists of six expert
paving layers brought here from
New York for the job; seven la
borers; four trucks and drivers
which are engaged in hauling
sand and paving block from Clark
Island and' a city crew winch is
removing the old fill from the
area to be paved.
The blocks are toeing aid length

wise of the track in a sand bed
and therrf are grouted in with a
mixture of wet cement, making a
permanent road bed.
Chief of Police Laurence K
Mansfield asks that the public co
operate in every way with this
project and refrain from parking
on either side of Main street with
in a reasonable distance of where
the crews are at work. Cars will
not be allowed on the repaved sec
tions for at least 72 hours after
the work is completed to allow the
cement to harden.
All motorists are advised to use
the side streets whenever possible
and to travel on Main street only
when absolutely necessary during
the period of construction.
Work will go forward as rapidly
as possible with paving being laid
to a point opposite Chisholm's Spa
and then to be resumed at a point
a* the foot of Willow street and
then through Rankin block.

Debating ‘‘Champs”

For Fourth Draft

To Compete At Bates Friday Men of 45 to 65 Will Register
April 25-27—R. L. Wig
and Saturday—Rockland
gin, Local Registrar
and Vinalhaven Are
Included
Registration for the fourth draft

TICKETS 59c AND $1.80, tax included

(By The Roving Reporter)

A snapshot which was unfortu-| E. H. Philbrick, creator of homenately not quite clear enough for spun philosophy, writes:
reproduction has recently come to
“An ‘ad’ in The Courier-Gazette
my desk from Waldoboro and deals for a grindstone lately reminds me
with four Waldoboro boys in the that some time ago the paper
service—Privates Edwin George spoke of someone who had one,
Mank, J. Harris McLain, “Sonny” said to be 150 years old. Well, when
Hasson, Reginald Bird French, all I was a boy it seemed to me thatl
with the 43d Division at Camp Shel turned one longer than that for my
by, Miss., and) Private Reger E. grandfather. The paper asked
Miller, 3?6th School Squadron, who had the oldest one, and its
Flight D„ Keesler Field, Miss. These history. I have one tha% I have
boys have served well over a year had 51 years. The late Watson
and each are well trained in their Veazie bought it from his brother
various vocations. In short they Samuel M. Veazie who kept the
are the pride of Waldoboro and it hardware store many years on Main
is mqch regretted that all the street. He used it in the Kimball
boys from there could not have been & Gregory Cooper shop at the
included.
North End. The shop was discon
tinued some time in the Eighties,
Brooms and brushes worth nearly and in 1891 A. J. Bird & Co. re
$90,000,000 are worn out every year conditioned it. and the late H. G.
in the United States, the Census Bird gave* the old stone to me as
reports. Is this information sup they had bought a new one. I have
posed to make the Fuller Brush not used it much as I have never
man serry?
had an ax to grind’.”

“A Virginia Reader” writes: ”M;’.
Reed’s articles are indeed very in
which will include all men who teresting but he is slightly confused
in some of his locations. Yorktown
have reached their 46th birthday
and Gloucester Point are not on tiie
on or before Feb. 16, 1942 and have James River, but the 'York River.”
not reached their 65th birthday
on April 27, 1942 will take place
The Courier-Gazette is highlv
April 25, 26 and 27.
pleased with the reception accord
Ralph Wiggin has been appoint ed the twice-a-week paper and
ed as local registrar and will open
thanks everybody for the kind words
the registration center at the
written or said. Writing from 373
Community (Building on the three
Fourth street, Brooklyn, Frederick
days at hours to be announced.
A. Shepherd, former Rockland
All persons willing to act as as
newspaper man, says: The new
sistants to Mr. Wiggin in the reg
twice-a-week Courier-Gazette is
istration are asked to contact him
the best ever; not retrogressive,
personally at once.
rather retrenchment on the home
As far as is known, the places of
front.” And my good friend Fred,
registration for all other sections
author cf the fameuse old High
of the county will remain the same
School yell. “Ki Yippi, Ki Yi”
as in the third draft held a short
time ago. However, the location proves his words by renewing his
of all registration offices and the subscription.
hours that they are in operation
Residents of three Rockland
will be published as soon as the in
wards will have a blackout tonight
formation is received.
and the other two wards tc morrow
Prominent in forthcoming events night. But they don’t have to do
is the annual Spring concert by it the way John E. Doherty did.
the Rubinstein Club which takes What a beautiful starboard eye
place Friday night at 8.15 o’clock he has been wearing because of a
at the Congregational auditorium. fall while adjusting curtains.
The artists will be Miss Lotte Mc
The smart Boy Scouts at Ston
Laughlin. dramatic soprano; Miss
Bertha I. Luce, violinist; Mrs. ington did such a fine Jeb collect
Faith G. Berry organist; and Mrs. ing waste paper that they have been
Ruth E. Sanborn and Mrs. Nettie obliged to cease their efforts for
B. Averill, pianists, a group of out lack of store room. Seems as if
standing ability, a guarantee in it somebody ought to remedy that de
fect.
self of the rare treat in store.

Thirteen Maine High Schools will
compete at Bates College Friday
and Saturday for the champion
ship of the Bates Interscholastic
Debating League.
Prof. Brooks
Quimby of Bates announced yes
terday in revealing results of pre
liminary rounds in which 35 High
Schools participated.
Last year’s winner and runner-up,
Portland
and
Lewiston
High
Schccls, respectively, are included
among the finalists, while other
former winners to compete are
Phillips High and Leavitt Institute.
The winning school will receive a
trophy emblematic of the Maine
championship, while the best in
dividual speaker of the tourney
will receive a $200 scholarship to
Bates. Medals also will be awarded
to outstanding speakers.
Finalists include Caribou, Milo,
Ellsworth, Vinalhaven, Newport,
Rockland, Winslow, Phillips, Dix
field, Lewiston, Portland and Chev
erus High Schools and Leavitt In
stitute.
Results of the preliminary rounds
announced by Professor Quimby
included the following, with the
first named school being the home
affirmative team:
Group D: Vinalhaven High 3,
Stonington High 0; Stonington 0,
Vinalhaven 3.
Group F: Rockland High 3, Ban
gor High 0; Waterville High 2,
Rockland High 1.
The Rocky Mountain News, one
Keep the refrigerator cold—but
Group M: Cheverus High 2, Lin
not too cold. You’re wasting energy of the best papers in the West has
coln Academy 1; Lincoln 3, Traip if you keep the temperature in the reduced its size one-half to save
Academy 0.
cabinet below 40 deg. Fahrenheit.
paper.

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 17

SPRING FROLIC
17

CASH PRIZES
%

17

BOB PERCIVAL’S ORCHESTRA
AND ENTERTAINERS
Door Prizes, Lucky Prizes, Consolation Prizes
Booby Prizes

WGAN’S SAM HENDERSON
Maine’s Most Popnlar Radio Announcer

Master of Ceremonies

Dancing 8 to 12. Admission 50c, tax 5c, total 55c
Tickets On Sale At Chisholm’s

42*44

It happened many years ago in
cne of the upper towns of Knox
County, I will say Hope, for a guess,
when a ycung swain was returning
from a courting trip. His younger
brother, thinking to frighten him,
donned a sheet and when the lover
took a short cut through the ceme
tery, suddenly leaped to his feet
and extended his shrouded arms,
But fresh from his courtship the
older brother had more important
things to think about, so he swat
the “ghost” over the head with the
remark: “Get down there you fool,
what are you doing up here?”
’’Pardner” of Thomaston desires
information concerning a hymn or
poem, one verse of which runs—•
“When I've been there 10.000 years
Bright shining as the sun
I've no less days to sing His praise
Than when I first begun.”

One year ago: An “All-Maine
College" group held a rally at the
High School auditorium with 200
present. Fred C. Black, originator
of the idea, was elected president.
—Robert A. Webster was re-ap
pointed probation officer
for
Knox County—Among the deaths:
Camden, Wendell S. Leighton, 68;
Washington, William D. Wilson;
North Haven, Treva Howard, 29;
Rckland, Mrs. Ole Larson, 79;
Union, Mrs. Marcellus Wentworth,
90; Jefferson, Annie V. Orff 78.—
Rev. Fr. John Cummings was home
from Miami. Fla., where he had
been a hospital patient.—The trawl
er Belmont was launched from the
Snow shipyards—Ralph C. Went
worth was elected president of the
Kncx County Alumni Association
of the University of Maine.

morrow at 2 o’clock in the church
A W.C.T.U. Institute will be held parkrs for Red Cross sewing.
in the vestry of the First Baptist Dr. Walter P. Conley, optome
Church Friday with sessions at 10 trist has returned to his office fol
a. m. and p. m. The program: 10 lowing surgical treatment at Knox
a. m., devotions, conduvted by Mrs. Hospital.
Josephine Grover; presenting the
Instiaute, announcemtns, made by
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Mrs. Clara Emery; Department of
Literature, Mrs. Helen H. Carlson;
If I had my life to ttsa agate I
have made a rule to read soma
questionnaire, “Preparation For would
poetry and listen to some music a*
Defense.” Mrs. Susie Lamb, repre least once a week. The lose of them
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Cbaxlen
senting the Red Cross; “Health and Darwin
Athletics,” James A. Stevens, High
WHY I BELIEVE
School coach; 2 p. m., devotions,
I. too. might not believe
conducted by Miss Mary Ware of Had I not seen
sun rise up behind a row of pine;
Union; Flcwer Mission Depart The
And seen the low-hung cloude turn
ment, A Demonstration, Mrs. Alice
rose and gold.
God can make such beauty
Kittredge; music; "Our Work." Miss ’Tla only
mine.
Caroline Fenno Chase, Augusta; I. too, might not believe
>
question box. local presidents. Miss Had I not beard
The lilting carol of a winged lark.
Margaret Crandon, leader; basket Such utter Joy. beyond me to bestow.
come from Ood. He strikes
lunch at neon tup pstairs), tea cof Can only
the spark.
fee and a hot dish will be served.
I. too. might not believe
Chickawaukie Lake became free But I have felt
The snow-flake's melting softness ere
of ice last week, but beautiful Mir
It dies;
that whips me Into tlndtna
ror Lake retains its crystal bed The wind
life
Then passes on In the Illimitable skies.
quilt.
Sonny Robinson, son of Bessie I. too, might not believe
I but Man
Robinson, is the first at the Cres Had
On which to base tny theories as I
plod;
cent street School to fill enough But having
seen and heard and felt
these things,
stamp books to purchase a defense
I cannot help but know—Somewhere
bond.
Is Ood
Universalist women will meet to
—Vlleta Nsiaog Chaffer
W. C. T. U. INSTITUTE

Kitty McLaughlin, Soprano Soloist
Part et proceed* for manic in defense at local Naval Base
Men tn Nary Uniform Admitted Free
Tickets on sale at Maine Music C©„ and Members of the Club

Volume 97........Number 43.

The Black Cat

ROCKLAND BLACKOUTS

DANCING, SINGING, COMEDY, NOVELTIES
Chewing gum usually can be re
moved from car or furniture uphol
stery by rubbing gently with carbon
tetrachloride and then scraping with
dull knife.

TUESDAY
ISSUE

The Courier-Gazette

Has A Big Band

STRAND THEATRE, Wednesday-Thursday

TWICE-A-WEEK

Be ye separate, saith the Lord,
and touch not the unclean thing;
and I will receive you.—n Oor. 6:17.

FIGHT
CANCER
Conquer
FEAR,DELAY

IGNORANCE

ENLIST IN THE WOMEN 5 FIELO ARMY
AMfWUN UOt' T EOR THE tOMTROl OF (AMtEA

This striking poster dramatizes
the theme of the sixth annual en
listment campaign of the Women’s
Field Army of the American Society
for the Control of Cancer conducted
throughout the oountry during
April. Under the slogan, “Conquer
Fear, Delay and Ignorance” the
200.000 members of the Field Army
will tell the public about the symp
toms and cure of cancer through an
intensive program of public speak
ing. newspaper publicity, radio
talks, printed matter, motion pic
tures and exhibits. Cancer is the
second highest cause of death In the
United States. Last year more than
58,030 persons died of It. Almost
two thirds of them could have been
saved if they had known the facts
that will be emphasized during the
campaign.

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 14,1942

Page Twd

Lincoln Academy’s Smart
Young Musicians Acquit
Themselves With Credit
The Lincoln Academy 51-piece
band, conducted by S. P. Young,
gave the annual band concert at
the Academy Gymnasium Friday
night.
The program included the Nation
al Anthem by thejaand, the Merry
Minstrels March by McCaughey:
trumpet duet Carolyn Denny and
Florence Matthews, with Mrs. Inez
Denny at the piano, selections Over
The Waves and The Holy City,
Grenadiers March and Hillcrest
Overture by Webber-Homstein. A
saxophone solo, When You and I
Were Young, Maggie was played by
Cleveland Page. The last selection
before intermission was the Aero
Club March by McCaughey, played
by the band.
After intermission the band
played Zanthian Overture and the
National Guard March.
A saxophone trio consisting of
Richard Haggett, Ralph Griffin and
Cleveland Page played Irving Ber
lin’s Easter Parade and I’ll Be
Faithful by Wrubel; program se
lections by the band. Lakes of Ocala
Waltz and Harvard Special March
by McCaughey and America.
The band consists of the follow
ing members and instruments:
Clarinets, Martha Bryant, Robert
Bryant, Burnham Ripley, Richard
Haggett, Polly Parsons, Lawrence
Bartlett, Marguerite Dodge, Peggy
Parsons, Leon Dodge, Roger Dodge,
Beverley Hancock, Chester Brooks
and Geraldine Sherman;
flute,
Dana Ripley;
trumpets, Edgar
Curtis, Austin Lincoln Phyllis Chadbourne, Carolyn Denny, Florence
Matthew, Elmer Blomerth, Jean
Bates,
Priscilla Weeks, Mary
House, Leah Higgins, Abby Burns,
Anne Haggett, Cecil Hollowell,
Georgia Jones, Audrey Clark, Nath-

WON an CHAMPIONSHIP
4

...... 1 I I 1 I ■ I

Williams” with June Havoc, to the
music furnished by Alvino Rev and
his orchestra and the four King
Sisters. Patsy Kelly. Dorothy Lovett, Sam Levene and Margaret Dumont are also in the cast.

Fred
Gatcomb’s
shipbuilders ; The Firechiefs had a newcomer
1 from Snow Shipyards did a jcb of to their ranks in the person of
fire eating last night and laced Alden Allen who rolled way ahead
the famous McLoon Firechiefs for of the four regulars for a 548 total
the city championship in the Com and high man of the match. Cole
munity BuJding bowkng leagues of Snows set up a 545 for second
position and Fred Oatcombe rode
by 34 pins.
The battle waxed hot and heavy in third position with a 518.
After cutting down the powerful
for five strings with the lead in
the first string being earmarked Post Office team last week to take
j for the Firechiefs by seven pins. the American League champion, The second and third strings be- sh p rcll off. Snows were all set for
i came the property of the ship the Firechiefs w’ho were considered
builders; the second by six pins the hot shot team of National
and the third by 61. McLoon’s League after they had rolled over
gang came back strong in the the hapless Gulf organization 5-0
fourth stanza and rolled up a lead to take the League championship
of 62 pins in that especial string. roll, off last week.
Snow's — Phillips 464, Willis 435.
The fifth string started off with
Cole
545. Gatcombe 518, McKinney
the McLoon's having a two-pin
edge which the shipbuilders soon 494, total 2456.
cut down and then raced ahead to Firechiefs — Alden Allen 548.
set up a 34-pin lead that stood at Boardman 474, Smith494, M'Loon
the end of the match.
• 456 Wentworth 450, total 2422.

Mrs. SewalFs Guests
STRAND THEATRE, Friday and Saturday

For Cancer Control

Members Spend a Happv Day Miss Ruth Rogers Heads the
April Campaign in
At Blaine Mansion in
Rockland
Augusta

The Women’s Educational Club That Miss Ruth Rogers, Rock
spent one of the most enjoyable land librarian, has been appointed
afternoons in its history when the Jhead the annual April camclub was entertained at Blaine pai?h for cancer control in RockHouse in Augusta by Mrs. Sumner land- ** announced by Mrs. HarI
„ „ , ,
,
,
. , old Cooper. State Commander of
Sewall. Rockland sent a large del- L.
™
.
i
|the Womens Field Army. Miss
egaticn and many members from Rog€rs> captains and teams wcrk.
■ various parts of the State were pres- ers
be shortly announced,
ent.
I It is interesting to note that 21
At 2 o’clock a reading was given ■ patients from Kncx County have
by Miss Laura Carpenter entitled! received financial aid from the Wo“Fumily Portraits” which was a men’s Pield Army, mainly through
story of Jesus cf Nazareth frcm j
weekly cancer clinics conducSupt. MacNeil
Brown Liber- saxophones,
a"e
childhccd
until
his
crucifixion.
ted
by
the six leading hospitals in
......... ....................
Cleveland Page, Llewel
t i'
at ing 4000, Hatched a
This wonderful story was beauti-j^he State. Last year $23,898.32 was
lyn Cooper, Ralph Griffin and
Year Ago
Mabel Piper;
trombones, Paul
fully given and much enjoyed by | raised' through the Maine ccunty
Chadbourne and Prescott Brewer;
the audience. The reading was in- units. Knox was weil up in the
Maine's Spring program of stock
alto, Martha Blomerth, Thomas Gay
terspersed with musical selections Hsts, contributing $632 to the
ing pheasants was scheduled to
and Harriet Hall; baritone, Parker
of piano and violin.
I cause.
start yesterday when 4000 birds,
Gray; bass, Loring Pease; bass
Blaine
House
was
replendent
with
1 Urg.ng public support of the
hatched a year ago aj the State
drums, Georgianna Stetson; snare,
Spring flowers. Lunch was served.1 s^th annual enlistment campaign
Game farm in Gray, will be re
Marjorie Haggett, Elva Ross, Helene
Mrs. Winifred Young of Oron: and this mnpth, Mrs. Cooper emphaleased along coastal areas from
Foster, Martha Dodge, Rena Hall, Scene from “Batch Minds the Baby,” feature; co-feature is Zasu Pitts in j Mrs. Caro Jones of Rcckland 51265 the importance to national
York to Hancock Counties.
“Miss Polly’
Alice David and Norma Lincoln and
poured. Among these attending; defense of the 100.000 lives that
Farm Superintendent MacNeil
cymbals, Grace Barnes.
were the following officers and health authorities say could be
Brown, estimating that two or three
Stoddard of Megunticook patriotic members:
saved from cancer if everyone
weeks would be required to com
quiz by Edwin Tyler of Wessawes
Mary Perry Rich, president; Ida!the importance of early
plete the work, said the birds would
keag Grange; trio, “White Cliffs Simmons, Etta Covel, Rc.se Hupper, treatment.
»
bring to nearly 30.000 the number
of Dover.” by Esther Monroe, Bar Jeanette Dunton, vice presidents;
‘The maintenance of family
News
Items
from
all
of
the
Pa

liberated the past three years. Last Two-County Meeting In Wal
bara and Eleanor Young; closing Mabel Harding, secretary; Mar health is one of the most valuable
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Fall 5000 were released.
here. * *
song by all.
doboro
Names
Committee
guerite Gould and Hazel Weed- services women can perform,” said
“It has been our experience ”
To Study Subject
ward, press reporters; Cora Hara- Mrs. Cooper recently in a talk to
Brown said, “that the coastal re
At a meeting Wednesday of
The Circle of Weymouth Grange den, treasurer; Zaidie Winslow, au Women’s Field Army team work
gions are best suited for the gen
At a meeting conducted by Smith
ers. “One of the greatest enemies
of
Thomastcn will meet Thursday ditor.
Wessaweskeag
Grange
of
South
eral welfare of pheasants.”
C. McIntire of the U. S. Bureau
of family health and welfare—and
at
the
Grange
hall.
Dinner
will
be
Other
members
attending
were:
Brown said a good cock bird of Agricultural Economics Thurs Thomaston, an interesting talk
consequently
a menace to our na
served
at
12
and
there
will
be
a
Mrs. Letitia Starrett Mrs. Lucy Silweighs about three pounds, with day evening, April 9, at Waldoboro was given by Worthy Master
tional
strength
—is cancer, which
quilt
to
knot
in
the
afternoon.
lery and Mrs. Dora Kallcch, Thom
the hens running scmewhat lighter. High School, a committee for Charles Watts. His subject was
exacts
a
toll
of 158.000 human
aston; Mrs. Rhoda Hamilton, Mrs.
They measure about three feet long Knox and Lincoln counties com “The Island of Ceylon” which he
lives
annually.
Today,
in time of
The Aid-a-bit Club of Rockland Helen Gregory, Mrs. Adele Lundell,
from the head to the tail tip.
posed of a group of fanners, agri visited several years ago, and he
total
war,
the
preservation
of our
“The hen birds which will be lib cultural economists, and repre gave a fine description of its scen will meet Thursday night with Mrs. Mrs. Ira Perry, Miss Minnie Hard
national
health
is
of
vital
impor

erated.” Brown explained, “will sentatives of the U. S. Employment ery, people and customs. Edwin Frank Farrand, Talbot avenue. ing, Mrs. Eva Pease, Mrs. Ellura tance. We must not lose the
start laying eggs in two or three Service, was formed to cope with Tyler also gave a talk on the Women members are asked to take Hamlin, Mrs. Inez Ames, Mrs. Alice ground we have gained' in this na
work to make up for the Spring sale. Kaler, Mrs. Inez Packard, Mrs.
weeks after their release.”
farm labor supply problems dur places of interest which he visi
Pleasant Valley Grange of Rock Florence Dawes, Mrs. Katherine tion-wide fight ggainst cancer.”
ing the war emergency as a part ted on a trip South this Winter.
land meets tonight at the V.F.W. Studley Akers, Mrs. Lena Merrill,
of the Food for Victory Program.
hall.
After the meeting, penny Mrs. Bessie Church, Mrs. Aurelia Mrs. William T. Smith.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
For Victory...
The committee membership in
Mabel Harding, secretary
beano will be played for one hour. Bray, Mrs. Fred Linekin. Mrs. Edna
met
Saturday
at
St.
George.
Due
cludes
the
following:
Buy
I Those attending are asked to take Heath, MrsrKate Gculd, Mrs. Lelia
Co-Chairmen—Henry A. Kontio. to the storm the program varied
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
U. S. DEFENSE
beano prizes.
Benner, Mrs. Leonice Delano, Mrs.
West Rockport and Wallace E. somewhat from its schedule. Num
Wonders I
Louise Ingraham, Mrs. Rana RcbBONDS Spear. Waldoboro, both local bers were: Greetings; address of
inson, Mrs. Lina Carrell, Miss Alice
of UB.DA War Board. welcome by Lillian Rackliff of St.
STAMPS chairmen
Hcvey,
Mrs. Jeanette Dunton, Mrs.
Secretary — Ralph Wentworth, George; response by Past Knox
Elizabeth
Morey, Miss Therese
Pomona Master Henry Payson of
County Agent, Rockland.
Smith,
Mrs.'
Lizzie Smith, Mrs. Evie
Members — Richard W. Gerry. Penobscot View Grange; speaker,
Loring,
Miss
Mabel Holbrook, Miss
Agricultural Teacher, Waldoboro; Carl R. Smith of the State Com
AND
Lottie
Ewell.
Mrs. Etta Sanbcrn,
Wilmot Dow, Agricultural Teacher, mission of Agriculture, an excel- i
Mrs.
C.
Vaughn
Overman,
Mrs.
Cora
Newcastle; H. A. Clark, Grange lent address; patriotic sayings, by
Kalloch, Mrs. Emma Bradstreet,
(By Chuck Cochard)
Representative, Jefferson; F. W. all; conundrums by Evelyn Cun- '
All Makes of Cars!
Gumboldt, Farm Placement Rep ningham; patriotic reading “Wake ________________________ Mrs. Carcline Sleeper, Mrs. Riah
The Battlefront of the Pacific has' KnigJ^’ ML',S Bert?Ja
^S‘
Display Your
resentative, UjS.ES. Bath; C. D. Up America," by Mary Nash; read
NOW AVAILABLE
at
last
been
extended
to
the
sound
Eilzabeth
Mcody
’
Mrs
’
Mlldred
Ho
“Easter” by Hope Cunning
Oas and Combination
INSPECTION STICKER Jillson. Farm Placement Represen ing
ham; patriotic quiz by Florence stages of the movie studios in this gms' Mrs‘ Caro Jones’ M,rs’ Helen
tative. USES. Rockland.
Ranges in Stock
By May 1st
Minme Mlles’ Mra‘
Young; piano solo, “Battle Hymn city. For there is a rush to do war | PrenchSimilar
committees
are
being
41T47
ASK US ABOUT
formed in each of the other 15 of the Republic,” and encore pictures now. with a dozen films Ralph Trim. Mrs. Faustma Crockett,
Sirs.
Mills,
Mrs.
Fred
Holbrook
and
counties of the State as rapidly “Bright Blue Sea” by Nancy Cun shooting or preparing, dealing with
as possible, according to Mr. Mc ningham; game under the direction Pearl Harbor, Gen. MacArthur,
Intire. The purpose he explained, of Hazel Clark and won by Mildred j Wake Island the Marines and siml- will do a series cf rustic comedies,
is to facilitate the co-ordination of Philbrook; Noah Webster Contest lar themes. Walt Disney is plan the first of which wiM be “Courtin’
GAS SERVICE
efforts by the several agencies con with captains Harold Nash and ning a sequel to “Fantasia,” pro Time.”
Curvesome Betty Grable, while
In Homes Beyond the
cerned with insuring an adequate Myron Young, the Harold Nash claimed by many critics as a musi
working
in the musical, “Strictly
team
won.
Remarks
were
made
cal highbrow film—based on Defood supply for the country dur
Ges Meins
OPEN FOR BIDS
by Mrs. Carl Smith.
Bussy’s “Clair de Lune” and “Peter Dynamite,” has taken shears to
ing the emergency.
that long bob of hers—new sports a
Supper was served. The degree the Wolf.”
The
Building
Committee
in
The first steps, he explained, to
charge of the construction of the
• For the real facts on "Pyrofax” Gas
Myrna Loy and Producer Arthur bang both front and back. Hedv Service
be taken by the committee would was exemplified by Past Pomona
Burkettville School in the town of
you can’t beat the testimony of
Lamarr
and
George
Montgomery
Appleton wish to announce that
be to determine the available Master Myron Young. This pro Hornblcw announce a separation,
actual users. And what these .women
the project is open to bids. A set
of plans may be studied at Miller’s
supply of farm help during the gram was presented: opening song, which wasn’t a surprise to this did most of their courtin’ on Fred tell you is typical of the opinions of
Store, Burkettville, and a set of
badminton
court, thousands all over the country! So
ensuing season. This will be neces “Star Spangled Banner”; story by writer. The Fred Astaires happy MacMurray’s
construction regulations may be
which
he
now
calls
“
■Cupid
’
s
Nest” why put up with the mess, drudgery
obtained from Mr. Miller.
sary ln order to provide a safe James Rilye of St. George; read over the birth cf their daughter. _
..
_
____
i ——- wkpense of old-fashioned fuel any
All bids must be mailed to Supt
ing by Lillian Rackliff of St. Low Ayres, drafted, left Hollywood. Dorothy Lamour, at the request of > longer? Let us modernize your kitchen
estimate
upon
which
to
base
acre

Merle S. Jones not later than May
13.
age to be planted and seed and George; humorous reading by Mary ' for a conscientious objectors camp the government, about to take off j now, "Pyrofax” gas regulating equipNash of Megunticock Grange;
Oreg:n. Hedy LaMarr and on another of those terrific tours, j ment is delivered to your home and
The Building Committee reserves
equipment to be contracted for.
j installed for as low as $14.75. Gas
the right to reject any or all bids.
vocal duet by Leola Robinson and George Montgomery announce their selling bonds for Uncle Sam.
supply guaranteed in writing.
Emma Kinney of St. George; reci- ' plans to wed.
42-47
Jackie C;cper is finally settled in
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
tation by Clarence Young of
Nice gesture of Cowboy Gene his first bachelor apartment. Mae
Pleasant Valley Grange; remarks Autry—all proceeds from his an West is writing a skit which she
and story by George Nash; story nual Spring Autry flying “A” rodeo will present for the boys in uni-'
on The storm when Pomona spent will be turned ever to the Army, form on a tour of Army camps, j
DOES YOUR CAR NEED PAINTING
the night at Pleasant Valley Navy and Marines—and this isn’t Joan Fontaine in “’The Constant j
Grange.” going home after break marr’s newest screen lover will be Nymph” and Ginger Rogers in
fast." by Edward Tolman of Pleas chicken feed, either. Hedy La- ‘The Major and the Miner.”
DO YOUR FENDERS NEED REPAIRING
Rumors cf a rift between Deanna
ant Valley; two true stories by —none other than Mickey Rooney,
Louis Robinson cf St. George; re and in a story entitled "The Coun Durbin and Vaughn Paul continue
YOtrii PAY LESS AI
marks by Frank Harding of Pleas tess and the Bellbty.” Cary Grant despite her denials. It all started THE HEART OF NEW CONVENIENCE
IN YOUR HOME! Two cylinder* (guaran
ant Valley; song by all; remarks and Ginger Rogers will co-star in when she was seen out nightclub teed
io contain 100 Iba. of "Pyrofax" cat
are delivered to yonr borne—one Tot
by Harold Nash of Megunticock; “International Honeymoon,” a ro bing in a foursome while hubby was each)
uie—one for reserve. Automatic changeover
E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON GARAGE
COMPLETE
device,
available for slight additional charge,
renting by Hazel Clark; humorous mantic story with the European In New York. For twosomes it’s
rums. on supply from reserve cylinder, as
PAINT JOB
MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MB.
Hinder in use become* empty.
reading by Evelyn Cunningham of war as a background.
Robert Howard Hughes and Rita Hayworth, •oon as cyli
Jackie
Cooper
and
Helen
Parrish,
Penobscot
View
Grange;
song
by
Young,
a
very
fine
actCT
and
ca

Now is the time to hare yor ear Inspected for
all; reading by Myron Young; fine pable of top roles, draws the lead Anne Shirley and Roger Pryor. AJJ
Spring, it most he done this month!
address on Civilian Defense by- opposite Jeanette MacDonald in Hollywood ls talking about just one
George Cunningham; reading by “Shadow of a Lady” a story of the film, "The Invaders,” a must see 361 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
41-42
Edna Young; weal solo by Ida Navy in the war. “Lum Ti’ Abner for all mevie-geers.

Stocking Pheasants

Farm Labor Supply

GRANGE CORNER

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-UTES
♦ ♦♦

WE SERVICE

PYROFAX

$15

“First Aid In Peace and War"
was the subject of the address at
Rotary last Friday when Augus
tus Huntley outlined the principle.,
of first aid and indicated the field
to be covered by trained first aid
workers.
He pointed out the importance
cf first aid service by telling th?
story of a worker in 'Brunswick re
cently who had contacted a l.Ve
wire and was rendered unconscious
First aid in the form of artifi-ial
respiration, promptly administered
by trained workers, restored him
to consciousness and saved his life
In a few days he was back on his
job.
j First aid workers do not try ;0
1 do the work of doctors. They do
Max Singer, Boston, Mass., Com- the things cn the spot which maymander-in-Uhief. Veterans of For save life and limb before the do eign Wars of the United States. tor can reach the scene, intelliMax Singer, national commander gent treatment of a temporary sort
of Veterans of Foreign Wars, will i makes the doctor's task easier,
make a brief visit to the State and, when he arrives. Many people
meet officials cf the Department of think they are too old to take first
Maine. April 19.
aid courses. Age. has little to do
He will arrive at the State House with it. Anyone, regardless of
at 9 a. m. and will go from there to years almost, can take first aid
the Veterans Facility at Togus
wher? he will speak in the theatre, courses and very likely render im
and visit th\ hospital and barracks. portant service in case cf accident
He will have luncheon at the Blaine or illness.
Mansion at 1 o’clock with Gov. and , One important point to remeniMrs. Sewall.
,
He will meet with all department ber ls to keep cool and keep the
efficers in Lewiston at 3 o’cltsk and patient warm. Never hastily move
will sipeak to the veterans on a radio people injured in accidents. You
hookup. A banquet at which he will may do irreparable damage, if a
be tiie honor guest will be held at
the DeWitt He tel in Lewiston at 7 vertebra has been broken, mov
ing the patient may prove fatal
o’clcck.
Simple fractures may be converted
into compound fractures. Never
pick up an injured person and put
him into the back seat of your
sedan. Wait for a doctor in such
Women’s Averages
Strings Ave cases, but get one quickly in
Evelyn Willis .................. 68 919 cases of arterial bleeding the tour
M. Richardson ................. 69 90.1 | niquet is necessary but the worker
Athleen McRae ...........
69 894 must know how to use it and where
Virginia Willis ................. 63 88.1 to locate it. A tourniquet should
D Richardson ................. 60 87.7 1 never be left on longer than 15
Gertrude Feyler ............. 51 86.2 , or 20 minutes as blood poisoning
Gladys Estes .......... *........ 21 85.5 i will result. The tourniquet shouid
Ruth Mazzeo ..........
51 85.3 ■ be loosened in about 15 minutes
Alice Soule *..................... 57 84 6 after it is applied. Mr. Huntley
Nina McKinney ................. 63 83.9 went on to tell about how to treat
Ann Jacobs ...................... 21 83.5 burns, broken bones, poison cases
S. 'Blackington ................... 60 83.2 while waiting for the arrival cf
Ethel Perry . ...................... 12 83.1 the doctor and explained the use
of bandages and splints.
Edna Willis ........................ 66
Visiting
'Rotarians,
Simpson
Mary Sylvester ................... 72
Bu lerwell cf San Francisco; guest
Vivian Connon ................... 66
W. W. Whyte, Portland; Madison
Ellen Prescott ................... 66
A. Hart, Fruitland Paik. Fla
Peggy Kent ..................
63
Donald
Leach, Rockland
Frances Quint ................. 51
Peggy Tripp ........................ 63
President Thomas Stone an
Elizabeth Dean ............... 54
nounced that the club has purElla Bradbury .................... 60 80.0 ' chased a $500 U. S. War Bond
Delia Lcwell ......
9 78.9 '
Abbie Folland ................... 48* 76.7

Community Bowlers

Don't overcrowd the refrigerator.
There needs to be free circulation of
air in the cab.net if the refrigerator
is to work efficiently.

BURPEE’S

//

Dr. Mary F. Cushm
medical missionary Inti
West Africa, will -peak
the Congregational ch <
auspices of W C T U. <
of Temperance Mission

There will be a Rubins'
Friday at the Congregata
at 8.15, Miss Kitty ?
soprano soloist. There \
violin solos by Miss Bi
with Mrs. Ruth Sanbo
panist. The opening nun
an organ and piano cli
Faith Berry and Mrs. Ni
Part of the proceeds of
will be for local music i;

Sweeney,

Thomas

officer of a large oil tani

between Atlantic coa
spending a two-day h a\
family here. Several .-I
same line, tiie Soc< i
have been sunk or n.i
enemy submarine actau
ha.ve been several inst. :
torpedoes have been too
ship for comfort in trie p.
Beano GAR. hall
April 16 at 2 15 adv

For dependable rad
call the Radio Shop, 1 •
Main street. Complete 1
—adv.

Visitors in Washing!
can get copies of The C
zette at the Metropoli
Agency, 603 15tri str«i
West.—adv.

ECONOMj
CLOTHES SI
ROCKLAND.
GABARDIN1

PANT SA|
ONE LOT

MAKE

EVERY

• BROWN

BOND DAY

li

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
$3 00 a year

April 16 Lecture on
Congregational Church.
April 17 —Friendship
School
comedy.
"The
Maid.”
April 19 Patriots Day
April 26 “Dress rehear
in the city of Rockland
April 29 Rockland' <
out.
April 30 Dr Mary F c>
sionary speaker, at C
Church.
May 1—Montgomery pri
contest at Colby Collem
May 9—American Legi,
annual Popny Day sale
May 11—US.O. campm,
Maine.
May 21-22 League ol V.
Fita'e Convention ut Holt
June 26 Opening ol (
wood (YWCA.) at Llnct

• TAN
• BLUE

PAY DAY

• GREEN

GABARDINl

PANT SA|
$9.00 TO $10.00 V.^
100% VIRGIN W<
I TANS

I BLUE
I GREEN
I BROWNS

Sensible
° spending

UNIFORM

New Installations
PYROFAX GAS

GLENWOOD
RANGES

TALK OF THE

Hears Augustus Huntley’s
Version of First Aid
Study

T *

Gatcombe’s Shipbuilders Put Sand On Blazes
Started By McLoon’s Firechiefs

A musical interlude in RKO Radio’s laugh festival “Sing Your
Worries Away” featuring Bert
Lahr. an impoverished song writer.
and Buddy Ebsen a seng-and-dance
man, as they sing ’’Cindy Lou Me-

The Rotary Club

Max Singer’s Coming

Tuesday-Friday

First, be sure vou get quality that will
stand up, then be sure you select the item
you want from a wide variety of goods
so that you will be satisfied with it for •
long time. Next, buy from clerks who
know their merchandise and you will get
the right item for the job, and last, be

Casting

WALDO THE

'Quality]

MAINE’S LITTLE RAH
TEL. W’ALDOBORi

SHOW TIME
Single Evening Shu
Matinees Saturday
Sunday at 3

Uniform
i,HT^,6ENT;

SERVICE,

UNIFORM

LOW

ELIZABETH BER<
RANDOLPH SUO

With

BASIL RATHBO
GALE SONDERGJ

FOR

PLANES

8” Smoothing, $1.79
9” Smoothing, 1.99
14” Jack,
2.19
QUARANTEED QUALITY

Floor Sander To Let
Floor Sander Supplies

4 ~A a . — .

PAINTS - STOVES - KITCHENWARE

"foumchly
441 MAIN ST.

vcAzie-s"

ROCKLAND

NOTICE TO BOAT!
All operators of boats
hegan harbor are warned
the harbor rules, copies ot
be obtained from the town
to he guided in dockinc n
posted on the front of the
Wharf.
Bv Authority.
Selectmen. Plantation of
March IT, I'H?.

BURPEE

MFIIN ST HARDWARES.
‘

AP

“PARIS CALLII

49c

■ u I w» r

ROY ROGER
“GABBY” HAY!

THURS.-FRI.,

prices

Galv.—10 Qt.

Ma

With

“JESSE JAM
AT BAY”

SAND AND WATER PAILS

95c
WATER

“NIGHT 01
JANUARY 1'
ELLEN DREV
ROBERT PREST
also on the progi

sure you get low prices. You can invest
more in defense if you spend sensibly at
THE MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.

SAND

TUES.-WED.,
AF
DOUBLE FEATI1

—

.n

268

FUNERAL HO
Ambulance Serv
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781

Tuesday-Friday

Rotary Club |
lugustus Huntley’s]
5n of First Aid
Study
Il in Peace and Wai
bjeet of the address
Friday when Augug
outlined the principle
J and indicated^ the fie J
ed by trained first ail

f*d out the important
service by telling ;.J
vorker in 'Brunswick re]
had contacted a l VJ
(is rendered unconscious
tiie form of artifiekj
promptly administer! (
workers, restored hi j
Iness and1 saved his lifJ
tys he was back on hi]
workers do not try
of doctors. They [J
|cn the spot which ma]
|d limb before the do
tch the scene. Intellii
lent of a temporary soil
doctor's task easier
I ai rives. 'Many peopll
pre too old to take fir.sl
Age. has little to <ii
■Anyone, regardless
{
(st. can take first aid
very likely render im]
[ice in case of accident

■rtant point to remerneep cool and keep the
trn Never hastily move
led in accidents. You
■parable damage, if a
Is been broken, movtient may prove ratal,
lures may be converted
kind

fractures.

Nev«

linjmed person and put
■he back seat oil your
|t for a doctor in such
get one quickly, in
erial bleeding the touiKcesaary but the work.
]iow to use it and when*
A tourniquet should
J>ft cn longer than 15
]tes as blood poisoning
The tourniquet should
i in about 15 minutes
I applied. Mr. Huntley
(tell about how to treat
en bones, poison cases
Jng for the arrival cf
|and explained the use
and splints.
'Rotarlans,
Simpson
It San Francisco; guest
[te. Portland; Madison
Fruitland Paik, Fla ;
|c!i. Rockland.
Thomas Stone un
iat the dub has pur|K) U. S. War Bond.

Tuesday-Friday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

‘Bill” Smith To Ran

Dr. F. B. Adams

Page Three

Abraham Small, son of MTs. Wil
liam Small, Fulton street. 1s spend
ing two weeks here after having
Former Rockland Physician!
Methebesec
Club
Dines
At
Honored
At
Last
Meeting
of
completed
the basic course at 'the
Highest honors In the State have come to the one-act play
Dies In Florida—Funeral
Aviation Cadet Training School at
Hotel
Rockland
—
Mrs.
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps;
cast of Rockland High School and whether they can go on to Clark
Maxwell Field. Ala. Upon his re
Here Thursday
Rice Now President
Mrs. Ingraham in Chair
University, Worcester, Mass., to compete for N. E. honors de
turn to duty, he will be assigned
April 16 Lecture on “China” at
Dr. Frederick B. Adams, who re
Edwin Libby Relief Corps had a tc another field where he will re
pends upon the support of Rockland’s clubs, firms and individuals.
Congregational Church.
April 17 -Friendship— Junior High
tired from medical practice in this
very busy day Thursday. A suc ceive pilot training in an advanced
Abcut $100 is needed to transport the youngsters, they taking care
School
comedy.
“The
Meddlesome
city eight yearn ago the present
Maid.”
cessful
beano party was held in course.
of
other
expense*.
Contributions
toward
this
fund
will
be
received
F
”
«...
April 1 a—Patriots Day.
month,
died
(Sunday in Tampa,
April 26—“Dress rehearsal" blackout
the afternoon with Mrs. Ada Payat The Courier-Gazette office, and time is short, because of the
l:i the city of Rockland.
i Fla., where he had been a perThe new hours of the Senter
April 29 Rockland's official blackson
as
hostess
and
supper
had
Mrs.
money
is
not
in
sight
by
Friday
night
of
this
week
the
second
con

,
manent
resident
for
several
years.
Crane
department store are 9 to
out.
April 30 Dr Mary F Cushman, mis
Details of his final sickness had
Mabel Richardson as chairman, 5.30 except Saturday when the
testant (Brunswick High) will make the try in Rockland’s stead.
sionary speaker, at Congregational
not been received here when this
Church.
assisted by Mrs. Catherine Lib y. closing hour is 10 p. m.
This is an urgent matter, for it would seem an everlasting pity
May 1—Montgomery prize speaking
paper
went
to
press.
His
retire

contest at Colby College
Mrr. Beulah I.arrab.:e and Mrs
that a group of Rockland youngsters should win a State champion May 9—American Legion Auxiliary's
ment from active practice was due
Captain George Snow of Panannual Poppy Day sale.
Sv.* ,e Karl. The dining room deco
ship and then be denied their chance to win national honors and
to
the
poisoning
of
his
hands,
American
Airways is visiting friends
May 11—U6O. campaign begins in
rations
were
under
the
direction
Maine.
bring
nationwide
recognition
to
this
city.
Plume
or
send
your
in the city for a few days.
which made a continuation of his
May 21-22 League of Women Voters
of Mrs. Margaret Rackliff. The
work practically impossible.
Hta’e Convention at Hotel Rockland
pledge to 770 today.
June 28—Opening of Camp TangleRev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
tables had place cards and indi
The remains are on their way
wood (Y WCA.) at Llncohivllle Beach.
Donald
are attending the Preach
vidual Maybaskets at the places
to Rockland and funeral services
ers
and
Christian Workers Con
of each past president. The
will be held at the Burpee funeral
Dr. Mary F. Cushman, retired
ference
in
Providence, R. I. this
candles were red, white and: blue.
home at 2 o'clock Thursday aft
medical missionary from Chilesso.
Week.
The past presidents at the guest
West Africa, will speak April 30 at
Representative William T. Smith, ernoon, Rev. Roy A. Welker of the
table were: Mrs. Eliza Plummer,
Congregational
Church
will
offi

plumbing
and
heating
contractor,
the Congregational church under
Anderson Camp Auxiliary re
Mrs.
Rebecca Ingraham, Mrs. Inez
ciate,
and
burial
will
be
held
in
of
Thomaston,
is
filing
his
nomina

auspices of W C T U, department
minds
members and invited guests
Packard, Mrs. Blanche Shkdie,
tion papers as a candidate for re Acliorn cemetery, where lie the re
of Temperance Mission.
about
the
showing of the defense
Mrs. Gladys Murphy^ Mrs. Ellie
nomination as Representative to mains of his wife.
picture at the GAR. hall Wednes
Knowlton, Mrs. Bessie Haraden,
Dr. Adams located in this city
There will be a Rubinstein concert Legislature. Mr. Smith has looked
day night gt 7.30. The supper pre
Mrs. Josephine Rice, elected presi Mrs. Ida Huntley, Mrs. Bertha
Friday at the Congregational church after the interests of his represen May 29, 1860, and with almost 14
ceding
the picture will have Mrs.
Higgins, Mrs. Del Mullen, 'Mrs.
dent of the Methebesec Club
at 8 15, Miss Kitty McLaughlin tative class at the last two sessions, years of local practice to his credit
Carrie
Winchenbaugh
as chairman
A trophy in the form of a loving Spite of Himself”; Bangor High
Velma Marsh, Mrs. Doris Ames,
soprano soloist. There will also be and never fails to see that his con became widely known in the medi cup two feet high bears glorious j School third with “Gloria Mundi”
and
the
business
session
will fellow
The Methebesec Club held its
violin solos by Miss Bertha Luce stituents get a good break. He has cal profession, ar.d had1 a most suc witness of Rockland High School’s and Madison High School fourth annual banquet ab Hotel Rockland Mrs. Ria Knight, State Chaplain at 8 with initiation.
with Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, accom served on several important com cessful career in attending to the dramatic prowess as personified in J with ‘Guns Against the Snow.” Friday night, 37 members respond Mrs. Maud Cables, Mrs. Elizabeth
panist. The opening number will be mittees, and if sent to Augusta for ailments of several generations of Director Allston E. Smith’s bril- , Karol Gray of Castine High School ing to roll call. The tables were Vinal, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs.
Lena Rollins, Mrs. Winnie Butler,
an organ and piano duet by Mrs. a third term will be in line for those Rockland citizens.
lian sextet of Ernest Dondis, Bar was adjudged the most outstanding decorated with small flags with Mrs. Mae Cross, and Mrs. Margaret
Dr. Adams was a native of Or
Faitli Berry and Mrs. Nettie Averill. which enable him to do even more
Kay Kyser brings his famous
bara Lamb, Carole Hall, Nancy actress for her role as “Aunt bouquets of sweet peas in the center Rackliff. The waitresses were Mrs.
land
and a graduate of East Maine
Part of the proceeds of the concert important world for his district.
Howard Harrison Dow and Doug ■Trieda" in "Auf Wiedeigehen.”
of each of the long tables. After Peasley. Veronia and Charlotte “College of Musical Knowledge’’ to
He has often been termed one of Conference Seminary at Bucksport las Cooper.
will be for local music in defense.
the screen
for the third time for
Judges were: Prof. Cecil A. (Rol a delicious dinner, Mrs. Alex Varda- XV1U1
Murphy,
piij.
~b~l
the most popular members of the and the University 'Medical Col
rib c«^ling
With their gripping historical lins, professor of dramatics at voulis and Miss Dorothy Lawry The business session followed r^K° ^,dl° in
lege in New York, which later be
Thomas
Sweeney,
navigating State Legislature,
opus, “The Last Curtain,” they Colby College; Roger V. Snow of played a duet “Egmont”, by Beetho with these past presidents in office; farce “Playmates” starring Kyser
came the Bellevue Medical Col
officer of a large oil tanker running
marched to the State championship Falmouth Foreside, president of ven.
President, Mrs. Eliza Plummer; and featuring some of the great
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, formerly lege. He was one of the nine in Saturday in the inter-scholastic the Portland Players; and Miss
between Atlantic coast ports is
Mrs. Nathalie Snow played vice president. Mrs. Maud Cables; est personalities in filindom, name
; pending a two-day leave with his an officer of the 240th Coast Ar corporators of Knox Hospital who drama tournament at Bowdoin Nancy Webb, of Brunswick, form “Solfegetto”, by Bach, followed by
secretary. Mrs. Velma Marsh; ly, John (The great profile) Barr\family here. Several ships of the tillery in a Rockland unit, has bought the Btackpole property on College. The one-act play contest erly of the Arlington Players.
another duet by Mrs. Vardavoulis treasurer, Mrs. Mae Cross; chap more. the Fiery Lupe Velez and
same line, the Soccny-Vacuum, been promoted from rank of 2nd Maple and White streets, and was embraces 61 schools and from this
The next hurdle for the local and Miss Lawry, “Allegro—con lain, Mrs. Millie Thomas; conduc the beautiful Ginny Simms.
have been sunk or damaged by Lieutenant to that of 1st Lieuten the sole survivor cf that group. He number nine are selected as “cream i group will toe at the New England Brio”, from the Fifth Symphony, tor, Mrs. Bessie Haraden; guard,
< nemy submarine action and there ant. He is stationed with the Air retired from the hospital staff 13 of the crop” finalists.
Dramatic Festival to be held April . by Beethoven. A rising vote of Mrs. Ellie Knowlton; past presi
have been several instances where Corps at Turner Field Albany, Ala., years ago, having reached the age
Brunswick High School placed 24-25 at Clark University, Wor- , thanks was given to the musicians dent, Mrs. Winnie Butler; flags,
limit.
torpedoes have been too close to hts where he is post adjutant.
second with Moliere’s “Doctor in cester. Mass.
who generously gave of their talent Mrs. Del Mullen, 'Mrs. Gladys
Dr. Adams is a member of the
: tup for comfort in the past months.
at short notice.
Murphy, Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs.
There will be a meeting of tire Knox County Medical Society,
Mrs. Mary Avery was elected Ria Knight; fraternity, Mrs. Eliza
“
Valuation
”
was
the
theme
of
the
Langdon
C.
Crockett,
formerly
a
Beano GAR. hall Thursday, Scout Leaders’ Association Friday Maine State Medical Society and weekly meeting of tlie Y.P.C.U. member of the office staff at Snow delegate to tlie Federation meeting beth Vinal; charity, Mrs. Lena
43-lt night at the home of Horatio C. American Medical Society
April 16 at 2.16.—adv.
Despite exacting professional Iwhen the organization met Sunday Shipyards, is now employed as a to be held soon in Portland. It Rollins; loyalty, Mrs. Bertha Hig
Cowan, Talbot avenue at 7.30.
duties Dr. Adams found time in nl«ht’ Actionals were in charge clerk in the money order depart was voted to have a miscellaneous gins; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
For dependable radio service
program next year, this being part Margaret Rackliff; pianist, Mrs.
BORN
later years to travel quite exten- of MLss Kay Weed, assisted by Lu- ment at the Post Office, succeeding
call the Radio Shop, Tel: 844—517
ly due to the uncertainty of the Ida Huntley.
Warren
Davis
who
has
entered
Havener — At Southbrldge. Mass.. sively. Of a congenial nature and cille Stanley- Virginia Bowley’ Faith
Main street. Complete Philco line, AprU
present times.
13. to Mr. and Mrs Charles E.
Resolutions were read by Mrs.
Long, Florence Knight, James Kirk military service.
—adv.
60-tf Havener (Viola Anderson), formerly
Mks.
Frances
Smith
of
WinterVinal
and the Charter was draped
and
Hazen
Sawyer.
An
invitation
of Rockland, a son.
-L
O’Brien—At Malden, Mass.. March 31,
port—director of the 9th District- in memory of the late Sister Flor
Miss
Glenna
Rankin,
Miss
Felice
was
extended
to
the
Comrades
of
to Mr. and Mrs. William O'Brien. (Ger
Visitors in Washington, D. C., trude
Carter, formerly of Stonington),
the Way at the Congregational Perry, Miss Jane Sawyer, Miss Lucy impressed on her listeners the fact ence Rogers who was Flag girl Nb.
can get copies of The Courier-Ga a daughter.
The Rockport Farm Bureau will
guests Qf the Ypcu Thompson, Miss Patricia Hall and club women should be well informed
Little — At Little Nursing Home,
zette at the Metropolitan News
meet
at
Glen
Cove
Grange
Hall
next
Sunday
night> at which the Miss Neno Sawyer, have passed civil and that the voice of two million
Waldoboro. April 10. to Mr. and Mrs.
Sister Rebecca Ingraham being
Agency, 603 15th street. North Malcolm
Little, a son.
Thursday
in
an
all
day
session.
women
could
be
quite
a
force
in
service
examinations
for
typists
the
oldest past president of Ed
Comrades
will
be
in
charge
of
th?
West.—adv.
58*tf
Studley — At Little Nursing Home,
•'Nutrition.”’
Speakers devoUonals and prosram
Waldoboro. April 8. to Mr. and Mrs. subject.
the betterment of conditions. Her win Libby Relief Corps was es
and
stenographers
and
expect
to
Roland Studley, a aughter.
manner and personality were corted to the president's station
Boynton—At Rockland. April 7. to are Mrs. Helen Wentworth Mrs. evening. Chairmen were also an leave for Washington this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boynton (Emma Ruth Cross and Mrs. Wilbur S.
charming and she left her hearers and presented! with a corsage from
nounced for the State Y.P.C.U. con
Nye). a son—Daniel Eugene.
Members take bowls and
Wholesale distributors of Moxie with the uplifting theme of the the corps. Mrs. Plummer was also
vention, with the following results:
MARRIED
Devotionals, Burnell Mank, Reser from the central and northern sec president of the Maine Federation presented with a corsage. Mrs.
Pelletier-Pietroski — At Dorchester,
vation, Helen Crockett, Registra- tions of Maine were guests of the •of Women’s Clubs—“Let us face the Amanda Choate who is a past
Mass., April 13. Herman W. Pelletier
The final Bible conference of the I tiorii
Stanley, Social Elea- Moxie company at a luncheon sales future with faith in the American president, but was unable to at
of Beverly. Mass., and Helen Pletroskl
ROCKLAND. ME.
of Rockland.- By Rev. Thomas Rey Winter will be held at the First Bap- nor Tracy. Hospitality, Nada Carey,
meeting Saturday at the Banger way of life and translate that faith tend because of illness, was sent
nolds.
Gray-Trone
—
At
Thomaston,
April
11,
tist
Church
tonight
at
7
o
’
clock,
program.
Lucille
Stanley,
Meals,
House.
The meeting was in charge into action.”
a similar corsage. These corsages
GABARDINE
Douglas Gray and Miss Mary Trone.
When we say a Victory Gar
The past presidents responded to were all alike, dark red roses.
both of Warren.—By Rev. H. S. KU- Dr. R. A. Forrest of the First Pres- Virginia Bcwley, Clean-up, Hazen of Frank M. Archer, president of
den, we mean one in which
born
byterian church, Toccoa Falls, Ga. sawyer, Decorating, Christine New- the Moxie Company. Eugene J. a toast, these being Mrs. Maude
This was the first meeting that
everything works . . . including
Gillchrest-Wadsworth — At Camden.
ONE LOT
the owner.
AprU 11. Wendell B. Glllchrest and wili be the principal speaker of the haU, State Board Committee, Nada Harrigan, vice president and sales Blodgett, Miss Ellen Daly, Mrs. Mrs. Blanch Shadie has attended
Mrs. Bernice C. Wadsworth, both of conference.
• TAN
I
Carey,
Favors,
Louise
Veazie
and
Angelica
Glover,
Mrs.
Irene
Moran,
since
her
auto
accident
in
October.
manager,
outlined
plans
for
1942
Camden.—Bv Rev. Weston P. Holman.
• BLUE
Stevens-Fifield- At Worcester. Mass.,
Bot don’t start one unless you
Mrs. Plummer was president of
sales, while Hal R. MacNamee, part Mrs. Katherine St. Clair and Mrs.
Dance, Miles Sawyer.
• GREEN
April 1. George E. Stevens of Worces
mean
business and your clothes
Mary
Perry
Rich,
who
sent
hers
to
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
in
1928,
ner of the firm of Ailey and Rich
Private first class George W.
ter, and Grace E. Fifield ot Stoning• BROWN
can get right down to earth and
ton.—By Rev. Hollis Bartlett.
be
read
by
Miss
Cochran.
and
a
most
interesting
report
was
Cooper-Thayer — At Bath, April 11. Moody of Manchester, N. H. is i The Kiwanis Club served well over ards company of Boston, outlined
like IL
Sherman Cooper of North Haven, and spending a 10 day leave with his I
The following slate of officers read of that year.
free meajs to underprivileged the advertising program. Continu
GABARDINE
Phyllis Thayer of Bath.
The program was in charge of
family in Rookland.
.
| children at the Community Build ation of Moxie’s advertising in was elected for the ensuing ^ear:
We have the strong clothes
President
—
Mrs.
Josephine
Rice.
Mrs.
Rackliff.
Mrs.
Ingraham
newspapers
and
other
media
on
an
you
’ll need for cultivating the
ing
the
past
Winter.
Dr.
Edwin
DIED
$9.00 TO $10.00 VALUES
right sort of radishes and onions.
even wider scale than in 1941 was Vice-President—Mrs. Katherine St. gave a very interesting ‘talk on a
Grinnell—At Union, April 12. Oscar
The
Knox
County
Minister
’
s
I
Scarlott
was
chairman
of
the
pro100% VIRGIN WOOL
5 Grinnell, aged 86 years.
Funeral
newspaper which was printed on
explained by Mr. McNamee. Ed Clair.
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from Good Association met yesterday at the ject and devoted considerable time
• TANS
Secretary
—
Mrs.
Rita
Holden.
wall paper and dated 1863. Vocal
wards
&
Company,and
the
Rock

Funeral
Home.
Camden.
Burial
In
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
Baptist
Church,
to
the
serving
of
hot
meals
to
his
OVERALLS
• BLUE
Mountain cemetery.
Treasurer
—
Hester
Chase.
solo,
“Beautiful Dreamer,” by Mrs.
land
Wholesale
Grocery
Company
• GREEN
Dinner
was
served
at
11.30
a.m.
folcharges.
Preparation
of
the
meals
Dun ton — At Rockland. Aortl 11,
$1.50,
$2.00
Caroline, wife of William A. Dunton, lowed by a meeting at <which Rev. was by cooks furnished by W.P.A. sent delegations to the meeting.
Auditor—Miss Ruth Rogers.
Jennie Pietroski, with Mrs. Alta
• BROWNS
aged
75
years.
11
months.
11
dava.
Fu

4lTtf
Directors—Miss Edith Bicknell and Dimick at the piano. Reading,
neral this afternoon at 2 O'clock front E. O. Kenyon of St. Peter’s Epis- | and waitresses by N.Y.A.
GARDEN SHIRTS
Burpee Funeral Home.
Miss
Mabel Holbrook.
•Life’s Play of Broken Hearts,” by
The
pregram
for
the
lecture
on
Huntley—At East Union. April 13. copal church of Rockland was the
$1.00 to $3.00
Mrs. Rice received the gavel with Mrs. Mildred Sprague, “Our Anni
Edna E. Huntley, aged 67 years. 10 principal speaker. He took as his I
“China" to be given Thursday night
A
Sidney
Leonard,
superintendmonths, 10 days. Funeral Thursday at
2 p. m. from the residence. Interment subject “Worship”. A book review ent of the city Farm, suppered an at 8 o’clock by Mrs. Helen Carlson in a few graceful words and a very en versary,” by Mrs. Millie Thomas,
CANVAS GLOVES
in East Union.
A Tramp,” by Mrs. Doris Ames,
the Congregational vestry, includes joyable evening came to a close.
Davis—At SaUors Snug Harbor. April was given by Rev. H. F Leach of in turn Sunday afternoon and is
25c
vocal solo, “Eliza Jane,” by Mrs.
5, Wesley G. Davis, aged 67 years. Fu Thomaston and current events were under a physician’s care. His con- a piano solo toy Mrs. Faith Berry
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
neral and Interment at Sailors Snug
The special services at the First Pietroski with Mrs. Ida Huntley at
and a vocal solo by Mrs. Esther
TEL. WALDOBORO l®0
discussed by Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson of | (jttion is reported to be fair
DUNGAREES
Harbor.
Starrett—At Warren. April 12. Henry
Baptist
Church tonight will be the piano.
Reading, "Summer
Howard.
The
sponsors
are
Mrs.
Rockland.
Rev.
Byrd
Springer
was
$1.50
to $1.75
V Starrett. aged 73 years. 9 months.
SHOW TIMES
Cleveland Sleeper, Sr., Mrs. Henry held at 7 o’clock and over 20 Paper Napkins” by Mrs. Mae Cross,
6 days. Private funeral Wednesday at host pastor to the association.
|
women
’
s
Auxiliary
of
St.
Peter
’
s
Single Evening Show at 8
130 o'clock from residence. Burial at
“Calling Saturn” by Mrs. Eliza
BUCK WORK GLOVES
Oak Grove cemetery, Gardiner.
•
Episcopal Church will meet Thurs- Bird, Mrs. William W. Graves. Mrs. minutes before the blackout.
Matinees Saturday at 8.30
Thomas—At Camden. April 4, Oeorge
beth Vinal, patriotic questions by
Carl
Snow,
Mrs.
Harriet
Frost,
and
$1.25
Sunday at 3
There
is
a
call
at
the
United
|
day
night
at
7.30
at
the
Undercroft.
F. Thomas, aeed 69 years.
Rev. and Mrs. Edward Bond of Mrs. Rackliff, solo “Carry Me Back
Mrs. Horatio Cowan, chairman of
Heath—At Bangor. April 13. George States Employment Service for la
Heath, aged 41 years. 2 months, 27
The Wilmington, Del., and Mr. and Mrs. to Old Virginia,” by Mrs. Pietroski.
TUES.-WED.,
APRIL 14-15
days.
Funeral from the Good Fu borers for local defense jobs. ’ Sc me I
on account of blackout to be held the Woman’s Association.
Percy Merrifield and daughter
neral Home Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
are needed at once and others will tomorrow night the evening service ushers, who will be in Chinese cos Nathalie cf Somerville, Mass., have Mrs. Plummer extended thanks to
DOUBLE FEATURE
Burial in Mountain cemetery.
the many past presidents and other
Watts -^At Somerville. Mass.. April be called in the immediate future. at First Church of Christ Scientist tume are—Miss Molly Welker, Miss
“NIGHT OF
11, Lewis H. Watts, husband of Nellie
returned home after having spent members for the very pleasant eve
Aileen
Beach,
Miss
Polly
Spear
and
begin one-half hcur earlier
Watts. Funeral Tuesday at 1.30 from Skilled and semi-skilled carpenters
the week-end with Col. and Mrs. I. ning and co-operation during her
residence Committal services at Ten
JANUARY 16”
are
asked
to
register
as
there
will
than
usual or 7 o’clock instead Miss Carol Hall.
ants Harbor. Wednesday at 10 o’clock.
Leslie Cross cf Grace street.
stay in the city. The splendid pro
With
TEL. 884
Hendrickson At Thomaston, Minnie be work for* them in the very near | Cf 7 30
ELLEN DREW
Hendrickson, aged 78 years.
Inter
gram
came
to
a
close
with
the
en

Dr.
John
Smith
Lowe
will
be
future. Several housekeepers, wait
411 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND. MB.
ment In Seaside cemetery.
The stores in general will close tire assembly singing “God B.ess
ROBERT PRESTON
Adams—At Tampa. Fla.. April 12. Dr. resses and cooks are needed both I
guest speaker at the Baptist Men’s
At
the
rC
gular
meeting
of
Golden
also on the program
Monday. April 20 in observance of America.”—G. K. M.
Frederick B.
Adams of Rockland.
Services at the Burpee Funeral Home for local work and outside of town. | Rod Chapter, O.EB. Friday night, League Thursday night, discussing Patriots’ Day.
Thursday at 2 p. m.
“JESSE JAMES
it was voted to invite Harbor Light the peace which will follow the
AT BAY”
Chapter of Rockport and Seaside present world catastrophe. Dr.
Chief Radioman O^oar Crie of
CARD OF THANKS
ROY ROGERS
We extend our sincere thanks to
Chapter of Camden to meet here Lowe is cne of the best speakers in Thomaston and Ensign Edward
“GABBY” HAYES
our neighbors and friends for their
April 24. A committee comprised this section of the State with a re Edwards of Rockland of the naval
floral tributes.
THROUGH THE NEW
Mrs Matte Peters. Mrs. Lucy Ben
of Mrs. Ruth Pendleton, Mrs. Wini markable grasp on current world af auxiliary vessel, St. Augustine,
THURS.-FRI.,
APRIL 16-17 ner. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons,
METHOD
and Mr. and Mrs. John Sherer.
fred Keller and Mr. Alice Kaler was fairs. An “old-tyme fiddler” is ex visited their homes over t{ie week
ELIZABETH BERGNER
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!
appointed to serve
refreshment pected to drop in.
end.
RANDOLPH SCOTT
The
loss
of
the
war
service
of
chairmen. During the meeting, de
In
the great Normandie was a severe
Aurora Lodge, F.A.M. starts the
grees were conferred upon Miss The meeting of the Knox County
“PARIS CALLING”
blow
to
the
United
States.
The
Camera
Club
scheduled
for
tonight
ball
a-rolling at 5 o'clock tomor
Ruth Graves, Miss Madeline Munro
With
apparent lack of earnest effort to
has
been
postponed
due
to
many
cf
BASIL RATHBONE
row
afternoon when it works the
and Miss Harriette Clark. Mrs.
'n5i5t M
GALE SONDERGAARD
float the huge ship seems inex
the
members
being
on
duty
with
the
Fellowcraft degree. Supper at 6.30.
Rebecca Jones served as guest can
defense forces in the blackout.
cusable.—adv.
after which there will be work on
didate.
WHITNEY
the Master Mason degree.
MASSAGE
The rummage sale sponsored by
NOTICE TO BOATMEN
The Kiwanis Club has extended
All operators of boats using Mon- For rheumatism, joints and stom
Winslow-Holbrook
Unit, American
an invitation to the Kiwanis Club
hegan harbor are warned to abide by
the harbor rules, copies of which may ach trouble, with money back guarGRASS SEED
Legion
Auxiliary,
which
was to have
of Orono to hold a joint meeting
lie obtained from the town clerk, and antee U not satisfactory. Also arti
been
held
April
18,
has
been
post

to be guided in docking ny the rules ficial supports made Mid repaired.
here next Monday followed by
posted on the front of the Plantation
Under a new system we now
J.
N.
MAILHOTTE,
Massagist
matches
between two bowling teams poned to Saturday May 2 in the Government urges: “Buy Coal
Wharf.
can
buy
ninnwmlfinished
and
• What are “duds”? Those foreign
By Authority.
opposite foot cf Limerock Now.” Get the low ash hard coal,
Union, Me.
from each club at the Community store
P. O. Box 103,
Selectmen. Plantation of Monhegan
ready for lettering and setting.
trade-marked with red spots.
materials — such as chaff and weeds
41*44
street
formerly
occupied
by
Mans

32-43
March 13, 1942.
Building alleys.
and undesirable non-producing elements—which do not “pay off" in
1
Save on Freight.
Save on
fields. Members having articles fcr
healthy seedlings. The Whitney
process removes these im
Labor. Save on Time.
the sale please call Mrs. Ida Don
purities. The result: a blend of fine seeds which develop into a dense,
Edward
OB.
Gcnia.
cne
cf
The
AUr us for details of this
luxuriant lawn in practically any. kind of soil... Save yourself time and
Money-Saving Plan!
Brook's well known business men, dis, tel. 831-W, or Mrs. Mary Dins
Famous
money. Sow quality seeds that aSMire satisfaction: Whitney Suptr-Rtfintd
All Work Absolutely Guar
has bought the Leonard R. Camp more, 821-W.
RUSSELL
READING
Grass Seed. There are several
reral types to
1 choose from. Ask your dealer.
anteed.
bell house on Union street as a
The annual Poppy Day Sale con
Anthracite
FUNERAL HOME

NEED HELP AND NEED IT NOW!

Its Annual Banquet

Past Presidents

WON IN DRAMA TOURNAMENT

And Now Rockland High Is Eligible To the New
England Festival

Camden Theatre

Clothes for that

VICTORY GARDEN

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

you ought to be

planting...

PANT SALE

9

MAKE
EVERY
PAY DAY

BOND DAY

un/fo&m
Casting

W/ryj

/ uniform
'f,HTtl-u6eNT'

service

l UNIFORM

How
'PRICES

PLANES
oothing, $1-79
oothing, 1-"
ick,

Let
plies

2-19

PANT SALE

WALDO THEATRE

GREGORY’S

Buy Your Monument

LOOK OUT FOR “DUDS” IN

TOO SOW!

WARNING

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service
tel. eea

Ambulance Service .

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-U

• CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND, ME.

v

110-112 UMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

Ralph A. Olendenning, Prop.

20 Lindsey St., Bockland
Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a Call WUl Bring '
a Representative
43-tf

speculaticn.

Main St. Hardware Co

ducted by Winslow-Holbrook Unit,
No. 1, American Legion Auxiliary

BINGO

441 MAIN ST., BOCKLAND

will be held Saturday, May 9, Mrs.
Percy Dinsmore, chairman.

TUESDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
GIVEN AWAY, DINNER, $2—1 each
Clinton Pickett, son of Mr. and
AND THREE EXTRA PRIZES
Mrs. Louis Pickett, is now stationed
Equipped For Blackout
at the Naval Air Station at Norf3*lt jfolk, Va,

A. P. Blaisdell
5 PARK ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 255
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Swan.” by Paul Galileo.

S Hi LOVED * SPY
^/Sylvia Taylor
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Silently they filed out of the plane and at Mulford’s command en
tered a waiting automobile, followed by the bewildered Thomas.

~He smiled at her earnestness and ,
said quietly, “You may as weE
know now.”
Joan’s peace of mind was shat
tered. “Now what?”
Paul leaned closer. “I told you I
wanted to track down the rest of
Karl’s men to find out who was at
the head of this. Remember?”
"Yes, of course, but ...”
!
“That,” Paul said, “is exactly
what I am doing.”
“I don’t understand, Paul. What
are you talking about?”
“You thought I agreed to come
with Mulford because you wanted
me to, but there is really another
reason.”
Her face was white. “What are
you trying to tell me?”
“I came because we are at last on
the trail. We’re being taken straight
to the heart of the spy ring.”
“You mean that Mr. Mulford . . .”
She could not go on.
“Mulford,” Paul said calmly, "is
the head of this whole business. I've
known it ever since I obtained those
papers on the ship.”
“And you didn’t tell me?”
“No. I didn’t want to frighten
you.”
She leaned weakly back in her '
seat “And I thought we were safe!
But where are we going, Paul?
Do you have any idea?”
"I have a very good idea, and if
I’m wrong it's going to be tough on
all of us.”
“Poor Thomas!” Joan said, look- I
ing over her shoulder. “This will be
a terrible shock for him. Mr. Mul
ford, the head of the spy ring! I i
can’t believe it!”
“It’s true! He’s been working with
Karl all the time. His importing
shop was only a blind, just as Karl’s
Club Elite is. All the time you
worked for Mulford you were really
involved. Mulford fired you and re
fused to give you a reference so
you would be forced to take any
job that came along. The want ad
was put in that paper especially for
you. Mulford had decided you would
be loyal and really transferred you
to Karl's employ. If you hadn't
fallen in love with Karl, you might
still not have known what was go
ing on.”
Shocked at the revelation his
words brought, Joan sat silently lis
tening to the roar of the plane as
it winged its way to their unknown
destination.
At last the true picture was un
folded to Joan. Paul had made
their situation clear as Mulford's
plane roared on. It seemed incredi
ble that she could have been so
blind. For almost two years she
had worked for Arthur Mulford, re
garding him as a kindly but rather
tiresome employer. She had had no
suspicions that his importer's shop
was a blind, or that the letters she
typed day after day were code mes
sages concerning the subversive ac
tivities of a spy ring. She had won
dered at her sudden dismissal but
even then she had not connected it
with the want ad she answered for
Karl Miller’s secretary. How completely she had fallen into their
trap! And as Paul had said, if she
had not fallen in love with Karl she
probably would not know the truth
even now.
What a fool Paul must" have
thought her, watching her through
those weeks when she had happily
boasted that Karl was going to '
marry her. How carelessly she had
treated Paul's words of warning, and
Sybil's, Sybil! Her sister's name '
struck fear into her heart Paul had
told her that when they arrived at
the end of their journey he hoped
to find Sybil. If they would only
find her alive! And what about Pa
tricia?
It was night when the plane land
ed. and forewarned by Paul. Joan
was not surprised to see Arthur Mul
ford confronting them with a gun
and saying. “All right now, keep
your hands up.”
.......

Hiram Labe has returned from
Portland and is now making his
heme at Whitcomb's Tourist Home.
Mrs. Warren Colwell will soon
organize a class in First Aid from
students at the High School.
The Susannah Wesley Society
will hold a food and apron sale
Thursday afternoon at the Metho
dist vestry. The Sunshine bags
will be opened at this meeting.
Mrs. Rose Weston will entertain
the Bridge Club Friday night.
Mrs. Henry Mason will be hos
tess Thursday afternoon to the
Baptist Missionary Circle.
L. H. Stevens, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Sanborn and Mrs. Ida
Hatch of Washington were visiting
friends in town Saturday.
Miss Priscilla Storer returned
Monday to her studies at Welles
ley College after spending a vaca
tion with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Storer. i
Guy Abbotoni who spent twQ.
weeks with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Luigi Abbotoni returned Sun
day to Boston.
Schools will close Friday for the
Spring vacation of one week.
James Young of Portland spent
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Weston.
Charles Rowe, Jr., of Boston has
been guest at the home of his parnts Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
One case of scarletina has been
reported by the local health officer.
Richard Hornberger, student at
Bowdoin College, was visiting
friends here Saturday.
Mrs. James Waltz returned Sat
urday from a two weeks’ visit with
friends In Belmont. Mass.
Maynard Genther has been a
recent business visitor in Boston.
A degree tea mfrom the Bath
Iron Works conferred the Master
Masons degree Friday on Raymond
Genthner and his son, Chester
Genthner members of King Solo
mon’s Lodge. Guests were pres
ent from Lincoln Lodge. Wiscasset;
Aina Lodge, Damariscotta; St.
George Lodge, Warren; Aurora and
Rockland Lodges of Rockland and
the Masonic orders in Union.
South Thomaston and Dresden. A
turkey supper was served by mem
bers of Wiwurna Chapter. GES.
Mrs. Rena Crowell was chairman
of the supper committee assisted
by Mrs. Ida Stahl. Mrs. Lillian El
lis, Mrs. Anne Waltz and Mrs. Lila
Lovejoy.

Silently they filed out of the plane
and at Mulford’s command entered
a waiting automobile, followed by
the bewildered Thomas.
“What’s it all about, Mr. O’Mal
ley?” he begged. “Where are we?”
“Another of Karl’s tricks," Paul
explained in an undertone. “I think
we’re somewhere in New Mexico or
possibly Arizona.”
The moonlit night showed them lit
tle as thev drove along the rough
country road. Barren waste land
stretched on all sides.
“You mean this guy is one of
Karl's men?” Thomas whispered.
“Just Karl’s boss,” Paul said wry
ly
Thomas, for once, was stunned
into silence.
In a short time they arrived at
a ranch house. It was the first
dwelling of any kind they had seen
since landing. Behind the large
house was a smaller one and into
this Paul, Joan and Thomas were
led. The house fvas modern though
crudely finished. There was a fire
place and electric lighting. Several
rooms led into the living room but [
none of the three was inclined to
EAST WALDOBORO
venture from the fire.
Richard Miller is spending the
“Well,” Thomas said, “I guess Easter vacation at home from
this is all my fault. I thought Mul
ford was on the level. I didn’t know Gorham Normal School.
Orville Jameson and family of
he was connected ^with Karl. Hon
Camden
were guests Sunday at
estly.”
“We know that, Thomas. It’s all J. O. Jameson’s.
right. It had to be this way. I’ve
Mrs. Dora "Whitney and daugh
suspected for some time that Mul ters Elizabeth and Emma visited
ford was the chief of this outfit."
Sunday at Mrs. Poland’s.
Joan sat down in an old wicker
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach of South
rocker and drew it closer to the
blaze. “And now what do we do?” Waldoboro called Monday on Mrs.
“This ranch is a clearing house. H. B. Bovey.
Stolen plans that are not taken from
Otto Bowden. Jr was at home
San Francisco by boat are flown for the week-end. He Is now sta
here and from here to Mexico where
they are picked up off the coast by tioned at East Deering Search
Light Service.
fishing boats.”
Mr. and Mrs. Millard E. Watson,
Thomas rubbed his hands togeth
er nervously. “But why did they Miss Ruth Watson and Raymond
want us to come here? Why would Watson of Bath were visitors Sun
they have bothered?”
“That,” Paul admitted, “remains day at L. L. Mank's and C. C.
Bowers'.
to be seen.”
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Flanders
“They must think they have some
use for us,” Joan argued, “or they and daughter June were guests last
wouldn't have gone to so much trou Friday at Mr. and Mrs. (J. *L. Flan
ble.”
ders’. Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives,
The wind whistled outside. The Jr. of Warren were guests Sunday.
silence of the night held the peculiar
Clifton Miller and Miss Eleanor
loneliness that belongs to the desert.
Joan was so deep in her own Melvin of Camden were callers
thoughts that the sound of foot Sunday at the home of his father
steps startled her and she leaped Austin O. Miller and at Ivan
from her place by the fire.
Scott’s.
The door opened to admit Karl
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach of
Miller. His arm was in a sling.
“You didn’t quite finish me,” he South Waldoboro and Mrs. C. L.
said smoothly. “Your aim is really Bowers Of Damariscotta visited
very bad.”
last Friday at Mrs. C. C. Bowers'.
“What a pity.” Paul murmured.
Mrs. Ethel Hanna and Stanton
Karl turned his cold blue eyes Hanna were guests Sunday of her
upon him. “You have caused us
a great deal of trouble, Mr. O’Mal sister Mrs. Eva Master’s at Round
ley. I believe the time has come Pond.
now for you to be of use to us.”
Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren
Paul had risen and the two men visited Sunday with her mother,
stood facing each other.
Mrs. Fred Munro. Leland Boggs
Karl said quietly, "Again I offer
has
employment at Bath Iron
you the chance to come in with us.
Works.
You could be a valuable asset.”
Silence. Contempt was written on
Paul’s face.
Mr. O'Malley, in our country a man
“If you refuse to give us your does not let sentimentality interfere
services,” Karl said, "Joan will with his job. It is unfortunate that
have to pay for it”
you are not constituted the same
Ke walked over and took her arm. way—unfortunate for you, and ex
twisting it until she cried out with tremely lucky for us. I am sure
pain. Paul took a step forward but that, being so fond of Joan, you
Arthur Mulford, who had been would rather betray your country
watching from the door, leaped for than permit her to suffer.”
ward with a gun in his hand.
He exchanged glances with Mul
Although Karl still held her arm, ford, and they both left the house.
”1 told you!” Thomas cried.
which throbbed with pain. Joan
cried. “Don't pay any attention to "They’re devils!”
“If I can stall them off for a few
him, Paul, I’m not afraid!”
Karl said, “Perhaps you are not days ...” Paul was saying in a
afraid for yourself but there is still low guarded tone.
your sister to consider.
(To Ba Gootiaued)
“Sybil! Where is she?”
“At the moment, she is safe. If
QUALITY PIGS
you can persuade Paul to see this
situation my way, she will continue Hampshire or White Chester Suck
to be safe. If not . ,
He ling Pigs—feeders er for breedtwa
8 weeks to 6 months old, with nr
shrugged.
Karl looked at O'Malley and without registration papers. Write
smiled. “I believe you will find er rail HL B. SHFRWOOD, Brook
that you and your government are wood Farm, Pema«uid, Me. Phone
a iw
Qt course. OTrNcwBarta'-----------------

The Junior Symphony Club will
meet Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons. Each
member is privileged to invite one
guest for a musical hour at 7.15.
Members are asked to meet at the
Emmons home at 6.30 for a
rehearsal.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Spear and
Mrs. Clifford Overlock visited rela
tives in Boston and Lynn, Mass.,
recently.
Samuel Tarr has been ill.
Mrs. Dexter Hart is gaining In
health.
Latest contributions to the Red
Cross bring the total up to 8700.45.
Those contributions are: Mrs. Laura
Robinson, additional, 81; Finnish
Coffee. 841.85.
Pfc. Josef Vinal has graduated
from the Armored Force Radio
School for Instructors. He won tne
second highest rank in a class of
350.
Refreshments and entertainment
committee for the stated meeting
Friday night of Ivy Chapter, O E.S,
will be Albert White, Elbert Star
rett. William H. Robinson and Mar
cellus Ome.
Judith Dillaway, daughter of MT.
and Mrs. Paul Dillaway, was chris
tened Easter Sunday morning at the
Congregational Church.
The Woman’s Club study unit will
be held Thursday at 2 at the home
of Mrs. P. D. Starrett. Subjects
are; “Planning Meals.” Mrs. Star
rett; “Poods For Energy and Build
ing,’’ Mrs. Chisie Trone; “Minerals
and Vitamins,” Mrs. Lulu Cunning
ham. Each member will also take
a tried recipe to the meeting. In
which a substitute for sugar is used.
The motor corps will meet tonight
and Thursday from 7 to 10 p. m. at
the Drewett garage for the me
chanics course.
The Happy-Go-Luckies Girls’ 4-H
Club will meet Thursday after
school at the home of the leader
Mrs Louella Crockett. Food and
health habits will be scored. At the
meeting last Thursday, the cooking
girls baked apples, and, the sewing
girls were instructed in making
bound button holes, by Miss Simpson.
Because Miss Barbara Orff, in
structor of the class In nutrition
will have two weeks' vacation, the
class this week will be omitted, to
reopen April 24.

Gray-Trone

Announcement is being made of
the marriage of Miss Mary' Elizabeth
Trone, only daughter of Mrs. Chisie
Trone of this town, to Douglas Elliot
Gray, only son of Mr and Mrs.
George E. Gray of this town, the
wedding taking place Saturday at
8 p. m. at the Baptist parsonage in
Thomaston, with Rev. H. S. Kilborn
performing the single ring service
The bride wore a street length
dress of aqua crepe. Her coat and
matching hat were of beige, and her
accessories brown.
At the wedding were Mrs. Trone,
the bride's mother; Mr. and Mrs.
Gray, parents of the groom: and
Charles Trone, brother of the bride.
Immediately after the ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Gray left for
a week’s trip. An Army Air Corps
cadet and on furlough from the
Army Air Corps, he will return to
service April 20. Mrs. Gray will re
turn to this town and make her
home with her mother for the
present.
Both the bride and groom gradu
ated from Warren High School
The groom graduated from the
University of Maine, where he took
part in intramural sports, was a
member of the Rifle Team and the
Forestry Club, and of Phi Kappa
Sigma Fraternity.
For a time he was employed in
forestry work In Massachusetts, and
previous to his enlistment in the
U. S. Army Air Corps, he was em
ployed as draftsman at the Colt
Arms Company in West Hartford,
Conn.
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Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-A version
49-Note In Guido’s
19-Segment
scale
•-Dug in the ground
21- Lair
11- Corn-spike
51-Mend
22- R icent

12- Rile
13- Large monkey
14- Epoeh
15~ObI iterates
16- Penetrates
17- An outfit
19- Fendte
20- Paradise
23- Dfsh of green*
24- In thia place
28-Foraakee
28-Owelt
30- Deaire
31- Snare
83-Choieeet
36-Mineral springe
40-Furiflee
42-Trappera
45- Galn ?
46- Personal bravery
47- Knitting wool
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STORE FURS NOW
FULLY GUARANTEED

•Irs. H. A. Townsend
^cn visiting relatives in
Lass. has returned hon
Union Church Circle he
|Euai meeting Thursda;
LfCted were: President. :
Ljntworth: vice preside
Icairie Burns. Mrs. Attbh
Ison Mrs. Jennie Maker
Evelyn Patrick; fin.
Mr■jftary. Miss Alice W;
Egsurar. Mrs' Geo;
Loi'k committee. Mrs. Jem.
Lr. Nellie Nickerson. M
L.ne Smith. Mrs (' ,
|g-s. Annie Patrick
iQcorgie Roberts.
Mrs. Rena Johnson h
Ifrcm » visit with rc
|<juir.ey. Mass.
jjrs. Harold Marston
llxmgmeadow. Mass., is g'li
Ijother Mrs. W. S. Vina
Mr. and Mrs. Roy A:
Ijohn have returned fron
held. Mass, where they v..
lArcy’s parents Mr. and
IStordhal.
The Night Hawks we
Jtained Thursday by Mn
(Bickford. Lunch was
lth? evening pleasantly ;
Isewing- Those present
[tances Gilchrist. Mtj
|ghiflds. Miss Dorot
(Mrs. Josephine Clayter
|Ethelynd Arey.
Miss Louise Libby ha
I'rom Wollaston, Mass.. 1
|spent the Easter vacatioi
Ipsrents Mr. and Mi
fcby.
Miss Helen Orcutt has
from a vacation visit wit
Jin Hartford. Conn., am.
(it Schenectady. N Y
Mrs. Maude Arey retur
Lrclay from a visit with in
|;c:' Mrs. John Greer in
ion. Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
ave returned from a
kith Mrs. Clayter's pare
land Mrs. Andrew Cassie
Icesler, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Worchester, Mass, s;
reek-end in town.
Miss Doris Russell has
krom a vacation visit at ij
|ii; Dedham. Mass.
H. P. Caddy of Medfo
|ind Robert Pierce of M:
H. were recent guest,
[home of Capt. and Mr
iiller.
Mrs. W. Y Fossett retu
bay from a few days stay
(and.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Hartford, Conn., are gue
Cotter’s mother, Mr
Cotter.
Miss Helen Lauritsen
irock was a visitor recenl
ome of Mr. and Mrs Fi
Everett Tolman cf Si

Save Your Woolens
WITH

£%pcllo
KILLS MOTH WORMS

Just remove covers frem both
sides and hang in your dcse;
Vapor kills all forms of meth
life. One inner cover is re
movable for refilling.
REFILLS

Expellets, 1 lb.

.63

Expellets, 2 l/2 lbs. 1.39
Expellets, 5 lbs. 2.39

No. 1, Filled, only 59c

ALSO ON SALE
3 Oz. Expello Crystals..............................................

21C

1 Pint Expello Spray.........................

59c

1 Quart Expello Spray...............................................

89c

Expello Sprayer.............................................................

39c

.................................................

79c

Special Combination

STORE HOURS—9.00 TO 5.30

FRIENDSHIP

Mr. and Mrs. Allle 'Cushman and
Mrs. Jessie Lash visited Wednesday
with Mrs. Helen Cushman in
Augusta.
Mrs. Euda Morton and son Albert
are spending a week’s vacation at
their home here
Mrs. Ernest Beckett is making
gradual recovery from illness.
Mrs. Jessie Lash and Mrs. Gert
rude Oliver went Saturday to Fair
haven and New Bedford, Mass., to
spend a week with relatives.
Friendship Temple. P. S.. enter
tained Mayflower Temple of Thom
aston last Tuesday. A short pro
gram was presented.
The Winning Speakers
Mlrs. Hattie M. Wotton who spent
Winners in the High School public a month in Miami, has returned
speaking contest held Friday night home.
at Town hall were: First, Glenlce Albkn Simmons, a patient at
French, daughter of Rev and Mrs. Knox Hospital, is gaining slowly.
L. Clark French; second, Mary The Junior High Schoo] will pre
Drewett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. sent a three-act comedy, “The Med
Harold Drewett; third, Ann Nor dlesome Maid,” Friday at 8 o’clock.
wood, daughter of Mk. and Mrs. Rev. Vernon W. Burtt cf Auburn
L eroy Norwood The judges were will hold evangelistic services in
Principal William Thomas of Union the Advent Christian Church from
High School, William B. Lever, April 15, through April 26. Meet
teacher of English at Union High ings will be held aanh evening, ex
School, and Miss Charlotte Robbins, cept Saturday, auq»30. Rev. Mr.
helping teacher in the Union ele Burtt conducts a weekly program
mentary grades.
over the Lewiston station. He is
Miss Carolyn Hayden, coach, and a fine singer and an outstanding
assistant, awarded the prizes which speaker. There will be special
were these books: First. “Flowering music. All are welcome.
of New England,” by Van Wycks
Brooks; second, “Maine Ballads,’’
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
by Robert Coffin; third, “The White Wonders I

1
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P

Miss French, the winner of first
prize, won second place in last year’s
contest.
Violin selections were played by
Faye Martin and Lois Norwood, with
Mrs. Leroy Narwoyi accompanist.
Announcements were made by

Howard Borneman.

CHAPTER XVII
"And you? Don’t you want to go
home?" Mulford asked Joan.
“Yes and no. I want to leave—
but not without Paul.”
“Ah.” Mulford said, “I see. But
I will be glad to take all of you. I
have my own plane, my own pilot,
and I am returning to San Fran
cisco tomorrow. Why not talk it
over with him? Surely he can have
no objection to your leaving since it
will be absolutely safe.”
Joan wavered. “I couldn’t go with
out him. But maybe he would be
willing to go with us. He could get
aid in the states and return to Mexi
co and continue the search. I’m not
much help to him now, and neither
is Thomas. What I really came down
here to tell you, Mr. Mulford, was
that what Thomas told you is the
truth. He should have his chance to
get out.”
“I understand, and I’ll take him of
course. But, Joan, I think you should
go too. I’m really shocked at this
situation. After all, you were in my
shop for almost two years. Natur
ally your welfare concerns me.”
She smiled. “That's nice of you,
Mr. Mulford. By the way, what are
you doing in Mexico?”
“Since the war ruined my busi
ness and I closed the shop, I’ve
been having a vacation. I needed
one after all those years. I worked
hard, and it’s good to be away.”
Joan rose. “Can I let you know
early in the morning about Reaving?
I’ll have to talk it over with Mr.
O’Malley.”
“Of course. I do not plan to leave
before noon, so take your time.”
“You're not staying at the hotel?”
“No. With a friend of mine. Dr.
Gomez. I’ll give you his number,
or better yet, I’ll phone you here.
About ten o’clock, say?”
"That will be fine. And thank you
very much for everything.”
What a lucky break, Joan thought.
It all worked out so perfectly. If
Mr. Mulford had his own plane, how
could Karl possibly check on them?
She roused the desk clerk and had
him ring Paul’s room.
“Please come down, Paul," she
begged. “I must talk with you.”
Thomas came in from the veran
da. “What do you think?" he asked.
“It sounds fine,” Joan agreed.
“That man is my former employer.
I’ve known him for years. He's here
on a vacation.”
“Then you’ll go, too?”
“It certainly seems like a good
chance, but I’ll have to talk to Paul.
In any case, Thomas, Mr. Mulford
has promised to take you.”
“Thanks, Miss Leland.” The grat
itude in his eyes was unmistakable.
Paul came down almost immedi
ately. “What’s going on?” he de
manded.
“The most wonderful thing has
happened! Arthur Mulford is here!
I used to work for him before I got
my job with Karl. He was the man
who was trying to locate me through
the bartender, also the one I saw
,on the street today.”
They went out to the patio, which
was covered by a patchwork of shad
ows and moonlight. Thomas had
gone upstairs and Joan and Paul sat
down at one of the rustic tables. “So
Arthur Mulford has offered to take
you home?”
“Yes! How did you know?”
“Very simple deduction, darling,”
Paul laughed. “I read it in your
eyes ... I suppose Thomas is at
the bottom of all this.”
“Yes,” Joan admitted.
His keen eyes searched her face.
"You want to go?”
“Not without you. But. Paul, if
we all went, it might be better. We I
could get help and come back . . .” 1
A bird twittered sleepily, and the
fragrance of a million flowers flood
ed the moonlit night. Paul smiled.
“Okay! I’ll go with you.”
It did not occur to Joan that vic
tory had been too easy.
The following day at noon they left
Mazatlan in Mulford’s plane.
It was Joan’s first experience at
flying. Once or twice she tried to
look out but it made her so dizzy
she turned to Paul, saying, “I guess
I can’t take it.”
Paul smiled placidly, much too
placidly, Joan decided, eyeing him
speculatively. This was the first
time she had known Paul to give in
so easily on any issue. But perhaps
love had changed him. She said im
pulsively, “I know you’re doing this
for my sake, Paul, and I appreciate
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THE STORY SO FAR: Joan Leland,
secretary, in love with handsome Karl
Miller, night club owner, is horrified
and disillusioned, when he shoots his
business partner, Erie Strom, and threat
ens to Implicate her nnless she continues
her work and remains silent. He con
fesses he has a wife in Germany and
is part of a Nazi spy ring. Paul Sher
man, his manager, reveals to Joan that
he really is Paul O’Malley, an FBI
agent, trying to trap the spy-ring higherups and Joan agrees to help him. Joan’s
sister, Sybil, is missing and Paul be- J
lieves Karl is holding her as a hostage.
Pat Hines, a new singer for Karl, is '
really Paul's young run-away sister, Pa- I
tricia. and she innocently betrays Paul’s
Identity to Karl, who captures Paul
and Joan as they discover incriminating
evidence. He spirits them away on a ,
boat and they find they are In love. A
submarine appears to pick up bomber
, plans stolen by Karl. Thomas, a vic
tim of Karl’s, slips a gun to Joan, who
'Shoots Karl as he is about to shoot Paul.
They escape-la a life boat and land in
Mexico. Arthur Mulford, Joan’s former
employer, offers his plane for a return
to the V. S.
Now continue with the story.
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53-Kitchen utensil
24— Bone of the body
55-Espeelally (abbr.) 25- A color
55-Laee fabric
27-Mature
67-Prefix. Asunder
29-Chief of evil spirit*
58-Sooner than
32- Afternoon party
88-Conveyed by
33- Coal container
document
34- Lacterated
60-Required
36-Russian title
36Foot covering
VERTICAL
37-Steal
1- Paid attention
38- Pig-pen
2- River in
38-Arrlved (abbr.)
Switzerland
40- Erected
8-T racks
41- tced
4- At any time
43- Gained
5- Ceases from action 44- Trapped
6- 0 ne who travels fast 48-Evergreen tree
7- Cloaeiy confined
SO-Altar end of a
8- Judged
church
•-Make a mistake
62-A compass paint
10-Started suddenly
(abbr.)
SMt____ x sli

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 56 cents. Additional
lines five cento each for one time; 10 cento for throe times. Five
small words to a line.

Special Notice: All “Wind ads” so railed L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

TO LET

LOST AND FOUND
BLACK and white hound found.
Owner apply to FLOYD GUSHEE.
Appleton. Me.
43*45
BILLFOLD lost. Tuesday. April 7,
with money and keys. Reward Notlfv
IVAN CLARK. Union
42*44

FOR SALE
1936 CHEVROLET coach for sale, ex
cellent condition. *300. TEL. after 6
p. m. Thomaston 108-12.
43*45
NO more goats, but little hay for
sale. J. O. I HANDER. Rockville St..
Rockport.
43* It

TWO heavy milking cows to freshen
soon: also 10 tons hay. VIRG MOR
TON, Thomaston.
43*45
PIGS, apples, potatoes, beans and
calves for sale. GLEASON HILL FARM.
Union.
43-45

BOY’S bicycle for sale, good con
dition. TEL. 1116-R
43-45
7-ROOM house for sale in Thomas
ton. garage and furnace.
Inquire
JAMES FELT, 26 Green 6t., Thomas
ton.
43*45
WONDERFUL outfit for boat yard
for sale. Famous combination wood
working machine with 32 ' band saw.
tilting table. Rip and cutting off saw.
tilting table. 12“ planer variety molder. with or without 5 H. P motor
Apply to HYLAND MACHINE CO.
Spear's wharf.
43*45
PLYMOUTH 4-door sedan for sale.
1941: 5,000 miles, new rubber, radio,
heater, two-tone upholstery. *895. TEL.
1198-M.
42*44
STOVES of all kinds for sale, ranges
810 and up.
C. E. QROTTON, 138
Camden St.. Tel. 1091 -W._________ 42*47
HAY for sale. ROBERT C. FARRIS.
Union. Tel. 10-14
42*44
ROW boat for sale. 12 ft. Inquire 54
BREWSTER ST., City.
42*44
1931 OLDSMOBILE sedan and 1933

LARGE stable for clean, dry storage
central location, available at once
MRS FRANZ SIMMONS. 98 Pleasant
St. City.____________________________ 43 47
PLEASANT heated bedroom to let.
for one or two. Central location. TEL.
970-M_______________________________ 43-11
ONE room to let at 31 Elm St. MRS
CHARLES
M.
RICHARDSON.
Tel
519 R, 31 Elm St_________________ ^3-45
FURNISHED 3-room apt. to let.
with bath
57 PACIFIC ST
43*45
FURNISHED apartment of three
rooms and bath to let Available Mav
1
Tel. 755 M. MRS R B MAGUME
186 North Main St_______________ 43-45

HOUSE to let at 19-21 Lisle St TF1
568-M. 7
42 44
FURNISHED room to let, modern
conveniences. Man preferred 24 State
St . TEL 590-W___________________ 41 *43
POUR. 5 and 6 room apts to let.
all modem.
DAVID RUBENSTEIN
Tel. 1285 ___________________________ 41*43
FURNISHED apartment to let at
14 MASONIC ST___________________41*43
TWO modem tenements to let:
adults only. Tel. 1061. BLAKE'S WAII.
PAPER STORE___________________ 40 45
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3
rooms, toilet, plaza and shed. TE1
156 W, 12 Knox Ft.
39 ”
HOUSE do let at 28 Elm St.. all new
bath. Inquire 24 Elm St.. TEL 519-1
__________ '■
________ __________
41*43
APARTMEUT to let, 4 rooms and
bath, available at once Central loce
tlon. Llmerock St. Apply PEOFLFU
LAUNDRY. 17 Llmerock St.
38-tf
HEATED apt. to let partly furnished
4 rooms, bath, at 37 Knox St... Thom
aston. Apply 7 Elliot St., TEL 24 or 5
_________ . ___________________________ 41-tf
HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated
apartments, strictly modern, three
rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators.
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS
Tel 38 M. 6© Beech St.
40 tt

Reo sedan for sale. Cars and tires In
best of condition. Tel 218-R or call
43 Lovejoy 8t . NORMAN KALLOCH

42-44
ICE mUk cooling tank for sale, good
condition. A. J. Pierce, South Thom
as ton._______ ______________________ 42 • 44
PRESSED hay for sale. (20 ton In
bam
W. L. MERRIAM. Union, Tel
7-5.
42*44
FOUR slightly used dark green
shade curtains for sale May be seen
at Wotton's store or notify S. ELIZA
BETH NASH. 16 Oranlte St
41*43
ONE Knights Templar uniform for
sale, size 38; complete with chapeau,
fdtlgue coat and cap. *10. P. O. BOX
267. Rockland._______________________34-tf
FARM for sale ""In East Union, 42
acres wood lot, 15 acres tillable, 7room bouse, large bam. E. L LENPttsT. 2 Chestnut St.. Camden. ’ 30-tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
815.50; Pocahontas soft coal 810X5. J. B.

PAUISKN <k SON. Tel 82. Thomaston.

40-tf
D- * H. bard coal. egg. stove, nut
81530 per ton, del. Nut else and run
New River soft, not screened
81023 ton del M. B. 6k O. O. PERRT
519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
40-tf

EGGS AND CHICKS

WANTED

the

fighting Anzacs.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
$34Q s year

CAMDEN

THEATRE
_________
43 45
GIRL wanted for general hou ewerk. Call at 56 MASONIC ST 43-45
A cook and a nurse wanted for «ni«L
family, *12
weekly each
Possibly
mother and daughter or two voims
girls.
Single application acceptable
TEL Georgetown 2-3 or write Box L>
Popham Beach. Me_____________
43-45
PRACTICAL nurse wanted a bon'
May__ 1
Write JOSHUA G WENT
WORTH. Appleton. Me.
43'45
GIRL'S lightweight blevcle In frood
condition wanted
Write’ POX 23«7.
Thomaston, or Tel. 35-11
43*45
MOWING machine wanted 5-fo’t
cut. In good condition
R SAASTAMOINEN. Te4. Rockland 1144 or write
R-F.D. 2. Box 90. Warren
43*45
SHOE clerk wanted, with store sale"'
experience desired ENDICOTT-JOHN;
SON. 346 Maln_St. ____________ _43*4«
BICYCLE wanted, bovs model pre
fered. Call JACK BEDALL. CushinBTel. Thomaston 189-5.
HELP wanted at Park Street Lunch
TEL. 838-R
42 44

MISCELLANEOUS
MEDIUM; Two questions answered
by lettqr. Send stamped envelope. 25c
RUTH^fATHIAS. 12 Third St.. Ban-

LIGHT

trucking,

waste

wSSWm?jasT™

-

Gross

I''.1'1

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DDC 31
Unpaid Locm

Assets.

|Dcciuct items not adm '

Unearned Premium .

DAT-old cockerels, for sale 85 per
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE 360
Broadway.______________________ 27-tf
furniture” wanted to upholsteu
for and delivered T J El EMCUBiENw Chicks—’“Stand the gaff’’ oM'ed
INO.
18 Birch St.. Tel. 212 W
40-tf
of heavy, profitable production be
cause they have years of finest breed
ing behind them.
Customers report
excellent results. You can get them
too. Pullet chicks in all breeds. Write
for free complete catalog. CLEMENTS
BROTOEHS FARMS. Rt. 33. WlTu^

merchants a FARMERFIRE INSURANCE COA
Worcester, Mas*
ASSETS. DEC 31. I'
|Mortgage Loans 1 first lien
ttocks and BonrL
Cash In Office and Bank.
It ento’ Ba' •' ocet
rest and Rents.
|AU other AsMt*

■•Il other Llabllltfi|°urpius over all Liability

MAN and wife wanted to work on
estate, she to cook, he to do cenrr 1
work
Apply STAFFORD CONC.DUN
Burpee Furniture Co . City
43-45
INFORMATION wanted pertati'.lns

to

375 MAIN STRE

“SS

o Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

QREAT AMERICAN INSCK
1 Liberty St.. New York,
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1:
IBtoeks and Bonds.
ri
|vash in Office and Bank.
IJcents' Balances.
Receivable.
‘crest and Rent

other Assets.

■ h (,rr>s - A ■

' .
|ll('dnrt Items not adnntti

Admitted.
_
LIABILITIES DEC I
|5*t Unpaid Losses,

I,
I*beamed
11 other
g»«b

Premiums.

Liabilities.

Capital.
“brplus over all Liabilities

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
EAGLE EIRE COVj
OF NEW YORK
•5 Maiden Laeie, New Yorl
.
ASSETS. DEC 31
1
l^ocks and Bonds.
r**h In Office and Bank.
Imfnts Balances
l.'JVerest and Rents.
A: other ^sets.
THE

I

ltk.JGr°65 As-ets

|**dUct Items not admltte

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC’ 31
,.*t Unpaid tosses.
..,earned Premium-.
■ m °tber Liabilities
lR,
Sh Capital.
|Burpius over all Liabilities
o Total Liabilities and
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. .
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officiating.
Interment
Was
in
|Cotter.
Orris Philbrook was a caller in ferred the rite of Baptism upon 1939 after which he was sent to
So those obstructionists, fifth-cclGeorge’s reply that if he didn’t portant, the struggle with Hitler umnists and appeasers who have
Miss Helen Lauritsen of West- Ocean View cemetery. The bear Rockland the past week.
the
West
Coast
where
he
served
Mrs. Etta L. Marriner. She also
Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Ames were dedicated a cross made for, and several months. About two years do bettor at spearing (flounders will reach its peak and we should been talking of a war through 1943.
I brock was a visitor recently at the ers were Roy Arey, William Clay
Ralph Clayter and Alec called to Rockland last Friday by presented to the church by Walter J ago he was transferred to the than the honorable Tail Twister like to have the utmost possible aid 1944, and 1C45 would leek the door
llhrm? of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mills. ter,
at sh°°U"«
la5t_Fa11’ he by then and that, by then there after the horse is stolen.
Everett Tolman of Springfield, Christie.
the death of a relative.
E. Aldus The choir sang, ‘There Panama Zone where he has charge i
'of an anti-aircraft battery guard- |would eat a11 of 861(1 Sounders should be nc. idle armies, immobile
These are the people denounced
Is a Green Hill Far Away" and
navies, immobile air fleets. This
ing
the
canal.
’
•
raw
and
WTi
8»
lin
»aU
by
himself.
by President Roosevelt as the
“Christ Arose.” Mrs. Ira J. Pack
Grace Earle Fifield of Stonington The meeting broke up with no applies also to military materials, “Cliveden Set,” These people will
ard was pianist. The church was
hard feelings and a good time was which shcujd be sent to the places find themselves dropped cut cf the
tastefully decorated with artificial and George Elmer Stevens of Wor had by all.
where they are most needed. We
window into the ath can. became
flowers made by Mrs. Walter E. cester, Mass., were married in
have wrested the initiative from the
the peoples of the United States,
Worcester, April 1, by Rev. Hollis
Aldus.
German command, which in mod
Britain and Soviet Russia are cn
Bartlett. They were attended by the latter did repair work on the
ern warfare is of the utmost im
GENERAL INSURANCE
the meve this year to ride down
the groom’s brother. Edward Ste- mail boat.
NORTH ,HAVEN
Clinton Stevens, who has been portance.
Hitlerism everywhere.
,
, l.
, verts and Mrs. Stevens. The bride
It would be deplorable if we were
I Mrs. Lucy Poole arrived home ...
. .
„ „„
A. E. Averill
_ x
. .
. .. Is the youngest daughter of Mr guest of Miss Elva Brackett, has to lose this initiative fcr lack of
Saturday after having spent the
. __
_ .
returned
to
his
home
at
Peaks
and Mrs. Charles Fifield of Burnt
adequate and timely support. We
TELEPHONE 77
375 MAIN STREET,
Winter in Portland.
Cove, a graduate of Stonington Island.
CRIEHAVEN
are proud that lt has fallen to cur
Irven Simpson spent the week
Manville
Davis,
Everett
Carter,
High School class of ’41 and has
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mr.
and
Mrs. Scott Simpson and
let to smash Hitler’s war machine
end with his father in Stonington.
been employed in the Stonington and Hiram Collomy went recently
41T45
but we by no means insist on exclu children Marjory and Shirley t&nt
Capt. and Mrs. Elmer Joy have
office. The couple will make their to Port Clyde with a trip of lobsters.
to the mainland ever the week-end
moved to the Parker Stone house.
sive rights.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Townsend,
and
home in Worcester where Mr.
accompanied
by Nick Anderson.
Mr
and
Mb
’
s.
C.
Bonney
Quinn
We
are
quite
prepared
to
let
oth

William
Stanley
returned
Saturday
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO.
MERCHANTS A FARMERS MUTUAL
Stevens is employed.
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
and son, Paul, arrived home Thurs
ers have a share in cur pride. We
from a visit in Portland.
Mrs.
Fred
Wilson
and son Neil
Worcester, Mass.
»
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1MI
day,
having
spent
the
Winter
in
hear
a
lot
about
the
common
efforts
Linwood
A.
Davis
is
visiting
his
spent
the
Easter
vacaticn
with
ASSETS. PEC. 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$13,182,046 00
MONHEGAN
the
United
Nations
towards
of
Rcckland.
mother
Mrs.
Alta
Davis,
and
sister
friends in Rcckland.
’I'rtqage loans, (first liens). 20 050 06
Cash ln Office and-Bank,
5,010.800 84
St >cka and Bonds.
372.491 64
Agents' Balances.
"
2.141.024 21
The
Unity
Guild
w
11
hold
its
Mrs.
Louise
Connaway
and
daugh
achieving
victory.
But
common
ef

Mrs.
Lottie
Dea,rn
in
Fitchburg,
Mrs. Guy Simpson and sister,
Cash In Office and Bank.
112.023 82
Interest and Rents,
54.975 00
STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Agents’ Ba'o'nces
44.055 33
forts which do not include common Mrs. Brad. Young came here last
All other Assets.
309.705 77 Spring sale Saturday at the K. P. ter Leonebel have returned from Mass.
COMPANY
Interest and Rents.
3.529 79
their visit in Rockland.
| George Gilbert of New Harbor fighting may not be sufficient. In Tuesday cn the mail boat. Mrs.
Detroit, Mich.
Ali other Assets.
2.170 97
Gross Assets.
$20,698,551 82 hall.
Deduct
Items
not
admitted.
256.878
09
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Burton
went
bought lobsters here recently, pay- deed we see that they are not.
Serg.
Milton
Beverage
of
Wash

ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Young is closing her house at Ma
Gross Assets.
$554,321 55
Tuesday
to
the
mainland.
j
ing
30 cents a pound.
$1,126,462
38
P>'duct items not admitted. 4.070 99 Real Estate.
This fighting divided in space tinicus, Mr. You/i? having been
Admitted,
$20,441,673 73 ington, D. C. was home last week
1.245.093 84
Mortgage Loans.
LIABILITIES. DEX7. 31. 1941
for a brief visit with his parents, Earl Field carried the mail Satur-' Mr. and Mrs. Earl Field have re must net be divided ln time . It called into service.
16.684.837 40
Admitted.
$550,250 56 Stocks and Bonds.
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$7,662,328
69
6.800.967
44
Cash ln Office and Bank.
day for Capt. Earle Starrett, while turned from New Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Beverage.
LIABItmES. DDC. 31. 1941
may be of little use to have large,
4.565.929 73
3.662.763 95 Unearned Premiums.
Agents’ Balances.
Arthur Dean cf Camden wa., a
t Unpaid Losses.
$14,745 02 Bills Receivable.
1.000.335 59
127.938 55 AU other Liabilities.
equipped armies, say, somewhere
Unearned Premiums.
263 362 59 Interest and Rents.
business
visiter here rccen’ly.
68.261 15 Cash Capital,
1.000.000 00
in the West if they are not in ac
_A”. other Liabilities.
10.022 62 All other Assets,
810.527 40 Surplus over all Liabilities, 6.213X179 72
Roger
Harriman
of Searspsrt who
£ Surplus over all Liabilities. 262.120 33
tion
while decisive battles are rag
Total
Liabilities
and
$30,526,847
11
Gross Assets,
is having pulpwocd cut, was here
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$20,441,673 73
ing in the East. When such battles
Deduct Items not admitted. 836.170 53
$550,250 56
fcr a short time last Tuesday.
Surplus,
are over, it may be too late for the
Admitted.
29.690.676 58
MERCHANTS MUTUAL CASUALTY
Miss Newman, district nurse,
(•BEAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
western armies to serve their pur
COMPANY
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1941
1 Liberty St„ New York, N. Y.
pent last Tuesday making farewell
Buffalo, N. Y.
$10,665,315 93
Net Unpaid Losses.
pose. Only by simultaneous offen
.ASSETS. DEXJ. 31. 1941
ASSETS, DEJC 31. 1841
7.650.568 23
calls, as she leaves the is|and soon,
Unearned Premiums,
sive operations on two or mere
8t< ks and Bonds.
$41.894 568 34 All other Liabilities,
2.001.752 60 Real Estate,
•116.721 00
much to the regret of the resi
f)>h ln Office and Bank,
5.471.508 88 Cash Capital.
1.759 380 00 Mortgage Loans.
658.853 44
fronts separated by long distances
Asents’ Balances.
Surplus over all LlabUltles. 7.613.659 73 Stocks and Bonds.
2.550.480
71
dents.
76.084 03
B Us Receivable.
could Hitler's forces be disposed of.
Cash ln Office and Bank.
1.145.950 83
118.527 00
Ncrman Wilson who has been
U’terest and Rents.
Total Liabilities and
Agents' Balances.
412.019 67
I do believe Hitler could in this way
88.420 30
A other Assets.
$29,690,676 58 BUls Receivable.
Surplus.
36.460 70
visiting
his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Interest and Rents,
15.512 22
be destroyed by the Summer.
950.F87.127 59
Gross Assets
Lelan
Wilson
returned last Tues
f'-'duct Items not admitted. 990.646 35
But the opportunity may be
Gross Assets.
$4,933,778 57
day.
Ralph
Wilson
has arrived
Deduct Items not admitted. 098.861 47
missed. The peace already has been
Admitted.
$50,086,481 24
frcm
his
heme
in
Rockport
for the
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
lost owing to missed opportunities.
Admitted.
64.240.917 10
LONDON, ENGLAND
Spring
fishing.
Jjc: Unpaid Losses.
$2,342 093 00
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
It would be too bad if the war were
UNITED STATES BRANCH
"r.arned Premiums,
15,198.674 53
Max Young returned Thursday
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,997,904 53
111 John St., New York. N. Y.
Other Liabilities.
2 400 156 91
to be lost because we let go oppor
Unearned Premiums.
1.313.035 59
from
Rockland where he spent the
Ca.-h Capital.
8.150.00 00
ASSETS. DDC 31. 1941
All other Liabilities.
126.431 87
tunities again."’
Surplus over all Liabilities. 21.995.556 80
$4,388,252 28 Surplus over all LlabUltles. 803.545 31
Winter with his family.
Stocks and Bonds.
Here Litvinoff has clearly called
911.154 57
Cash ln Office and Bank.
Tjtal Liabilities and
Total
Liabilities
and
627.285
77
Agents'
Balances.
on the British army for a prompt
$50 086.481 24
Surplus.
Surplua,
94.240.917 10
18.420 77
Interest and Rents.

VINALHAVEN

.NFS

Vinalhaven Lions

Call For Offensive

I

ED

oolens
WITH

,S MOTH WORMS
)ve covers frcm both
hang in ycur clcset.
ls all forms of meth

ue inner cover is re> for refilling.

REFILLS
ets, 1 lb.

Bts, 2 y2 lbs.
ets, 5 lbs.

.69
1.39
2.39

i.30

jceed three lines In
rents. Additional

lor three times. Five

Jed 1. e. sdvertiseInt to The Courieriltional.

TO LET
kble for clean, dry .storage,
ltlon. available at once.
IZ SIMMONS. 98 Pleasant
43-47

heated bedroom to let,
wo Central location TEL.
__________________ 43-1t
to
M
m
ID
57

Page Five

let at 31 Elm St MRS.
RICHARDSON.
Tel.
St.________________ 43.45
3-room apt. to let.
PACIFICST
43*45

apartmentol

three

lath to let Available Mav
M. MRS R B MAGUME
lain St.________ _ _____ 43-45
Tel at 19-21 Lisle St~TELT
42 44
room to let. modem
Man preferred. 24 State
-W___________________ 41 *43
and 6 room apts to let.,
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
___ ________________ 41*43
apartment to let at
ST__________________ 41*43
lern tenements to let:
Tel. 1061, BLAKES WALL
IE___________________ 40_45
apartment to let.3
plaza and shed.
TEI.
ox Ft
39-**
let at 28 Elm St., all new
24 Elm St.. TEL 519-.:

_

41’41

T to let. 4 rooms and
le at once Central Iona
ck St. Apply PEOPLES

Llmerock St

38-tf

it to let partly furnished,
i. at 37 Knox St.. Thom7 Elliot St.. TEI, 24 or 5
41-tf
30 — Brand new heated
strictly modern, three
electric stoves and reMRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
Beech St
40 tt

WANTED
Fife wanted to work on
cook he to do eenefl
STAFFORD CONGDON.
[ture Co . City
43-45
ON wanted pertaining
Hng Anzacs.
CAMDEN
43 45
ed for general hou*e56 MASONIC ST 43-43
[a nurse wanted for small
weekly each
Possibly
taughfer or two voting
application acceptable
pwn 2-3 or write Box 15.
|h. Me________
43-45
nurse wanted about
te JOSHUA G
WENTlleton. Me
43*45
It weight bicycle In good
hted
Write POX 2367.
r Tel 35-11._________ 43*45
machine wanted. 5-foot
condition
R SAASTARockland 1144 or write
I 90. Warren
43*45
I wanted, with store sales
kirert ENDICOTT-JOHNh St.
43*45
ranted, bovs model preACK BEDALL. Cushing.
|>n 189-5_____________ 43*44
Id at Park Street Lunch.
I______________________ 42 44
fwanted to upholster.
I delivered T J FL.BMI St.. Tel 212 W
40-tf

ELLANEOUS
pin questions answered
Id stamped envelope. 25c.
PAS. 12 Third St.. B&n29*59
Icklng,
waste removal;
UEROY

88M»

ELMER C. DAVIS

EAGLE FIRE COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
75 Maiden Lane. New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
S - ks and Bonds.
$2,391,998
100.007
Cash ln Office and Bank.
99.932
Agents' Balances.
19 269
D-'erest and Rents.
27.681
All other Assets,

All other Assets.

THE

, Gross Assets.

$6,007,513 90
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted. 474.593 76
98
31
37
21
64

$2,638,889 51

Admitted.
$2,524,387 01
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1941
Unpaid Losses.
$112,108 06
709.354 39
Unearned‘ Premiums.
50.182 34
Al other Liabilities.
1,000.000 00
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all LlabUltles
652.742 82
Total UffblUtlm and
Surplua,

Admitted.
85.532.920 23
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,000,972 53
Unearned Premiums.
3.288.438 75
AU other Liabilities.
330.806 01
Statutory
Deposit.
$500,000 00
Surplus over
all liabilities.
418.908 94 918.902 94

Total Liabilities and
Surplua

SOUTH WALDOBORO

62.400 60

85.532 920 23

SUN UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE
COMPANY
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash ln Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

Oross Assets.

INTESTINAL TRACT
Dr. True’s Elixir, The True
Family Laxative, aids in
relieving sluggishness of
the intestinal tract and

30
01
86
43
22,

$2,050,097 18

constipation ... For old

Deduct Items not admitted. 247.978 34

and young... Agreeable
to take.. .Caution: Use
only as directed ... Ask
for it at your druggist.

Admitted.
1.808,219 94
UABIUTOB. ORC. 31. 1941
$73,723 00
Net Unpaid Losses.
589.908 90
Unearned Premiums.
35.850 00
All other LlabUltles,
000.000 00
Cash Caoltal.

Burplusover al UabillUes,
Total Uabltttlea and

$2.534387

1.745.048
200.452
90.306
7.546
Cr. 2.254

SLUGGISH

808,742 85

THK CIOARETTC
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Dr.TrucsElixi

Alvin Wallace has a large piece
of tend planted with peas.
Union Aid will meet April 33 with
Mrs. Edna Dyer.
Hosea Carpenter of Pascoag. R.
I., recently spent a few days at
the home of her uncle. Clarence
R. Lee.
' Edward A. Reed and son, John
E. Reed of North Waldoboro went
Wednesday to Manchester, N. H,
thence to Northampton, Mass.,
where they visited Mr. Reed’s

lilt. TRIE FAMILY LAXATIVE brother.

The returned Saturday.

Tuesday-Friday
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Friday now meet Mondays at 7 Frederick C. Dennison were co-hos
o’clock at their office in Watts tesses at a shower party given at
Mrs. Ingall’s home Widay hi honor
Block.
ft ft ft ft
✓S /s ZS
of
Mrs. William C. Brooks, Jr. Re
XX z\ z\
The State-wide drive for funds
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
NAOMA
MAYHEW
ADELLE M. ROES
ior Cancer Control is now in prog freshments of ice cream and coo’iWTAG.
Worcester; WCSII, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Correspondent
Correspondent
ress and will end May 1. Mrs. Al tes, in the shape of flowers were
-**
<*
-^
o
ford;
WEAN,
Providence; WLBZ, Bangor,
zs z\
fred M. Strout is chairman of the served with the tables being at
tractively
decorated
with
Spring
local committee of the Women's
Tel. 713
Tel. 94
Did you ever stop to think what j Add sugar and cool. Roll chees
Field Army having charge of this flcwers. Each guest received a tiny
a
truly remarkable food cheese is? , dough % inch thick and cut in t J
The whistle will blow at 7 o’clock
Mrs. Wilson B. Carter returned work, and other members of the bassinet cf crepe paper in pastel
It
’
s
pretty to look at and simply, 4-inch squares. Place 4 apried
Thursday night for a trial test of
Wednesday from New York City, committee are Mrs. Guy Lermond, shades as a favor and Mrs.Brocks
scrumptious
to eat. Its praises halves on center of each squarl
Civilian Defense workers, members
after a short visit with her hus- Mrs. Theodore Rowell, Mrs. Ed- was presented many dainty gifts
have
been
sung
by poets; it has been and fold to form a triangle. p!t J
of the First Aid, Motor Corps, and
band, a member of the Navy s gar Ames, Mrs. 'Richard Feyler, frcm a large stork. The other
the
poor
man
’
s
standby
and the rich edges together. Bake at 400 d,J
Air Raid Wardens. There will be
Mrs. Forrest Stone, Miss Mabelle guests were Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt
Transport Service, who is ill.
grees F. 30 minutes. Makes if
man’s delicacy.
a few improvised casualties.
Mrs. Lizzie Ames is ill at her Brown and Miss Edna Hilt. The and Mrs. Roland G. Ware ol Rcck
Cheese just seems to get places, j turnovers.
greater part cf the town will be land, Miss Barbara Batchelder,
The postponed meeting of the
home on Wardsworth street.
Mrs.
Richard
Feyler,
Mrs.
J.
Edward
Ycu
can start a meal with it and | Chicken and Noodles—4 Cu|
W.C.T.U. will be held Friday, at 2
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot canvassed, and anyone wishing to
Elliot, Mrs. Stephen Lavender.
end a meal with it and there aren’t, Land O’ Lakes butter, 2 tabiespocr
c’clcck with Mrs. Minnie Yates.
went Saturday to Providence make contributions to this worthy
Mrs. Donal Thompson, Mrs. Alfred
and
vital
cause
are
requested
to
Miss Aletha Shoemaker, who is a many things that cheese doesn’t go ' minced green pepper, 1 cup slict
where they will visit their daugh
Strout, Mrs. Forrest Stone. Mrs.
give
his
donation
to
any
of
the
frequent Summer guest at Wads- with. No well stocked pantry is mushrooms, one-third cup choppt
ter and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
complete without cheese in some I pimiento, l'i tablespoons Ceit-.i
Philip Greenleaf, Mrs. Donald
1
committee
or
leave
it
in
boxes
worth Inn, has been appointed spe,
Charles Provonchee for a few days.
provided at the Thomaston Na- Chase, Mrs. Gamold Cole, Mrs.
cial representative
of
Paramount
form or other- And the variety and flour. 2 cups light cream. 2 cup
Vial
ICpiCOCUlOUfC
Ul
-----Mrs. F. I. Collamore is a patient i tional Bank and McDonald's Drug Clayton Staples, Miss Jane Miller
---- -» *---------1----i cheese
choppedavailchicken, 1 teaspoon ste
Hotel at Times Square, New York, Quality
of American
at Knox Hospital.
and Miss Mildred Demmons.
ling salt, one-eighth teaspoon pep
it was recently announced by able today are amazingly good.
, Store.
Mrs. Fannie Brown and daughter
Charles Omstein, hotel manager.
Appetites are not so eager these per, 2 egg yolks, beaten, cooked
Air raid wardens both men and
■ The members of Grace Chapter
MLss Jennie Brown are spending
Miss Shoemaker is well qualified warmer days and fruits and salads Rosa noodles, grated Panin
O.E3. who are to serve on the women, will meet Thursday at 7.30
several days with Mrs. Helen
for her new position, having con- are more in demand. But every cheese.
I dedication dinner at Masonic at Watts hall.
Overlock, Warren.
siderable experience in the hotel mother knows that it is essential Simmer pepper in butter un
Temple tonight are: Madolin
Principal Lewis C. Sturtevant
Miss Ardelle Maxey of the post Spear chairman,
and travel fields.
I that warm weather menus contain tender; then add mushrooms at
assisted
by announces the following honor
office staff is having her annual Blanche Lermond, Avis Brasier, parts for T.HS. class of 1942:
Mrs. Harold Lankton, who has I
body building, energy producing pimiento. Blend in flour, gradual
vacation of three weeks part of Cora Knights, Florence Gardiner, Doris Davis, valedictory; Barbara
been visiting In Quincy. Mas.,.. has
‘hat her growing children add cream, and cook 10 minute
which will be spent in Boston.
Phyllis Brooks and Walter Huston, two of the people who meet in the returned home.
nMd' At lea5t one m,»‘ “ day stirring constantly. Add chick
Marion Grafton, Adelle Roes, Allen, saiutatory; Ethel Stebbins,
maelstrom
of
Mother
Gin
Sling's
gaudy
gambling
den
in
“
The
Shanghai
.
,
.
should
be built around a nourishing and seasonings, and cock 3 minute
Mrs. Walter Bowes and Mrs. Dorothy Libby, Dora Maxey, Faye first oration, an:l Lewi; Stone, sec
Mrs. Maxon and children have I
A hot
wUh & ,ight
Gesture.
”
Carolyn Northrup of Arlington, Stetson, Lucy Young, Helen Dun ond oration.
Stir in egg yolks and remove froi
arrived from Boston.
breeziness that won’t leave the heat. Serve noodles on plates, tc
Mass are spending 10 days at Mrs. can, Shirley Williams, Ella An
The next stated meeting of May
night Monday at tlie Rebekah
Mrs. Allen F. Payson spent the
feeling bogged down.
Bowes’ Knox street home.
with chicken mixture and sprlnk
drews and Winnefred Slader. Mrs. flcwer Temple, P. S. will be Friday,
Lodge in Warren, Mrs. Joyce filling week-end in Boston.
Here
is where cheese steps in to with cheese.
Miss 'Ruth M. Smalley of Wor Leah Davis has charge of the din preceded by a supper. The supper
one of the stations.
Oscar S. Grinnell, 86, died Sunday be used in countless ways to add
Carrots Supreme—cup I»u
cester, Mass., who has been guest ing room assisted by Lura Libby, ccmmittee is, Mrs. Addie Jones,
ft ft ft ft
A well attended meeting of the in Union He was born in Union substance and nourishment to an
of Miss Lelia Clark for the past Louise Ames, Josephine Stone, Mrs. Mertie Grover and Mrs. Cora
Men’s Forum was held Friday at but had been a resident of this town otherwise light meal. Come Spring, O' Lakes butter, 4 cups carrots < i
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Emma Young, Bertha Seekins, Robinson.
week, has returned home.
the Baptist Church. Supper was for 40 years. He is survived by one we get a yen for cheese soup . . . in l’i-inch strips, >i cup cream.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Means and Ann Day, Emma Greenleaf, Doris
Melt butter in heavy pan Adi
served by the Ladies’ Circle, fol daughter, .Mrs. Leroy Gleason of the smooth, creamy soup full cf
ft ft ft ft
Joseph Bradlee returned home
carrots, turn over and ever und
Mr. and Mrs. Allyn Wiesing of Simmons, Blanche Vose and Elea Saturday from Woburn, Mass.,
lowed
by
a
brief
business
session.
Union; two sons, Arthur and Ethel- fresh Spring vegetables. Serve it
Tel. 2229
Sedgwick and Howard Wiesing of nor Clark.
Frank A. Winslow, editor of The bert of Cainden; two grandsons and with a tossed salad and bread sticks, well-coated with butter. Cover an
where he attended the funeral
Rockland were guests Sunday of
William Vinal arrived Saturday services for his aunt, Mrs. Alice
Funeral with fruit in wine jelly, sponge cook slowly until tender Turn or
Miss Roberta Holbrock has re Courier-Gazette, was tiie guest three great-grandsons.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Ford.
from Malden, Mass, to spend the Bradlee.
caslonally. Season to taste. An
turned to North Livermore to re speaker, delivering cne of iris popu services will be Wednesday at 2 drops and coffee for dessert, and you
Daniel Carter who has been week-end with hts family.
cream. Serves 4 (carrots shrii
Mrs. William T. Flint entertained sume her teaching duties after lar lectures, “Flirting With Fame.’’ o'clock, Rev. Melvin Dorr of the have a meal to remember.
visiting his dau^iter-in-law for
considerably
when evoked th
A Motor Corps dance will be held the Contract Club Friday at her spending a week with her parents, His talk, as always, was highly in Baptist Church officiating. Burial
For a light sugarless dessert after
several days has returned1 to his Friday at 8.30 at Watts’ hall. There home on Kncx street. Three tables
way).
teresting and he made a great hit will be in Mountain cemetery.
a heavy roast on Sunday, serve a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred rfolbrook.
home in Port Clyde.
will be old and new dances. Music were in play, high score going to
with
his
audience.
Tlie
meeting
Ham Grapefruit Casserole—2 cuj
Mrs.
Carl
Hunter
of
Portland
is
Fruit-Cheese
Plate. Top cream
The Nutrition Class, which has
Harry Stewart is a patient at will be furnished by Vinal’s Or Mrs. R. O. Elliot, second, to Mrs.
was presided over by Rev. C. visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. cheese with a golden orange mar- cooked, diced Morrell ham. 1*2 cu^
completed its course of study, held
Knox Hospital.
chestra.
cup grappe
Arthur Elliot and third to Mrs. a party Thursday afternoon at the Vaughn Overman, The speaker Charles Burgess.
malade crown and arrange dates grapefruit sections,
Tlie Board of Selectmen, who
fruit
juice,
1
cup
buttered
brea
was
introduced
by
former
Repre

Miss Mary Thurlow, who is a andi crispy toasted crackers witii it.
Frank Ellictt went to Portland Flint. The next meeting will be home of one of the members, Mrs.
have been having weekly meetings
crumbs.
sentative Arthur K. Walker, still student at Massachusetts General Garnish with brisk green watercress
Friday and returned heme Sunday Friday at Mrs. W. T. Flint’s.
Marion Richards, in honor of the
At tlie public card party given by instructor, Mrs. Lcana Shibles. Re recovering from tlie effects of his Hospital School of Nursing spent the and whole walnut meats. A nice
accompanied by Mrs. Elliot who
Arrange alternate layers ol ha:
Mayflower Temple,, PB., Friday, freshments were served, and Mrs. surprise party the previous night. week-end with her parents. Mr. and answer to the question, "What shall and grapefruit sections in casser
spent the past week in Boston.
The Friendly Circle will meet with there were seven tables prizes go Shibles was the recipient of a gift The ladies who served tlie excellent Mrs. Harry Thurlow.
I serve fbr dessert that is differ- ole. Blend corn syrup and grapt
Mrs. Marion Grafton Wednesday ing to: Progressive auction. Miss from the class, the members of supper, occupied a special table
The Auxiliary of the United ent?” A dainty thing to look at, fruit juice and peur over ham mix
Eliza Whitney, Mrs. Alonzo J. which were: Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, during the program.
afternoon instead of Tuesday.
Spanish War Veterans will meet too.
ture in casserole.
Pile breat
Miss Ruth Lloyd, of Winthrop, Spaulding and Mrs. Clement Moody; Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marie Bis
Wednesday night with Mrs. Evelyn
We have a brand new sugar- crumbs lightly on top of casserole
Clothes Shop
Mass.. Mrs. George Lloyd and Mrs. pivot auction, Mrs. E. R. Morse; bee, Mrs. Clara Lane, Mrs. Gladys
Wilson. Members will take beano saving Nestle leaflet for you. Your Bake in moderately hot oven < 4CH
EAST APPLETON
cribbage,
Mrs.
Carrie
Philbrook;
Catherine
Keefei*
of
Mechanics

prizes.
favorite recipes that use Nestle’s deg. F.) for 25 minutes, until hair
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Hall
former

- Rockland Heistad and Mrs. Richards.
burg, Pa., called Sunday on Mr. and double solitaire, Mrs. Earl F. Wood
Richard
Hicks
of
Wakefield,
Mass,
semi-sweet
chocolate revised to use is heated through and bread crumb
Mrs. Jennie Ingraham has em ly of Appleton, have moved to Tiver
Mrs. E. T. Dornan and Mr. and cock.
spent
the
week-end
at
the
home
of
even
less
sugar
than they did at are brown. Serve hot. Makes (
ployment as night nurse at the ton, R. I. i
Mrs. I. M. Fought.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Fuller.
first,
plus
several
new
recipes are in servings.
Musical Program
Mr. and Mrs. Osmond Plummer
home of Mrs. Helen Martin.
IBRAY
BLUE CHAMBRAY
Virginia Pease, daughter of Mr.
The
Twilight
Twelve
met
for
that
book.
It
’
s
new,
it
’s useful, it’s
MENU
Parent-Teacher Association met
Mrs. Mary Spear, Mrs. Nellie and son Carleton of Portland were supper Thursday at the home of a leaflet you’ll want. Address MarGOOD GRADE
and Mrs. Arthur Pease celebrated
Breakfast
at the High School auditorium Fri Ballard, Mrs. Doris Graffam, recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
FULL CUT
her
ninth
birthday
Sunday
by
en

Mrs. Jessie Beverage.
jorie Mills, Yankee Network, Boston.
Sliced Pineapple
OTHERS
Hall.
tertaining several of her friends at day and was conducted by Mrs. H. F. Mrs. Louise Holbrook and Mrs.
Joel
Keyes
Grant
Circle
meets
Mass,
for
it
and
as
you
write
for
the
Cooked
Cereal
with Golden Cfiitei
79c to $1.29
Mrs. George Fish is caring for
Miss Rebecca Helen Overman were among the
a party. Games provided enter Dana, president.
Friday
at
7.30
o
’
clock.
A
picnic
Gravy
Master
Jot
Down
Recipe
Wheat
Germ
Mrs. Floyd Gushee and son.
tainment, witii Paula Bouchard win Robertson, Mrs. Martha Carter and members cf the Educational Club of
supper will be served at 6.
book, the Kirkman premium catalog
Poached Eggs
Mr
and
Mil's.
Donald
Hall
and
ning the prize for the peanut hunt Louis Hanley were appointed a Rcckland who attended the tea daughter Marion of Rangeley were
At Community Hospital: William and the La Rosa Macaroni bool:,
Coffee
JVERT
HEAVY COVERT
Overloclq of Rockport, Gilbert “101 Ways to Use Macaroni’’. All
und Jean Williams for pinning tlie nominating committed for the elec Thursday at the Blaine Mansion i visitors at Leslie Hall’s recently.
Luncheon
SANFORIZED
tail on the donkey. Ice cream, cake tion in May. The Sophomore class in Augusta.
"Cheese Soup
A sunshine basket was made and Knight of Lincolnville Center and are free and' yours for the asking.
EXCELLENT
was awarded the attendance ban
The
Thimble Club met Wednes presented recently by Mrs.'Joseph Alvin Fisher of Boston are surgical
and
cookies
were
served,
the
table
Here
’
s
a
brand
new
offer
by
the
Dromedary
Date & Nut Bread ant
VALUE
day at the home of Mrs. Ellen Moody to Mrs. Floyd Gushee and patients. Mrs. Mary Allen of Lin- makers of Sterling Salt you’ll
being attractively decorated in yel ner. Refreshments were served.
Butter Sandwiches
This program was presented and Bohndell. It being her birthday
low and white. The other guests
colnville is a medical patient
LOVE. An offer of a White Cross
Stewed Rhubarb
much
enjoyed.:
“America,” by anniversary, she was presented infant son, Jenness. In the shape
were Valerie Feyler, Eleanor GlidMr.
and
Mrs.
James
Dean
and
Emergency
Firt
Aid
Kit
that
you
Tetley Tea
of a cradle, covered with pink crene
HEAVY
rY
den, Ila Gasper, Audrey Young and the orchestra, Dlee Club and with a gift and refreshments were paper and filled with prettily family have moved from the Belfast may have by sending 25 cents and
Dinner
Assembly singing; selections by the served.
“BATTLE AXE
Vera Chapman.
road to a house on Atlantic avenue. a bit of paper off any size package "Morrell Ham Grapefruit Casseroli
wrapped
gifts
fcr
baby
jenness
SANFORIZED
Mrs. Elmer S. Ingalls and Mrs. Glee Club, “I would that My Lcve,”
Miss Edith Sheldon returned Sun- Of sterling Salt. The bit of paper "Carrots Supreme
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Payscn and from well wishing friends and rela
Buttered Pta
WHIPCORD
Mendelssohn, and “Bonnie Doon,’
Feather Corn Bread
son Stanley have returned to Wa tives, it presented an attractive day to East Orange, N. J. after that holds down the pouring spout
by James Miller; trombone duet,
spending a few days with her wm <jo it. Address Marjorie Mills,
Lettuce and French Dressing
tervliet. N. Y., after a few days picture.
Roy Swanholm and James Gilmother.
Mrs.
Mildred
Philbrook.
Yankee
Network,
Boston,
Mass.
"Apricot Turnovers
visit in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salo held
chrest, “There’s Music In the Air;”
“DUNGAREES
EES”
Mrs.
Bernice
Cordelia
Wadsworth,
for
this
handy
first
aid
kit,
cornCoffee
The Methodist Junior Ladies’ Aid a card party Mionday for benelit
clarinet duet, Betty Fales and
OTHERS
daughter
of
Edgar
Marriner
and
the
piete
with
all
the
supplies
you
’
ll
•Recipes
given.
Leona Frisbee, “Rustic Dance,” by will meet Wednesday night at the of the Eastern Star. Luncheon was late Gertrude M Marriner of Sears- need for minor accidents in the
FOR
served by the hostesses, Mrs. Arthur
Howell; reading, Joe Richards, “The home cf Miss Helena Upham.
Buy Defense Bonds and 6tamps
$1.29 to $1.49
Board of Selectmen of
mont and Wendell Babbidge Gill- home.
Mrs. Sydney Snow and daughter Robbins, Mrs. Roland Gushee. M:s.
House by the Side of the Road;”
chrest,
son
of
Mr.
and
MIrs.
G.
F.
We
send
you
a
lovely
maple
finThomaston
Fiances Robbins and Mrs. Hannah
trombone solo, Virginia Roes, “On Eleanor of Worcester, Mass., were
Gillchrest of this town were married fched prest-wood tray too if you
f* If you suffer MONTHLY
Salo.
Regular Meetings
Wings of Song,” by Mendelssohn: guests Thursday at the heme of
Saturday night at the Methodist will send! us 25 cents and two ShefIGHT
LIGHT WEIGHT
piano solo, Grace Paulsen, “Scotch Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cain.
Parsonage by Rev. Weston P. Hoi- ford labels. The trays are a handy
SHORT
An important meeting of the first
SOUTH THOMASTON
MONDAY EVENINGS
Tone Poem” by MacDowell; glee
man. The single ring service was size for serving refreshments, are
SLEEVES
Mrs. Mary Burgess was hostess
which makes you
club, selection, “Auf Wiedersehn;” aid rescue squads was held Friday
7.00 P. M.
used. The attendants were Miss light and stain and spot proof and
LONG LEGS
at
the
High
School
building.
Plans
Wednesday
at
a
“
bridge
”
to
Mrs.
orchestra selections, “Masterbuilt, ’
43-44
41Ttf
Evelyn Bradley and Ralph O. Sever- are modern in design. Address
“Some Pep,” and “Red and Blue; were formulated for procedure Carolyn Davis, Mrs. Bertha Sleeper age. Mr. and Mrs. Gillchrest will Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
.
Violin quartet, Phyllis Gasper, during the test blackout Monday and Mrs. Lucy Allen.
make their home here.
Boston, Mass, for those.
Mrs. Agnes Hodsdcn has opened
Joan Crie, Mary Luce and Mary and future blackouts.
A
public
supper
sponsored
by
the
Cheese Soup—Prepare a rich j
Charter No. 1142.
Reserve District No. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rollins her heme here and will remain
Richards, “Meditation,” by Lee;
Methodist Ladies Aid will be held cream sauce of ’/& cup Land OLakes J If at such times
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
piano solo, Mary Richards, “Waltz;” of Augusta are visiting at the home while Lt. Commander Hodsdcn is in at the vestry Saturday from 5 to 7 butter, 6 tablepoons Ceresota flour, | you’re annoyed by
cramps, headaches,
the service
saxophone solo, Eleanor Gregory, of Mrs Sarah Clough.
—OP THE
o’clock.
j qUart rich milk (3 parts milk, 1 I backache, distress
A beano party which proved to The Women’s Commnunity Service
“Martha,” by Kotow; acccordion
of "Irregularities,” a bloated feel
The Baptist Ladies Circle will part cream), 1 teaspoon Sterling salt,
* THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
ing, periods of the blues-due to
solo, James Dana, "Amapola;” be a surprise birthday party for Club met Wednesday at Mrs. Ruby hold an all day meeting April 15, Add 2 cups grated Shefford Amerifunctional monthly disturbances Makinen
’
s.*
Quilts
a
hocked
rug,
Mrs.
Blanche
Carver
was
held
Sat

OF THOMASTON
piano duet, Jean and James Giltry Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
with special sewing to be done. can cheese.
Compound.
This famous liquid not
In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on April 4, 1942.
chrest, “A Wedding Day,’’ by Greig; urday night at her home. Those crocheting and embroidery were There will be a covered dish lunchsaute in butter, then cook in
only
helps
relieve monthly pain
made
for
a
sale
to
be
held
later.
present
weTe
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rcland
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency,
violin solos. Miss Bertha Luce,
eon at 12.30. The men of the parish | chicken stock V& cup each of the
but also tired, nervous feelings of
Fourteen
members
were
present.
A
F.
Crockett,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
such days when due to this cause.
under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes
“Cavatina,” by Raff, “from “The
are invited to lunch.
following ingredients; celery, green
Lydia Pinkham’s Compound is
A
letter
was
read
from
Miss
Marga

Bohndell,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Canebrake
”
by
Gardiner
and
Tr
ASSETS
one medicine you can buy today
peppers, onion and: carrot. These
made especially for women-taken
Loans and discounts ................................................................................................. $224,144 71
“Grandfather’s Clock,” by Castle: Crockett, Mrs. Ralph Wilson, Mrs. ret McKnignt, formerly identified
The influx of Americans and other j vegetables should not be cooked
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed ..... 1.166.300 00
regularly It helps build up resist
with
the
local
church.
Miss
McEllen
Daucett
Mrs.
Myra
Giles
and
glee
club
selection,
“
Monastery
Obligations of States and pollt-eal subdivisions
...................................
40.051 89
war workers has overtaxed the hous- soft but to the crunchy stage. Add
ance
against such symptoms. Fol
Other bonds, notes and debentures .....................................................................
31.400 00
Garden;” orchestra,
selections, Miss Beatrice Ashcroft of Rockland. Knight is now in Oklahoma. The ing facilities in Bermuda, the De one pint rich clear chicken stock,
low label directions. Worth trying!.
Corporate stocks (including $7,350 00 stock of Federal Reserve
bank)
............................................................................................................................
7.350 00
“Summer Breezes,”- and' “Star Each winner in beano was awarded next meeting will be Wednesday at partment of Commerce reports.
combine the two mixtures. The re
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance, and
Spangled
Banner," assembly sing a prize arid Mr. Bohndell and Hcr-> the heme of Mrs. Stella Elwell. The
cash Items In process of collection ............................................................ 299.112 31
sult is a full-flavored rich, smooth
UNION FARMER’S MUTUAL FIRE
Bank premises owned $12,150 00. furniture and fixtures $5,405 53 ..
17.555 53
bert Crockett received the doer session starts at 10 a. m. and a FARM BUREYU MUTUAL AUTOMO
ing.
INSURANCE COMPANY
cheese
soup.
Real estate owned other than bank premises
.........................................
2.900 00
BILE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
Union, Me
prizes. Refreshments including an picnic dinner will be served. New
CONCORD, N. H.
Apricot Turnovers—3 3-oz. pack
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1941
........................ ................-...... -................................ $1,806,814 44
Twtal Assets ............
members are invited to join this
ASSETS. DEC 31 1941
attractively
decorated
birthday
Cash In office and bank,
$149 4
NORTH HAVEN
LIABILITIES
Real Estate.
$35,000 00 ages Shefford Cream Cheese, 6
cake, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert worthwhile Club.
Stocks
and
Bonds.
The
series
of
Interesting
meetings
375.603 17 tablespoons shortening, 2 cups
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations .... $308,787 55
Gross cash assets,
$149 4
Miss Sylvia Tyler who has em Cash In Office and Bank
4€ 397 75 I
Time deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations ..... 1.115 048 01
held Tuesday, * Wednesday, and Crockett, were served. Mrs. Carver
15
’
514
57
Ceresota
flour.
K
teaspoon
Sterling
Agents'
Bi
lances.
Net cash assets,
$149 4
Deposits of United States Government (Including postal savings) .
8 9,5 49
ployment in West Newton. Mass., is Interest and Rents,
Thursday at the Baptist Church received many gifts and cards.
Deposits of States and political subd$vb-lop«
.......................................
98 009 82
39 831 45 Salt’ 2 t'easboons baking powder, Premium notes subject to
All
other
Assets,
spending
two
weeks
’
vacation
at
her
Other deposits (certified and cashier s checks, etc.) ..........................
412 82
Mrs. Hugo Eckman substituted
assessment.
$15 885 0
with Rev. Douglas Johnston of
% pound dried apricots, % cup Deduct all assessments and
Total Deposits
.......... -——~......... .......... -............. $1,531,173 69
home
here.
Gross
Assets.
Thursday
and
Friday
at
the
High
$514
661
79
payments.
476 5
2.345
41
Other liabilities
Everett, Mas6 guest speaker were
5 ooo oo I granulated sugar.
Deduct Items not admitted.
School,
filling
the
vacancy
caused
well attended. At each of these
$1,533,519 10
Balance due on premium
Blend the cream cheese with the
Total Liabilities
Admitted.
$509,661 79
notes,
$15 408 4^
SOUTH WARREN
services there was special, instru by the entering into service of
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
liabilities. DEic 3i, 1941
I shortenng until creamy. Then add
H. L. QRINNEXL. Secretary
Richard
I.
Thomas,
teacher
of
Eng

Fred Folsom of Auburn has been Met ifnpald Looses.
Capital stock:
,
___
mental and vocal music. Preceding
41 T-43
$116,004 20 flour, salt and baking powder
Class A preferred, total par $30 770 00. retirable value $61.540 00
Unearned Premiums.
recent guest at O. B. Libby's.
the meeting Thursday there was a lish and Spanish.
(Rate of dividends on retirable value ls 3%)
10.355 26 Iwhlch have been sifted together.
All other Ll>bUlties.
AMERICAN POUCYHOUIFKS'
Dr. H. V. Tweedie of Rcckland
Common stock, total par $100,000 00...........................................................
$130,770 00
Mrs. Ada Spear is improving Contingent Surplus to
baptismal service.
<«. ,,
Work
into a dough- Chill in the
INSURANCE COMPANY
Surplus ...............................................................................................................................
®i-700 00
policyholders.
141,921
13
|
_
spoke
at
the
Baptist
Church
Sun

142 Berkeley St., Boston. Mass
from illness which has confirmed Surplus over all Liabilities, 240.815 39 refrigerator overnight. Cook apri
Undivided profits ........................................................................ -..................... -.......
30 688 22
Miss Barbara Perry of Rockland
Reserves (and retirement account for preferred stock)
....... -.....
20.137 12
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. day merning in the interest of the her to her room for several
cots in hot water until tender. Collateral Loans,
50.000 '"1
Total Ll.i iiilltles and
Gideon
organization.
The
even
ng
Total Capital Accounts .............................. ................................. ................... $275,295 34
V. L. Beverage.
months.
Surplus.
$509,661 79
Stocks and Bonds and
2.065.956 53
notes.
39-T-43
Members of the Rug Club dined
U. S. BRANCH NORWICH UNION
Mrs. Arthhr Emerson gave Mr. sen ice at this church was emitted
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts .......................................... $1,808,814 44
282.572 63
Cash in Office and Bank.
FIRE INS. SOCIETY, LTD.
and
several
went
to
Rcckviile
to
at

Premiums In Course ol
at Webber’s Inn, Thomaston, INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
Emerson a surprise party Wednes
MEMORANDA
75 Malden Lane, New York. N. Y.
214 667 2J
Collection,
Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
OF NORTH AMERICA
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
12 426 43
day In honor of his birthday. Upon tend the Easter concert presented by Thursday and attended the theatre
Interest and Rents.
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed.
1600 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
11,333 54
Real Estate.
All other Assets,
$175,000
00
pledged to secure deposits and oth?r liabilities ...............................
4.900 00
his return from the Chemical War the Rockville and South Hope in the afternoon.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds
5.345.998 67
Assets pledged to qualify for exercl se of fiduciary or corporate
$2,636,956 4j
$32 637.987 19 I Cash in Office and Bank
Gross Assets,
fare class, friends were waiting to Church Schools under the direction Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bean enter S'O'ks and Bonds.
662.171 42
powers, and for purposes other th an to secure liabilities .....
32.300 00
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank,
2.770.057
87
|
Agents'
Balances,
Deduct
Items
not
admitted,
67.191
686.587
02
surpr.se him for the occasion. A of Miss Hazel Lane, director of tained at a chicken dinner at their Agents' Balances.
2.393.752 27 Bills Receivable.
418 74
Total
.................. ................. ........... .......... ....................................... ....... ........... ..... $37,200 00
Interest and Rents.
97.513 87 Interest and Rents.
Admitted,
$2,569,764
49.013 39
pleasant evening was spent at Rural Religious Education.
home Tuesday in honor of the All
Secured liabilities:
other Assets.
550.297 44 AU other Assets,
48.772 20
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Deposits secured by pledged a&sets pursuant to requirement®
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Cunning birthday of the latter's father, O.
games.
Mr.
Emerson
was
the
re

of l*w -.......... -...................................... ......................... _....................................... $14,422 21
Net Unpaid Claims and
Groc< Assess,
$38,449,608 64
Oross Assets.
44
Claim Expense.
$1,189,753
cipient of lovely gifts. Those pres ham and daughters Nancy and B. Libby. Others present were Deduct items not admitted. 1.016.102 85 | Deduct Items not admitted.1,$6,967,961
67.729 17 Unearned Premiums.
326.537 5(J
• Total
------- ----- --------------------------------------------------------------------- „------- $14,422 21
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker, Hope were in St. George Saturday Mrs. Lula Libby, Mr. and Mrs. El
Dividends to Policyholders
State of Maine, Counjy of Knox. ss.
Admitted.
37,433.505 79
Admitted,
$6,900,232
27
218,827
Not Due.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Walker, Mr. to attend the session of Limerock mer Overlock and son Neil, Mr
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1941
I. H F Dana, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
64.522 5«
1. 1941
All other Liabilities.
the above statement ls true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and Mrs. /Oscar Waterman, and Mr. Pomona Grange.
$14,119,195 00 I Net Unpaid Losses.
and Mrs. Leland Overlcck and Mrs? Net unpaid Losses.
Accrued
Taxes and
$902,884 29
70.124 31
8 109.587 00 Unearned Premiums.
D
HP. DANA. Cashier,
Sundry Accts Payable.
3.393.976 47
Rev. Helen Overman preached Milton Robinson. Mr. Libby was Unearned Prem'ums,
gnd Mrs. Clarence Stone. Those
37O.IXW oq
sworn to and subscribed before me this 10th day of AprU, 1942
All other LiabUltles.
3 906.738 43 All other Liabilities.
560.047 30 Cash Capital.
350
000 oq
I Seal J
j l. PAQUIN. Notary Public.
2.500.000 00 | Deposit Capital.
500 000 00 8urplu» over all Liabilities
invited but unable to attend were Sunday at the Warren Baptist also remembered with several gifts. Cash Capital.
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ROCKPORT

Mrs. Rcse Hall
Janet. Barbara are
Mr anti Mrs. Jay M<
fcr a few days.
Mrs Frank Sinur.
Mass . was called hei
of her brother-in-la
graham, and Is visi
and aunt, Mr aan
Sherer 31 Crace
turned to her hoi
Everett, Maiss.
At the beautiful
Santo Springs Hot«
a banquet given in .
W. J- Carr for hts v.
end his civic intere>
Safety Harbor. F
Dwiglit W. ShewerCarr with a beaut,
gold' loving cup. a :
Chamber of Comm
friends fcr the valua
had rendered in tin
Chamber also his wi
Cross War Dricve
instruct cr in Amer..
Fiffst Aid having
large classes in St I
Safety Haibor, Fla
speakers were Ray C
water, Frank Tack
Wolfe. Russell Kay
toastmaster and Alt
Chicago guest speal
is a citizen of Unit i
Summers there and a
ing a Summer loti
Lake
Complete line of
Simplicity Founda .

front lacing corset,
etc. Expelt fittm 1 a
Mrs. L. K Mansfield
Phone 1100 Rockla.

ECONOMY

WORK SHIRTS

69c

WORK PANTS

$144

WORK PANTS

$229

-/

Iff

OVERALL PANTS

NOTICE!

97c

UNION SUITS

M

v/'""

FEMALE PAIN
WEAK,CRANKY

88c

Nervous-

Correct—Attest:
r

’

“

-** —*——

-

*» .J

.

„ —-------- -- -----,

R. W WALSH.
R. K DUNN.
W. R. VINAL,

Directors

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Crockett. Church.
Mrs. Lina Joyce and Mrs. Christie
Crocodiles cannot remain under
Refreshments were served including
Whitney
attended
visiting
officers'
water
for any length of time.
a beautiful lighted birthday cake.

1 543 324 21

Total Liabilities and
$37,433,509 79
Surplus.

43-T-47

Total LiabUltles and
Surplus,

$6,900,232 27

43-T-47

Total Liabilities and
8urplus,
$2 569.764
S E NORWOOD

When the
to call our F
and we’ll be
and store th
months. Mt
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Tuesday-Frida? '
Miss Pearl Borgerson will enter
tain Tonian Circle temorrew night
at her home.

IADCAST
Rations VVNAC, Bostoa*
(ridge port; WTIC, Har+>

and cool. Roll cheese
Inch thick and cut into
luares. Place 4 aprioot
center of each square
,o form a triangle. Piwts
fther. Bake at 400 de30 minutes. Makes 112

and Noodles—*4 cup
^akes butter, 2 tablesnrmufl,
reen pepper, 1 cup sliced
is, one-third cup chopped
I1.- tablespoons Ceregoto
tups light cream, 2
chicken, 1 teaspoon star,
one-eighth teaspoon Pfpyolks, beaten, cooked j-q
odles, grated Parmesan

pepper in butter until
[hen add mushrooms and
Blend in flour, gradually
m. and cook 10 minutes.
Constantly. Add chicken
Mings, and cock 3 minutes,
kg yolks and remove from’
rve noodles on plates, top
!ken mixture and sprinkle
ie.
i Supreme—cup
butter, 4 cups carrots,
ch strips, */i cup creai
(Utter in heavy pan
turn over and ever uf
‘d with butter. Cover i
»1\ until tender. Turn
Season to taste.
Serves 4 (carrots sluii
ibly when ccoked t|
riapefruit Casserole—2 cil
liced Morrell ham, l‘£. ci
it sections, ‘i cup grapd
ice I cup buttered brel

ie alternate layers of hal
ipclruit sections in cassq
| nd corn syrup and grap
ice and pcur over ham mi
(i casserole.
Pile bre{
lightly on top of casserol
moderately hot oven <44
for 25 minutes, until haJ
1 through and bread cruml
iwn. Serve hot. Makes «

Mrs. Rose Hall and daughter,
j3net Barbara are the guests of
Mr and Mrs. Jay Moody in Camden
fcr a Yf'W days.
Mrs. Frank Simmons of Everet;,
Mie s., was called here toy the death
of her brother-in-law, Joseph In
graham, and is visiting her uncle
and aunt, Mr! and Mrs. John
Sherer, 31 Grace street. She re
turned to her home yesterday to
Everett, Mass.

At tlie beautiful Safety Harbor
Santo Springs Hotel, 150 attended
a banquet given in henor of George
W J. Carr for his work as secretary
and his civic interest in the city of
Safety Harbor, Fla. Postmaster
Dwight W. Shcwers presented Mr.
Carr with a beautiful silver and
gold- loving cup, a token from the
Chamber of Commerce and his
friends fcr the valuable services he
had rendered in the work of the
Chamber also his woik in the Red
Cross War Dricve. Mr. Carr is an
instructor in American Red Cross'
Fifst Aid having just completed
large classes in St. Petersburg, and
Safety Haibor, Pla. Among the
speakers were Ray Green of Clear
water, Frank Tack and William
Wolfe. Russell Kay cf Tampa was
toastmaster and Alexander Karr of
Chicago guest speaker. Mr. Karr
Ls a citizen of Union, spending his
Summers there and at Warren, hav
ing a Summer lodge at Crawtcrd
kike.
Complete line of Gcasard's Miss
Simplicity Foundation garments,
Hunt lacing corsets, combinations,
ft Expert fitting and alterations.
Mi I*. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St.,
Phone IKK). Rockland.
41-T-tf

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

Dr. Richard A. Backus of Goffstown. N. H„ has been visiting here
several days, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Perry, Birch street
and Dr. and Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee, Limercck street.

Sizes 10 to 20

Burdell’s
Dress Shop

A card from the social hestess
cf the Riviera Hotel near Daytona
Beach, says that Mr. and Mrs. D.
H. Fuller of Rockland and Miss
Helen Warren of Lubec were re
cent guests at that hostelry.

of

Graduation
.» --’.I

Dinner

I»1

DRESSES
Priced

$8.95

Defense Bonds and 6tamps
you suffer MONTHLY -h

MALE PAIN
EAK,CRANKY

Mrs. Mary Murgifca, Trinity street
celebrated her birthday last Friday
night with a party of friends, Mrs
Merrill Kelly, Mrs. Walter Stafford,
Mrs. Paula Leo, Mrs. Frank Leo,
Miss Matilda Leo, Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Sorrent, Mrs. Jasper Lom
bardo, Mrs. Patsy Lombardo, Miss
Virginia Lombardia, Mrs. Elizabeth
Cress and Mrs. Amanda Hartley.
Refreshments were served and the
evening was spent with games and
dancing.

Joan Clough, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Clough, and Carol El
well, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Eluwell, were hostesses to a
birthday party April 3 at the lat
ter’s home, Fulton street, the occa
sion celebrating Carol’s 8th and
Joan’s 9th birthdays. Game prizes
were wen by Laura Cousins and Es
telle Sayward. Mrs. Elwell was as
sisted by Mrs. Betty Flint, Mrs.
Jean Clough and Mrs. Ruth Luce.
Hostesses received many lcvely
gifts. Those present were Estelle
Sayward, Christine Mank, Alberta
Sprague, Betty Fowlie, Marie Hal
stead, Dennis Flint, Betty Adams,
Virginia Economy, Laura Cousins,
Carolyn and Sandra Harriman, Jacquline Snow and Christine Naum
were unable to attend.

l\-

* Cheese Soup
;ary Date & Nut Bread an
Butter Sandwiches
Stewed Rhubarb
Tetley Tea
11 Ham Grapefruit Casserol
is Supreme
Buttered Pea
Feather Corn Bread
luce and French Dressing
Apricot Turnovers
Coffee
Uies given.

Busy Bees met Thursday night at
the home of Mrs. Vinton Beal,
Franklin street. Beano was played
and first prize was won by Mrs.
Donald Haskell; consolation prize
by Mrs. Emma Sweeney. Luncheon
was served by the hostess, assisted
by Mrs. Freeman Beal. Guesrs
of the evening were master Shirley
Btal and Freeman Beal, who was
home on 10 day’s leaye from his
duties at the Popham Beach Coast
Guard Station. The next meeting
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Donald Haskell, Union street.

which makes you

V {. ,.
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16 School Street

LAST TIMES TODAY
BIG STAGE REVUE

>rvousit such times
re annoyed by
ips, headaches,
►ache, distress
irregularities,” a bloated feelperiods of the blues — due to
tional monthly disturbances —
Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable
ipound. This famous liquid not
' helps relieve monthly pain
also tired, nervous feelings of
i days when due to this cause,
ydia Pinkham's Compound is
medicine you can buy today
le especially for women—taken
jlarly it helps build up resiste against such symptoms. Fol! label directions. Worth trying I.

“MIDNIGHT IN
MANHATTAN”
THIRTY PEOPLE IN A
DAZZLING SHOW GIRL REVUE

DON'T MISS IT!______

ON THE SCREEN
Jhotoua ffonaymoon CraiM

ON FARMER’S MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Union, Me

with

ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1941
tin e and bank,
$149
(oss cash assets.

$149

ft cash assets,
Inin notes subject to
‘ssment.
•t all assessments and
meats.

$149

[alance due on premium

Ies.

Ctarttt "W RWEM • ZaSi FITTI

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
TWO BIG FEATURES
VIRGINIA BRUCE
BROD CRAWFORD
In the Year’s Funniest Picture’

$15,408

iross Assets.
$2,636,956
ict Items not admitted.
67.191

idmltted.
$2,569,764
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1M1
Jnpald Claims and
$1,189,753
um Expense.
326.537
»rned Premiums,
lends to Policyholders
218.827
t Due.
64.522
Jther Liabilities,
ued Taxes and
70.12+
ndty Accts. Payable.
3 -0.000
Capital.
350.000
lus over all Liabilities,

lti
«
51
35
06
00

$2.5(59. <

E NORWOOD

U. S. Railway Mileage

The railway mileage cf the
United States is 10 times that of
Great Britain; six times that of
France; six and one-half times
that of Germany; five times that
of Rdssia; five and one-half times
I that of India; 12 times that of Ja
| pan; 21 times that of Italy, and 37
times that of China.
• • • •

i

No Individual Credited

Jasper Lombardo and bride (Miss
Doris Malmstrom) who were mar
ried Saturday night April 4. by
Rev. Fr. John Cummings, Lom
bardo, son of Mr. and Mrs. Patsy
Lombardo, has been employed at
Van Baalen-Heiltorun factory, and

4i.t-45

has joined the Army since his mar
riage. The brid? is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Malmstrom of
St. George. Following the mar
riage ceremony there was a recep
tion at the bridegroom's home. 12
Trinity street, and refreshments
were served.

WESLEY G. DAVIS
Wesley G. Davis, 67, who has
made his home at Sailor’s Snug
Harbor, Staten Island, New York,
for the past three years, died there
suddenly April 5.
Although in ill health for some
time, his death came as a shock to
relatives and' friends.
He was born at Friendship Jan
25, 1875, son of Capt. Edward G.
and Estelle (Winchenbaugh) Davis.
In his youth he was employed on
Hurricane Isle as a stone cutter
and was a member of the Hurri
cane Isle Band. Later he followed
the sea for several years as a ma
rine engineer and went in the ships
of the I. L. Snow Company at one
time. His last position was with
the Bowker Contracting Company
of New York, being in their em
ploy for a period or seven years.
Interment was at Sailor’s Snug
I’arbor Wednesday of last week.
He is survived by four sisters,
Mrs. Lottie Hall of Portland; Mrs.
Cc'oie Collins of West Rockport;
Mrs. Edna Thibodeau and Mrs.
Elizabeth Mills, both of Rockland,
and two brothers, Percy F. of Port
land and Edward W. of Boston.

PELLETIER-PIETROSKI
Miss Helen Pietroski, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pietroski of
Rockland, and Herman W Pelletier
of Beverly, Mass., were married
yesterday at St. Matthew’s Church,
Dorchester, Mass. Rev. Thomas
Reynolds performed the ceremony.
The bride wore a light blue suit,
trimmed with gray fox with Navy
and white accessories and wore a
corsage of roses.
The couple were attended by
Mrs. Arthur Towle of Medford.
Mass., a sister of the bridegroom,
and Joseph Pietroski of Providence,
R. I, a brother of the bride. A re
ception was held at the home of
Mrs. Walter Wilson of Dorchester
with whom the bride had been
making her home. Following the
reception, the couple left on a
short wedding trip and upon' their
return will make their home in
New London, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pietroski of
Rockland attended the wedding of
their daughter, accompanied by
Melzar Pietroski of Portland.
The bride is a graduate of Rock
land High School in the class of
1934 and was for several years em
ployed in the office of SenterCrane Company, being more re
Mrs. Ray Foley (who has been cently employed in Boston. The
visiting in Calais has returned to groom is a graduate of Beverly
her heme on Talbot avenue.
High School, Beverly, Mass., and
is a warrant officer at the Coast
Robert Walsh cf the N Y.A. ma Guard Academy in New London.
chines trades center at Dexter was
heme for the week-end.
Mcfc. Seabrook Gregory enter
tained Mite Club yesterday after
A card from Walter W. Morse of noon. H:nors in contract went to
Portland, former Rockland boy, Mrs. Fred Linekin. Mrs. George L.
tells of enjoying Spring golf at
St. Clair and Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb.
Southern Pines, N. C., with Mrs.!
Mrs. Ruth Fogelinan was special
Morse. “The weather is ideal and1 guest.
foliage just beautiful—about like
June in Maine,” writes Walter, who
Mrs. Helen Knowlton will enter
adds ,“We were at Camp Bragg,
tain Browne Club Friday right at
and were told that it is the largest her home on ■ Limerock street.
in the U.S.A. It is certainly burst
ing with activity."
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.will be-hostess

to the members of the Itooevik Club
The drill of Miriam Rebekah de at her home this afternoon.
gree staff has been postponed to
Friday night.
Miss Lillian Savage of Gorham
Normal School is a guest of Mr.
Ernest B. Nickerscn who has en
and Mrs. Raymond Hoch at Glen
listed in the Naval Reserves was a Cove during the school vacation.
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
John O. Stevens.
Miss Marion Upham of Rockport
is employed in the office of the
Lionel C. Wilson of Portland spent
Camden & Rockland Water Com
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. pany.
John O. Stevens.
Instructors Larcy Brown and
Dana Cummings cf the Manual
Wednesday and
Arts Department cf Rcckland High
School, attended the State IndusThursday
tiial Arts meeting at Augusta Fri
day night.

5.1

(MERICAN POLICYHOLDERS’
INSURANCE COMPANY
12 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1941
teral Loans,
50.000
and Bonds and
.
tes.
2.065.956
in Otlice and Bank.
282.572 6d
Uuma in Course of
. ... nJ
(lection.
214.667
est and Rents,
12-426
11.333
51
ther Assets,

S

A plan advocated by Sidney Hill
man, labor director of the War Pro
duction board, would restrict manu
facture of refrigerators to a “Vic
tory” line built in a few plants
All other refrigerator factories
would be converted to war produc
tion.
• • • •

CAM or N
rifr ORBl • FMR KBIT
ALVIM ICY art Ms ORCHESTRA
TW RIM SttTBB • «O «awo pmk.
MARCH OF TIME

H. L. GRINNELL. Secretary
,
♦l-T-43

rotal Liabilities and
rplus,

By Kt’B. F.

$15,885 t

476

• I

It’s Time Al, Good

Little Furs
Were In Storage
When the mercury begins to rise—that’s the time
to call our Fur Storage Service. Just Phone 641
and we ll be Johnny-on-the-Spot, pick up your Furs
and store them in a cool paradise for the Summer
months. Most Modern Methods!

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS—FUR AND CLOTH COATS
16 SCHOOL STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Also
ZASU PITTS and
SLIM SUMMERVILLE

Il'S A M-Mt

4$'The

Argentine Question”
“Land of Quintuplets”
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Harry Langdon, Charles Rogers

“DOUBLE TROUBLE”

Second Hit
Madeleine Carrell, F. MacMurray
Sterling Hayden

“VIRGINIA”

DOROTHY LAMOUR in

“THE FLEET’S IN”
1

tgltoeuuk
kocklaxd

The invention of photography is
not credited to any individual, but
is the development of discoveries
by several men, among them Da
guerre, Nicephore. Niepce and Tal
bot.
• • • •
And the Next One!
“Yes, I came face to face with a
lion once,” said the club bore, “and
I was alone and unarmed.”
"What did you do?’’ asked a
new member, who didn't know his
man. i
“What could I do.? I tried star
ing straight into his eyes, but he
just continued crawling toward
me.”
“How did you get away, then?’’
“I just left him and passed on to
the next cage.”—Exchange.
• • • •

Sunniest Spot
Puerto iRico is the sunniest spot
in the West Indies, according to
the weather bureau. It has not had
a temperature below 62 degrees
nor above 92 degrees during the
past 42 years, and has not h^d one
day in two and one-half years in
which the sun failed to shine.
• • • •
“If a ruthless enemy,” people
are telling themselves, “can by sink
ing a fdiv capital ships, threaten
the existence ,cf our farflung Em
pire, how much of our heritage of
freedom, which we have taken for
granted for so long, can survive the
shock of battle?”
• • • •
It was a German who said, “It is
not flesh and blood but the heart
which makes us fathers and sons”.
This was a German of the old school
and lost to this world.
• • • •
Courtesy Tip

“Don’t mention it” isn’t a
courteous way to acknowledge
thanks. It’s more gracious to say,
“It was a pleasure to me to be of
help,” or “Thank you for letting me
do this for you.”
• • • •
Hugh had ridden around the
pony track twice with the pony
walking slowly. The third time his
daddy decided to go with him and
let the pony trot. After bouncing
halfway arcund the track, Hugh
S»':d to his /father desperately,
“Daddy, I want ’ to sit down.”
—Parents’ Magazine.
• • • •
Lily Pons, opera singer says:
“When life becomes dull, I make
a beeline for the nearest zoo. For
getting the cares of the world while
watching and feeding the animals
has never failed to give me a lift.
I do everything that goes with an
afternoon at the zoo. I eat all the
things which I know will give me
indigestion — popcorn, crackerjack,
pieanuts, pink lemonade—and find
that such self-indulgence has a
wonderful effect upon my outlook
on life.”
• • • •
A shock brigade of 350 laying hens
in New Jersey has been placed on a
26-hour day in a startling attack
on the Julian calendar designed to
step up egg production for the food
for freedom campaign.
The patriotic hens are operat
ing in a completely blacked-out
laboratory where each day has 14
hours of light and 12 hours of
darkness.
This seemingly confusing schedule
has a 182-hour week, but the hens
only have to put up with it for 48
weeks in their strange new year.
New Jersey poultrymen are faced
with a call for a nine percent in
crease in egg output in 1942 over
last year.
•• • •
Butterscotch Frosting

GENE TIBRNBV'
VICTOR MATUjBE
TODAY

Don’t Forget
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT is

“COUNTRY STORE”

BARGAIN DAY 25c

The Tops in Fun for ’421
f

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
GENE AUTRY in

LOTS OF VALVABLK GIFTS

TODAY ONLY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Polly

Chap. 4 "Dick Tracy” Serial

• • PHOMC 2 5 n

in Technicolor

Jfiiss

“COWBOY SERENADE”

This And That

VISITS BRISCOE PLANTATION
And the Pen of K. S. F. Treats Eloquently of the
Wonders Found There

Opportunity Class met Thursday
night at the heme of Mrs. Margaret
Adams with 24 members and one
guest present. A report of 46 calls
was made. After the business ses
sion a social hcur followed with
refreshments. The hostesses were
Mrs. Alice Kaler, Mrs. Winnie Kel
ler and Mrs. Lillian Joyce. The
guest, Mrs. Ethel Colburn Joined the
Class. The next meeting will be at
Mrs. L. P. Waller of Wollaston. the heme of Mrs. Christine Dorr
Mass, is the guest of Mrs. Helen
The Itooevlk Club meets this
Paladino, Summer street.
afternoon with Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.

FIRST
SHOWING

Luncheon

~i

The women’s bowling league of
Community building will hold Its
fourth annual banquet Wednesday
night at 7 o’clock, at Knox Hotel in
Thomaston. James Flanagan will
present prizes, the championship
cup going to the High School team.
Mrs. Athleen McRae is chairman
of the banquet, and prizes are in
charge of Miss Mary Sylvester.

Mrs. H. Norman Remsen cf Jen
kintown, Penn., is the guest of Mrs.
Harriett Merriam, Park street.

YL

LOMBARDOMALMSTROM WEDDING

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Townsend an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Arline, of Rockland, to
Owen
Chase, of Cooper’s Mills. NO
The last circle supper of the seadate
has
been set fcr the wedding.
at the UlniverBalist Church
___ _
Wednesday night will have George
Mrs. George Moody and daughter
L. St. Clair chairman assisted by L.
Mrs.
Charles Higgins of Cedar
A. Walker, W H. Spear, Lester
street,
also Mrs. Herman Winchen
Sherman, Alfred Church, A. F. Rus
baugh,
were visitors Friday at the
sell, e. O’B. Gonia, Dr. B. E. Flan
home
cf
Mrs. Pea nor Paquin in
ders, Dr. C. F. French, Fred Gculd
Augusta.
They also attended the
E. C. Paysoin, O. B. Lovejoy, A. R.
tea
and
program
given in the after
Marsh, Chester T. Hmalley, Dr.
no:n
at
the
Bhtine
Mansion by Mrs.
John Smith Lowe, Ivy F. Brackett,
Sumner
Sewall.
J. N. Southard, and Fred True.

Mrs. M. P. Harriman and daugh
ters Sandra and Judith were week
end guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Regers in South Portland.

MENU
Breakfast
Sliced Pineapple
■
Cereal with Golden Cent
Wheat Germ
Poached Eggs
Coffee
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BARRYMORE • VELEZ

IIMY
SIMMS

Added
Disney’s Orphan’s Benefit
LATEST NEWS EVENTS

One cup brown sugar, pinch of
salt, % cup egg whites, % cup
water, pinch of cream of tartar
Boil brown sugar, water and
cream of tartar to 245 degrees F.
and add slowly to the egg wnites
beaten stiff with a pinch of salt.
Beat unt 1 thick. Spread over cool
cake.

A private motor or bus trtu. either tures through life. Here he Joys in
delightful over the perfect rsads of pristine soil that is brimfull of ferFlnrida to anv given intent on is a tility and ready to do his bidoing.
Slight to bc'h mind and eve'. When
Starting out with the cultivation
one has a particular end in view, of a Mexican tung grove to produce
then one has the keen joy of antici- - their nuts for oil and varnishes and
^ation
1 quick drying enamels and lincleP From St Petersburg, North to i urns, Mr. Briscoe found that a fiveDunnellon is a journey f two and [year wait for their production was
one-half hours’ travel through most not conducive to a quiet or contentof the so-called hilly section, up to ed mind. He first made a study,
high acres where one finds the then a planting of Alyse clover a
broad fields oi waving green rye new form of animal food silage, very
and the thousands cf pine and cak much like the popular alfalfa that
trees that make picturesque back- has proven ao great a success in
ground f r this magnificent plants- sections of our country, whereas this
tion which Benjamin Briscoe is de- Alyse,.clover is especially excellent
velcping to the amazement and de- fcr Florida’s type cf soil,
light of this section of the Sunshine
This form of grass comes bv
State.
chance to notice in America; it
Through the waving pasturage one comes from India, and first growing
can see herds ,cf beautiful cattle was from some of the straw wrapped
grazing on this choice silage which around g;ods shipped from India,
constitutes but one of the several it was thrown out, and germinated
crops Mr. Briscoe and his associate into a heavy growth, experimented
have found excelled in value for with and found to be a marvel in
quick returns in marketable beef.
food value for animals. This is the
Mr. Briscoe has opened the eyes romantic story cf the find,
of the farmers to new possibilities
In two years of scientific develop
for money invested, and keeps his ment Mr. Briscoe has brought un
land busy with help of sunshine and der cultivation about 24tK) acres,
shower in maturing his different selling over 200,000 pounds of the
crops, testing his scientific study in seed at a fine figure. He has used
developments, with much cf original the hay for another valuable food
ideas dominating the forces of his
pasturage for his large herd of
successes.
cattle.
This is the history of his adven,planUt,ion c=vers fiix
miles, with four miles facing the
highway between Dunnellon and
STYRON-READ
Miss Helen S. Read, daughter of Ocala, in the highest level sections
Florida, and free from swamps
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Allen Read, of
and their devastating difficulties.
became the bride of Howard Sin
Mr. Briscoe has from an eariv
clair Styrcn. Jr. of New Bern, N. C. period been a man of affairs, never
Saturday, April 4, at 4 o’clock, at content with half iways, eyes wide
for the full value and perspec
the First Congregational Church in open
tive. In all undertakings whether
Lincoln, Mass.
in automobile manufacture or oil
Rev. Charles M Styron, brother production, gold mining or a gov
of the groom, officiated with the ernment job in World War Number
he has always been enthusiastic,
two ring sendee, in the presence of Ialert,
keen, forceful and a cultured
60 relatives and friends.
gentleman—a writer cf note for the
The bride was given in maniage divine needs of man, and gallant
by her father. She wore a gray friend of thousands.
App:inted in 1916 Lieutenant
blue suit with white accessories and Commander
of Naval Reserve Forces
a ccrsage of red roses. Her maid in France for the United States;
of honor, Miss Elinor Gilliatt cf later to lull Commander ol the staff
Boston, wore a gray Lantz suit with of Admiral H. T. Cone, chief direc
of U. S. Navy Foreign service,
Kelly green accessories and a cor tor
when he was awarded Legion of
sage cf jonquils. The bride’s mether Honor and Naval Cress by the
wore a green wool suit with navy French Government and the United
blue accessories end a corsage of States.
This beautiful plantation heme
violets.
is presided over by Mrs. Briscoe
The best man was Stanley E. whose skill in gardening and heme
Babcock, of Binghamton. N. Y.. and development attracts the approval
Homer E. Chilson cf Northampton, and delight of all who are so fortu
nate as to gain her friendship. The
Mass., ushered
spacious lob-cabin, built by Mr.
The ceremony was follcved with a Briscoe, is finished in reeky cypress
reception and buffet supper for the pleasing and restful to the eye, large
immediate families at the home of rooms, screened piazzas and all the
comforts of city life with tlie id^al
Rev. and Mrs. diaries Styron.
quiet and resourceful attractions,
The couple will reside at 302 Com that delight cne in country farm
monwealth avenue, Bost n.
life.
The bride Ls a graduate cf Sullins Beautiful Sussex breed of chickens
Junior College, Bristol, Va., and that reach the zenith in grace in
a large hennery; sordid looking but
Tufts College, Medford Mass. Her staunch young parkers that be
mother (Esley Bicknelb was a speak excellent breakfast rashers
resident of Rockland pri.r to her later. Tlie Victory garden is so
well equipped with luscious possi
marriage.
bilities cnc almost is tempted to pil
The bridegroom is an Industrial fer a radish or temato, a rose or
Engineer, employed by Warren gardenia. And all this because ill
Telechron Company.
He is a health overtook this man cf affairs,
Northeastern University graduate, who would not be shelved, but still
delights in life’s best possibilities as
where he is a member cf Beta health is being restored
Gamma Epsilon Fraternity.
Mr. Briscoe, after World War No.
1, developed interests in cil fields
Miss Anna Coughlin of Broad in Canada and in gold mining next
in Colorado. He was the organizer
street who has been spending the with W. C. Durant of General Mo
Winter with her niece, Mrs. Manuel tors Company as well as numerous
Carillo of New York, has returned ether projects cf worth to a man
alive to the general prosperity and
heme.
activities cf those years when men
were alert to the romance of epporMiss Frankie Webster of Deer tunities.
Kathleen S. Fuller
Isle and Port Chester. N Y„ spent
the school vacation with her
mother, Mrs. H. H. Powers at the
Private Joner
home of Mrs.‘Powers’ $ister/Mrs.
W. A. Kennedy, Rankin- street.
Meanwhile, Miss Webster, with her
mother and Mrs. Anna Eaton and
Mrs. Kennedy, spent two days at
Deer Isle. Miss Webster returns to
Port Chester Friday morning
Mrs. Ida Barnes of Wheeler’s Bay
who has been seriously ill with
pneumonia is making gradual im
provement.
Mrs. Alice M. Spear is ill at her
heme on Old County road with the
grippe.
Every able-bodied student at
Michigan State College must par
ticipate in physical education classes.

Private Jones may not know it, but
he’s giving a party! The boys know
that hie mom sends cakes made with
Rumford—the all-phosphate baking
powder that helps make every baking
sure-fire. FREEi NEW booklet con
taining dozens of bright ideas to im
prove your baking. Address: Rum
ford Baking Powder, Box B, Rumford,
Rhode Island. Write today.

TAKE THE

SHORT CUT TO
LOVELINESS

You Can’t Go Wrong1
with a

GILBERT’S
INDIVIDUALIZED

OIL PERMANENT
Complete for only

OTHER
PERMANENTS
$2.50, $4.00, $5.00

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
T-tf
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Gideons Were Here

Was A Northend Landmark
■/

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

ROCKLAND, MB.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle en Haat, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16, 1M1
Eastern Standard Tima

$2.50 tingle and from $4.00
double. Steam heat. The modem
air cooled Coffee Shop is famous
for fine feed ot moderate prices.
The cocktail lounge w deservedly
popular.

kA

Follow The Trend

Established Jar

Women Voters

Thq Christian Commercial Mens
Association of America, better
■ ■ • -.
known as the Gideons, held its
Maine State meeting at the
Thorndike Hotel Sunda and chose
the following officers:
President—'Elmer B. Rowe of
Bangor.
Vice President—Floye Webber of
Portland.
Secretary—Edward F. Craig of
Orono.
X
Treasurer — G. Carl Cassens of
Rockland.
Chaplain—Joseph A. Wright cf
Portland.
Prominent speakers were heard
Saturday night at the banquet
presided over by Dr. H. V. Tweedie,
president of the Rcckland camp.
The orators included Roy O. Wash
burn of Boston, international trus
tee; John F. Danker of Boston,
chaplain of the Massachusetts and
(Rhode Island association Robert
P. Cline, president cf the Portland
The building shown in the above | It was the story of K. C. Rankin The independent lime manufac
camp George E. Hoff ot Chicago,
national field secretary, and Elmer picture was for many years a well & Son. who burned lime and turer ani ail but a few of the old
B. Rowe of Bangor, state president. known North End landmark, shipped it to Boston and New York hoopers have passed out of the
Speakers at the churches Sun razed like so many other struc- on some of the many lime coasters picture. But both are reminders
day were, Rcckland, Bernard Dun- | tures to make way for a filling which flourished at this port dur- of a period when the Rockl md
ning and G. Carl Cassens, Little statioH. The sign tells the story, ing the palmy days of the firm, waterfront was a bustling locality.
field Memorial Baptist; Elmer B.
Rowe, Congregational; Roy O.
CLARK ISLAND
Washburn, First Baptist; George
George Baum and children
E Hoff, Universalist; John F.
! George and Marilyn visited sever
Danker and Edward F. Craig
al days with Mr. Baum in Kittery
Methodist.
' and Portsmouth, N. H.
Thomaston
Federated,
Floyd
I A barge has been loaded with
Wooden Barges—Fuel Supply—Maine Delegation
Webber; Warren, Congregational,
paving at John Meehan and Son
—Mineral Survey
Joseph A. Wright; Rockland Bap
quarry.
tist, Dr. H. V. Tweedie, and1 Cam
i Gust Johnson has returned from
(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
den Methcdist, Robert P. Cline and
Brookline, Mass, where he passed
A. F. Anderson..
I
the Winter.
Generous collections were re
Capt. A. Loring Swazey of the east of Portland there is at the
ported. Funds are needed by the Navy Department w’as very much presnt time no through rate on 1 Mr- and Mrs- William Williams
Gideons for the purchase of Testa impressed by the readiness of coal and this results in a very con- j and 800 "■Jackie of Camden and
ments for the armed forces. The Maine to undertake the program siderable additional cost. Many Leroy Jackson of South Thomassociety now has one million on or of construction of 3C0 wooden coal Maine industries are likely to feel ton visited Sunday at John R. Wil
der, which are being produced at barges which had been suggested the effects of this situation both liams.
Mrs. Emma Harrisson (formerly
the rate of approximately 5,000 a ’ by the President. Senators White ' in the depletion of supplies and
daVand Brewster on their visits home 1 in the very greatly incrased: cost of this place) has returned from
Nova Scotia. She is now making
to Maine took the matter up with which in turn will react upen the
A Thumbnail Sketch
her home with her daughter Mrs.
In the Autumn of 1898, the Holy the various interests concerned and entire economic situation in the Evelyn McCallum of Everett,
Spirit brought
two Christian suggested the co-ordination of the State.
Mass.
The Maine Delegation
traveling men together for the project in the Maine Development j
Edwin Baum is home from
first time in a crowded hotel ln Commission under the direction of j The Maine Delegation are now Whitinsville, Mass.
Boscobel, Wis. Mr. John H. Nichol Governor Sumner Sewall and this all back in town in spite of what
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lewis and
son of Janesville, Wis., was re resulted in presenting to Captain was supposed to be the recess of daughter cf Braintree, Mass are
quested to occupy a double room Swazey on his visit this last week the Congress through the Easter visiting Mrs. Lewis’, parents Mr.
with Samuel E. Hill of Beloit, Wis. a complete picture of Maine re- I' holiday. This reflects the increas and Mrs. Frank Johnson.
Each discovered the other to be a sources adapted for this shipbuild ing amount of business that flows
Owen Chaples is confined to thp
Christian, and they had their eve- ing program.
through the offices of a Senator or house with illness.
Captain Swazey returned thor- Congressman irrespective of whering devotions together. While on
Easter Service
oughly
satisfied that Maine could j ther Qr nQt thc Congress u
ses.
their kacas, the thought came to
This
program
was held at the
do
the
job
in
double-quick
time
them of the need for an organiza
sion. There are such a vast num
and
so
reported
to
the
President
church
Sunday
by the Sunday
tion of Christian traveling men for
ber of matters in every State now
School
in
observance
of Easter:
and
the
details
of
the
plan
are
mutual recognition on the road,
requiring consideration and action
Hymns,
‘
‘
Christ
the
Lord
is Risen
now
being
worked
out
in
Washing

and united effort in winning other
in Washington that the members
Today
”
and
“
The
Old
Rugged
ton. It is hoped very shortly to of the Senate and House must de
traveling men for Christ.
May 31 next, they met again, at have the decisions which will en vote a very considerable portion Cross”, congregation; church pledge
Beaver Dam, Wis.. and decided to able the wheels In Maine to begin of their time to assisting in depart Sunday Schocl; “E-A-S-T-E-R”,
call a meeting at Janesville Y. M. to turn. Model of the contem mental contacts on matters of vital Ruth Peterson. Matt Rein, Bar
C A., July 1, 1899. As a result, these plated barge and detailed plans interest to both the State and to bara Putansu, Virginia Archer,
Roy Swanson and James Caven;
two men met a third, William J. were furnished Captain Swazey individual communities.
recitation, Clifton Yattaw; “At
Knights of Wild Rose, Wis., and and were looked over at the White
Surveying Our Minerals
Easter Time.” Alice Caven, Elmer
the three organized the Associa House immediately after his re
The
possibility
of
further
ex

turn.
Allen, Elmo Allen and Lillian
tion. Going to their knees for a
ploratory
surveys
for
minerals
in
Putansu; recitations, Sylvia Maker,
suitable name. Mr. Knights soon
The Fuel Supply
Maine
was
taken
up
with
Oov.
Arlene Rackliffe, Sandra Lewis,
arose, read Judges 6 and 7. and
New England Ls rapidly awaken Sewall this past week in connecMiriam
Cline; Matt Rein. Robert
said, ‘'We will be called The
ing to its fuel problem. The New tion with the plans for Summer
Dennison;
hymn. “Christ Arose,”
Gideons'."
England Council has become ac work in the northern part of the Faith, Hope and Charity and Gold
There ls scarcely a portion of the tive in the matter because of the
United States that are now being en Rule classes; recitation. Ruth
globe today where this Gideon
increasing concern over what may considered by the Bureau of Mines Peterson and Virginia Archer.
ministry has not made itself felt,
happen in New England this fall
Playlet, '“Brown Bulbs and
and the Geological Survey. There
either through personal testimony,
and Winter to both our industries
are several interesting possibilities Easter Flowers’’ Alice Carlson,
and our homes.
in various parts of*the State and Vera Blcmbing, Hilda Swanson,
Senator Brewster discussed the it is hoped that survey parties may Nadine Lewis, Ernest Swanson,
entire situation in Maine with be arranged by co-operative ac and Clifton Yattau; hymn, “Ring
Hon. Joseph B. Eastman, formerly tion between the state and federal Happy Bells of Easter Time," con
Chairman of the Interstate Com government which will determine gregation.
merce Commission and now De very definitely whether under war
fense Transportation Co-ordinator, conditions with many foreign
APPLETON RIDGE
the past week and was assured of sources now cut off there may not
Mr.
and Mrs. Jenness Keller of
his appreciation of the problem be the possibility of development
jnLincolnville
were recent callers on
and his keen interest in its solu for certain mineral resources in
tion.
Further conferences are the State of Maine. Among those Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
iv
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Pitman of
planned to see what may be the. under consideration are mangan
North
Vassalboro were week-end
most practicable step by which ese, chrome, nickel, tin. copper,
visitors
at the home of Mr. and
Maine may be assured of adequate beryllium, and magnesium.
Mrs.
A.
G. Pitman.
supply.
Miss Lucy Moody and Vena But
The possibility of securing fur
terfield of Pittsfield were week-end
NORTH WARREN
ther supplies of coal by water in
Miss Nettie Folsom who was em guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. N.
accordance with the traditional
ployed at the residence of Edward Moody.
practice along the Maine coast and
Whitney, has returned to her home Rachel Mitchell of Burkettville
for our industries in the interior in Waldoboro owing to the illness of
Ls visiting her grandparents Mr.
Enjoy the blue (Bm—
were considered and also the ques her father.
tunihina and tropical braaiat ef
and. Mrs. T. J. Williams.
tion of through rates on coal from
Miami. Hara is al the beauty and
Mrs. Goldie Overlock is recover
Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell
tplendor of endleu perfect days
the southern fields. For all points
ing
from
an
appendix
operation
at
were
callers recently in Burkettand nights where dear coolness is
aat^Rantajl
kaaa
^
—
1—
L.A
J.
Knox
Hospital.
vuengn( gu gap
Ii t
! ville.
or through the distribution of the
the stars. Hara is everything your
Miss Virginia Moody who has been
Mr. Ames of Union was the
heart has draamad for a perfect
Word of God.
caring
for
her
sister,
Mrs.
Alford
vacation.
All Christian Business men, in Wiley, has returned home. Mr. and
Ei Comodoro Hotel offer* al
cluding
commercial travellers, may Mrs. Willis Moody were callers Sun
the faciltias, al the restful charm
now become regular members. Any day at the Wiley home.
and perfect comfort te suit the
VINALHAVEN
most electing taste. Located in
: Christian man, not a business man,
Curtis Tolman, student at Castine
the heart of downtown Miami—
may actively share in the Gideon Normal School, was home for the
AND ROCKLAND
Ministry as an associate member. Easter vacation.
STEAMBOAT CO.

EL COMODORO HOTEL

AND COULD THEY SAW HEADS?

Rockland League of

Held Annual Meeting At The
Thorndike—Spoke In
Many Churches

Han your Vacation newt
For information or mtar
vations. address Joseph
H. Adams, Mgr, or your
travel agent.

THE LYRIC MUSE

ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

Tuesday-Friday
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"At

BOSTON

Hera ia a hotel for permanent and transient guests away from the

bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you’ll
enjoy. Only 6 minutee to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No Uguor sold.

■oom and bath from S3 — double from $5 —suites from SI
Commonwronlth Jlvaniio.
WmI

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
U»
Bead Down
PJL
AM
5J8 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 646
Ar. 4.66
6.38 Lv. Stonington,
7J0 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3J6
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
• AS Ar. Rockland.
Lr. 06

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

OUR HEROES
[For The Courier-Gazette]

Heroes ln Khaki, ln Gray and ln Blue.
Heroes of '76, heroes of '42;
Heroes of '17, all down the line.
Counting them o'er and o'er
you’ll come to thine.
Each has a part to. play
Each one a cross.
Bad hag a price to pay.
Bach count a loss.
'T1U the awaited day
When freedom rings.
And each shall know the joy
Liberty brings.
Heatache and pain shall flee.
There’U come a day;
Dear though thc cost may be.
High though we pay.
Oh. that all wars shall cease
Nor come again;
That those who give their all
Give not ln vain
So give all we have to give
Nor seek to rest.
That in the end well know
Each did our best.
Rae of Belfast

ffUMH
SELECTIVE SERVICE CALL
[For The Courier-Gazette]

The number of my only son
I do not see toddy
In our Selective Service call
Defending Freedom's sway.
Nor will I ever see it there
Though war against us rage
And bring to an untimely death
All youth of soldier age.
For years ago In chUdhood days
His God's selective call
To service ln celestial sphere
He heard and left us all.
Lord, let me hear my country’s call
To service age can give
In memory of the son I loved
As long as I shall live.
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

R at R R
TOUCH OF APRIL
(For The Courier-Gazette]
Slender pussywillows bend
By the sliver threads of brooks;
Violets sprinkle greening trails
Leading to the lorest nooks.
Warm south winds with fragrant
breath
Break the grip of Winter’s chill;
Touch the ferns ln beds of moss
On the shining slope of hill.
Then the geese ln noisy throng
Cross the sky ln arrow flight;
Birches whisper down the road
To the listening ear of night.
Tiien the hills with laughter ring
At the tap of April rain;
Forests gleam In bright array
Now that Spring ls here again.
(Maurice P. Hill
Rockland.
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Back in 1904 the Rockland
Rockport Lime Company had a smart
crew at work in its heading saw mill at the North End. Through the
courtesy of Earle C. Dow, former newspaper worker, we are able to use
the above group picture, in which, left to right, are: Messrs. Rankin,
Mears, Lear, Young (or Simmons), Mank, McGlavatin, Jordan and
Pendleton. It is now up to E. H. Philhrick to furnish additional infor
mation on the subject.

v

WEST WASHINGTON

CONGRATULATES COLBY

Mrs. Viola Kuhn attended thc
Republican convention in Port
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchen
bach and son James were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. William
Little In South Bristol.
Mrs. Eldred Soule visited her
sister Friday in- Wiscasset.
Miss Carolyn Lash who spent
the Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Kaler, has returned to her
home in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFarland
of New Harbor passed the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Eugley.
Miss Ruth Johnson and Miss
Chrlstene Eugley have been con
fined to their homes with the

On Its Promptness In Co-operating :
with the U. S. Navy

President Johnson of Co’by Col
lege has received a telegram frcm
Secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox, j
congratulating the college on its'
quick co-operation with the U. S |
Navy in introducing the pre-offi- [
cership training program.
“The Navy is proud that Co’.by
, College has undertaking our V-l
jplan for training freshmen and
sophomores as officer material.
| P’.ease tell your young men who
1 apply for enlistment and training
j under this plan that they will be
serving the nation by continuing
I their college courses, no less than
those cf ycur alumni who are al|
ready
in active service. The Navy
mumps.
knows
ycur institution and your V-l
Ralph Johnson has empolyment
j students will do their part.”
in Massachusetts.
Mrs. 'Reuben Chase and son
Leverett and Mrs. William Chase were visitors Monday at the home
and son William of New Harbor of Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach. .

SPRING, BEAUTIFUL SPRING
(For The Courier-Gazette]
The living-room looks quite
As though a bomb has landed right
Tn the middle of the same.
Ahd the suction of the blast
From the walls has pulled each last
Doodad and picture frame.
But It does no good to grouse
When the wife ls cleaning house
In the Spring.
Now empty-bellied bookcases
Askew, and (flialrs full of vases.
Are not homey or Inviting
Nor are books on the floor
In the path to the door.
As at the present writing.
But lt does no good to grouse
When the wife ls cleaning house
In the Spring.

INSURANCE

I thought I had control.
But I coudn't call my soul
My own ln any quarter
When I started ln to chat
And I accidentally sat
In a pan of dirty water.
But lt does no good to grouse
When the wife Is cleaning house
In the Spring.
Steve Lavender
Thomaston.
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NEW ENGLAND NATURE STUDY
(For The Courier-Gazette]
What names are ours to conjure with
Juniper, hemlock and pine.
Their charm and grace and loveliness
Point direct to Hand Divine.
In Winter. Spring and Summer time
Their green beauty greets thc eye
While staunchest grace In growth and
form
Gives us understanding why.
In timbered leagues of far flung wood
They flourish through the ages
These evergreens bear Winters sere
As part and parcel of our year.
Guardian priests—parent sages.
K. S. F.
Rockland.

morning speaker Sunday at the
Baptist Church.
Esley Boardman of Jefferson and
Mrs. Ada Mitchell of Burkettville
were guests Saturday and Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Mitchell.
Lawriston Hustus of Belfast and
Kenneth

Hustus of Knox

were

callers recently on their sister
Mrs. Lawrence Moody.
Miss Eleanor Fuller is on vaca
tion from her duties at Farmington State Normal School.

ROCKVILLE
The defense meeting planned for
tonight at 7 o’clock at the school
building will be postponed to to
morrow night at the same place
and same hour.
Courier-Gazette Want Ada Work
Wonders I

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLB
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ROCKLAND, ME.

$2,787,607 43
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted. 178.736 80

Admitted.
12.608 870
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
•
$109,616
Unearned Premiums.
1,127.163
All other Liabilities.
67.497
Statutory Reserve.
500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities.
804.594

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

68
00
25
35
00
08

$2,608,870 68

THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
$15,544 13
Real Bstate.
16.961.320 13
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash In Office and Bank . 2.612.342 18
843.688 06
Agents’ Balances.
' 84,189 01
BUls Receivable.
44.630 73
Interest and Rents.
236.666 31
All other Assets,
$20,798,380 55
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted. 3.072.311 05

$17,726,069
Admitted.
LIABILmBB. 'DEC. 31. 1941
$1,424,612
Net Unpaid Looses,
6.748.322
Unearned Premiums.
1.732.101
AU other Liabilities.
4.000.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all LlabUltles. 3.821.033
Total LlabUltles and
Surplus.

00
57
69
00
24

$17,726,060 50

ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
•
OF NEW YORK
ABSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
Cash ln Banks.
$2,292,933
United States Government
21,359.610
Bonds.
4 554.432
►r Bonds.
2.275.250
____ - Stocks.
3.099.600
Common Stocks,
155.552
Accrued Interest.
Premiums ln Course of
Collection (Under 90
2.978.982
486.628
Other Assets.

naw.

Total Admitted
$37,202,940
Assets.
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31, 1941
Reserve for Claims and
$14,047,515
Suits.
Reserve for Unearned
6.918.806
Premiums,
Reserve for Commissions on
533.675
Outstanding Premiums.
850.000
Reserve for Taxes.
Reserve for Sundry Ac
370.000
counts.
924.147
Other LlabUltles.
itary Res
Capital Fully Paid In.
Net Surplus Over AU
LlabUltles,

50

77
49
74
00
00
96

58
16
72

00
64
00
00
00
18

$23,644,143 82
6,058 796 90
$2,500,000 00

5.000.000 00

THE PHOENIX INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS, DEJC. 31. 1941
Real Estate.
$567,557 04
Mortgage Loans,
443.515 54
Stocks and Bonds,
56.759.969 00
Cash ln Office and Banks. 4.963.206 20
Age'nts' Balances.
3.219.002 53
Bills Receivable.
34.059 97
Interest and Rents.
104.593 62
AU other Assets.
175.420 81

Gross Assets.
$66,267,324 71
Deduct Items not admitted, 516,894 44
Admitted Assets,
$65,750,430
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$2,147,239
Unearned Premiums,
10.121.507
All other Liabilities.
1,749.083
Securities Adjustment
Reserve.
5 500.000
Cash Capital.
6.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 40.232.599

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

27

53
53
97
00
00
24

$65,750,430 27

GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Portsmouth, N. H.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1941
Real Estate.
$129,138 28
Mortgage Loans.
8.106 70
Stocks and Bonds.
3.930.265 84
Cash ln Office and Bank.
525.355 24
Agents' Balances.
287.318 54
Bills Receivable.
33.921 50
Interest and Rents,
31.533 65
All other Assets,
19.778 59
Gross Assets,
$4,965,418 34
Deduct Items not admitted. 286.784 71

Admitted.
$4,678,633
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$220,028
Unearned Premiums.
1.762.104
All other Liabilities,
62.037
Cash Capital,
1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.634.412
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

63
94
39
44
00
86

$4,678,633 63

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Mass.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
Real Estate,
$680,960 85
Mortgage Loans (First
Liens).
581.591 35
Bonds (Amortized
Values).
11.792.964 69
Stocks (Market Values).
16.214.933 45
Cash tn Office and Banks. 4.596.297 64
Agents' Balances,
2.715.632 34
Bills Receivable.
74.261 08
Accrued Interest, etc.,
120.180 67

Total Admitted
Assets.
$36,779,842
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,962,497
Unearned Premiums.
14.768.122
AU other Liabilities.
953.714
General Voluntary Reserve. 500.000
Cash Capital.
5.000.000

Alimins nvpr all llahilit.iAs

1*1

Do this
JS—Tr
Tiy B-pnrposa Va-tro-nol.
It (1) shrinks swollen membranes,
(2) soothes irritation, (3) relieves
transient nasal congestion ... And

Two Vinalhaven fis
bert McDonald and
made a gruesome du
day forenc-on when t
a drifting skiff nt.i
and found in the par
craft the b:dy of a in
The skiff was latct
the property cf Edwar
of Camden, but the id'
the victim was net m
terday forenoon, win
sent by Sheriff C. 1
were etstablished by
Shepard as these of
27, of Boston, who v
the Waterville police
31 as a ledger.
Meantime the bodj
to the Russell undei
Wednesday, upon ordf;
iff Ludwick and Med
H. J. Weisman who n
nalhaven after the
the body
An autr
formed Wednesday
Dr. Weisman and Sts
COMING TO III
Detectives I-eo Dc
liam Shea of the Dui
lice station in Bost:
here today tc make i
fication of the bedy
ley which is being he
sell Funeral Heme o
examiner’s orders
The young man:
home is in Beret
learned of the my^
their son late yester
boy had been idenl
his fingerprints at
prints on file with thc
His parents exprer
that, the boy net ben
water had crawied u
of the boat himself a:
wedged so firmly he
and died there fron
drowning as the bc|
water in the choppy

I------ —in folder.

VA-TRO-NOL

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

41T45

24
7S
70
21
00
57

FIUS HP
TOHIGHT

Admitted,
$15,515,108
LIABILITIBS. DEC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$961,668
Unearned Premiums,
7,072.366
AU other LlabUltles.
840.791
Cash Capital.
Statutory Deposit 500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 6.140.282

FRIENDSHIP—RAY WINCHENPAW
DEER ISLE—E. W. PICKERING
UNION—J. 0. CREIGHTON
NORTH HAVEN—0. D. LERMOND

UNITED STATES BRANCH
Union Assurance Society, Ltd
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1941
2.500.991
Stocks and Bonds,
146 266
Cash in Office and Bank
117.448
Agents' Balances,
2,722
Bills Receivable.
14.104
Interest and Renta,
6.074
All other Assets,

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders!

Body of John

Comi
FRIDJ

Gross Assets,
$15,891,846 74
Deduct Items not admitted. 376.738 49

Consult our Sub Agents in the following localities:

A man Is not himself
When the knlckknacks on a shelf
Are no longer on lt;
And a picture ln his chair.
If it doesn't make him swear.
Makes him mad as a hornet.
But lt does no good to grouse
When the wife ls cleaning house
In the Spring.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

MAY HA

U. S. BRANCH NORTH BRITISH A
MERCANTILE INSURANCE CO. LTD.
London and Edinburgh,
Kingdom of Great Britain
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds,
$12,921,385 24
Cash In Office and Bank, 1.726.428 78
Agents' Balances.
1,325.611 61
Bills Receivable.
25 158 75
Interest and Rents,
78.821 97
All other Assets.
Credit 185,559 59

M'DOUGALL-LADD CO.
14 SCHOOL STREET,

To insure the efficient distribu
tion at a reasonable price of goods
made scarce by the war, something
more than price ceilings is gen
erally needed. As shortages de
velop, people bid against each
other for scarce goods and prices
skyrocket. If a price ceiling is set,
it says merely how much ycu shall
pay, not how much you shall buy.
If the long purse is to be kept
from buying up all that is on (he
market, some way must be found
to parcel out scarce gccds so that
each person may have his fair
Share, regardless of income. This
is rationing. The alternative to
rationing is to deprive war pro
duction of needed materials so
that civilian demand may be met.
or to let civilians bid wildly against
each other for the limited supply.
Rationing may be expected when
a limited supply’ must be allotted
to users whose need is urgent from
a public point of view. The Office
of Price Administration has been
given full power by the War Pro
duction Board to ration all goods
and commodities to meet civilian
personal needs. The citizen will
be conscious of rationing mainly
in his own locality where he will
make application for his share of
rational goods.
Whatever methods are used, the
local rationing board, composed ol
citizens serving without compensa
tion. is the heart of thc plan. Thultimate success of the program
will rest to a large degree on the
24.000 volunteer workers on local
boards who deal directly with thc
citizen. Their integrity, and the
responsibility which they assume
for the efficient and honest ad
ministration of the program, may
determine how much centralization
and policing will be necessary.

25
00
30
52
00
43

$15,515,108 25

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE CO.
San Francisco, Calif.
ASSETS, DBC. 31, 1941
Real Bstate.
$2,844,364 93
Mortgage Loans.
574.501 54
Stocks and Bonds,
31.666.558 70
Cash ln Office and Bank, 8.857.849 34
Agente' Balances,
2.228.578 06
BUls Receivable.
44.762 70
Interest and Rents,
138.317 34
AU other Assets,
2.584.927 53

fc-.-

Gross Assets,
$48,939,860 14
Deduct items not admitted. 810.719 79
Admitted.
- $48,129,140 35

LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
$5,084,254
15.328.075
All other Liabilities.
3.833.748
Cash Capital.
7.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 16.383.061

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

88
95
03
00
40

$48,129,110 35

. *I*.2AR* F,,RE INSURANCE co.
80 Malden Lane, New York City, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$21,815,106 00
Lash In office and Bank. 1,499.916 18
nS?***i ®JIaS?e».
909.591 43
Bills Receivable.
8 195 17
*dd R«nts.
55^568 13
All other Assets.
H.129 92

Oross Assets.
$24,308,506 83
Deduct Items not admitted.
40.442 90

Admitted.
|24 266.063
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net
Unpaid Losses.
$720,732
Premiums,
6.338.190
All Other Liabilities,
1.188.789
C*P1UJ> .
2.000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 14.018.352

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

93
23
12
37
00
15

$24,266,063 93

CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
„
$369,356 94
Blocks and Bonds.
3.483.935 28
Cash In Office and Bank.
852.440 72
Agents Balances.
293.459 15
Interest and Rents,
19.060 91
AU other Assets,
1.161 93
Gross Assets.
$5 019.418 01
Deduct Items not admitted. 343.460 23
Admitted.
$4,675,957
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$353,864
V"e*roed Premiums.
1.909.897
AU other LlabUltles.
109.353
Ca«b Capital. Statutory
Depoel
Deposit.
500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.802.841

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

78

91
41
70
00
76

Featurij
$4,675,957 78

ALBANY INSURANCE COMPANY
OF ALBANY, N. Y.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
Real Bktate.
$153,499 63
Mortgage Loans,
190.384 11
stodka and Bonds.
2,222.208 40
Cash in Office and Bank.
437.823 55
189.330 94
Agents' Balances,
Interest and Rente.
16.187 31
A11 other Assets,
23.425 96

BOB PERCI’j

WGAN’S SAI
DOOR PRIZE|

LUCKY

07
16
95
25
00
00

*n

Gross Assets.
$3,232,859 95
Deduct items not admitted. 362.807 42
Admitted.
$2,870,052 53
UABILmBB. DBC. 31. 1M1
Net Unpaid Losses.
$55,964 oo
Unearned Premiums.
621.596 77
AU ether LlabUltles.
116.317 *9

Dancing 8

Are You

